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AN IMPROVED JIG SAWA MODEL POWER MONOPLANE

MAKING A SIMPLE CLARINET
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

LAYOUT
MAKING A DIVING SUITBENDING, FORMING AND SHAPING

THERMO - PLASTICS
ETC., ETC.



04e. 760. 3,d0z. Assorted

iiiimeing%. :I" :to 4" long. 22
60 '08 r tie "
41tani.46S6,eacii.

"If only l had an -113G
expansion spring!"

No, 418.A. 3,dor. Assorted
SI" tip ar' ions, tto fi

113 A6

INe. 758. Fine tErtgansion
.Apsings. 9 wrossiStessortedr f'ito

, 27 4o 20
(Mt- 4t4431.

.,4b6 gross A .sorted
$ttlielitE.Apansion Sprinys
g" go qt" ..long, 3 32 to
to Blon" .diem., 21(, tr

606 =e4i.th.

There he is.=---sitiviv for a vital
spring, the job hung up, all bean
can't put his hand on the very
.thing needed -to :Finish it.

Don die caughn out like this--naake
practical use of IPBRIEVS BOX1 5 OF
ASSORTED SWRINGS where youll lend
the exact spring you steed for a thousand
arid .one propositions. These handy boxes
hold .a wonderful variety of springs of
every kind-eornpression, expansion,
heavy, light, long short, in the gauge
.you want just when you man' it.
Why not let us lend you our fully
illustrated list of giOXES post fret?

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD
114111111di, Worcs.

1,Makers of Quality Spriggs, Wird:wals...tad
Pre.swork for over utter yeas)

116. 157. Errata Light
(Wintrtession, I oroatats-
ocaort, I"*to 734".diam
4" 4o 21" iong, 27 4. 1111

"8."deki.15/-Lettah.

an. "igtoss Assort-
ted iEnpttn.sion
ftprings. r -to t&3
tto 2.114.,9 it, each.

No. 1024.
20 Com-

toression Springs
42" long. 4" to
diam., 24f3 to

suitable for
cutting into shorter

lengths; and 30 Ewan -
Mon ti" no 12" long, '5,12"

to I" diem., 226 to .166.
24:- each.

Cat polar:dam costswidi Terry
Wine Cirellips (Square4Siectius)

we cam supply from stuck in sides
from 1,-"ao

Have pea a Peesswork problem?
if so Was have it and \Atli help to solve
it for yew

Vff S
\NsOlt11,11 %.4P1-11.NGS

*Interested in Wind U Maw
mApring Design & Osicalatisae-

pad bag 12/6
0,4r27E

* Permanent Magnets in action *

Made by jam,es Ole
obtoino.bilie

lust another of the countless
workshop uses . &oe
Magnets. A. pima daaa4 oieel
onone pulewlialowailkilissout
is ail PIN aural forties anion
pawn st'6dlipx",16%prie
in "twin Ansel* sir we
Vorsattle 1 S12tW booklet avail-

able Uwe our usual tool dealer.

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

I Company (Sheffield) 1.11.tited
is 1 14#1 distiribalkoef

*ha

STEEL SHELVING
72 in. HIGH
34 in. WIDE
12 in. DEEP
 lkwail mw-lilear-

feawnel in our ere

 Skim ruipsteild
foray &di.

 Homy gouge dheires
ea awry 480
Dealt.

 Stow enomegoil
dad green.

 6 thetives pet boy-
bona shelves 8;- each.

 Alsoavaskibie in white
at LS per boy.

 Qtaraity discounts"
Detected Inv 3 iSs.
Ready for erection.

N. C. BROWN LTD°
Green Lane Wing
HEYWOOD LANCS
-the manufacturers

111..

A Lt OTHER SlZESavatl-
able at equally keen
praxis.
Doliweries free so E.oglood,

Scotland and Wok,

Telephone :
Heywood 69016
nb lines)
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Technical Data

Swing
Height of Centres
Distance between Centres

71"

20"
Dia. of hole through Spindle 9/16th"
6 Spindle Speeds 150 r.p.m.-3,500 r.p.m.

CASH PRICE £97.10.0

Also available on Easy Terms.

Please send me Illustrated Maximat Brochure

Name

Address

SELECTA POWER TOOLS LTD.,
Hampton Road West, Hanworth, Feltham,

Middlx.
A member of the B. Elliott Group of Companies.L - PM f

all hands"
... but a
THIRD
HAND

would have
done

The heavens help the sailor in a plight
like this!

Nowadays don't be " all at sea " when you are doing
a job where a third hand is wanted-use a Mole
Wrench, the versatile tool that holds on with hands
off-ideal for the countless jobs in home, garage or
workshop. Used by Handymen and Engineers the
world over, its toggle action gripping power of
2,000 lbs. locks the wrench to the work, released only
when the centre lever is touched. Use it as super -
pliers, wrench, hand vice, clamp-whatever the job
demands. You'll always find a use for

THE'

MOLEMARK
SELF-GRIP

WRENCH
TRADE ,

7w., 12/6 10in.,
FROM IRONMONGERS, MOTOR & MOTOR

CYCLE ACCESSORY DEALERS.
* ASK FOR A GENUINE MOLE WRENCH-LOOK

FOR THE NAME ON IT.
If in any difficulty write to
M. MOLE & SON, LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 3.

ED

.0.1v. ISLAND FARM RD, WEST MOLESEY.I SURREY) ENGLAND.
DEVELOPMt NT ENGINEF HS -

The finest Engines
for your models

E.D. I C.C. 44 BEE "
"THE ENGINE WITH A STING ! "
BRITAINS MOST POPULAR DIESEL
Over 300,000 sold. Gives an astonishingly high
efficiency and power for weight ratio.

Price
including P. Tax, £2.14.9
Water-cooled model, MA 2.11

E.D. .46 c.c. 64 BABY "
The smallest of the range-
THE LITTLE ENGINE WITH

A BIG PERFORMANCE !
just the engine to encourage the newcomer to this
highly instructive hobby of modelling.

Price £2.15.11including P. Tax,

Water-cooled model, £3.12.11

Seven models available. Every one designed, manufactured and tested
to the highest degree of accuracy and reliability to ensure the greatest
possible speed and performance for your models.
New illustrated list's. giving full details of the complete range of E.D
Engines and all E.D. products, free on request.

f5RDER FROM YOUR MODEL SHOP.

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD 0
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Training With I C is&
THE WAY TO SUCCESS

The great and growing demand of today is for TRAINED
men. Thousands more are needed, but there is no worth-
while place for the untrained.

Through I.C.S. Home Study you gain the specialised
knowledge that marks you out for promotion, for
SUCCESS ! I.C.S. teaches you in your own time-
expertly, quickly and easily. It is the world's largest
and most successful correspondence school, offering
courses for almost every branch of trade, industry
and the professions. No books to buy.

ADVERTISING &
SALESMANSHIP
Account Executives
Mail Order
Copy Writers'
Advertisement Managers
Commercial Travellers'
Sales Management
EXAMS : 'oint Inter.

A.A. & I.P.A. Finals.
Inc. Sales Mngrs. Ass.
United Corn. Travel.
Association

ARCHITECTURE &
BUILDING
Drawing and Designing
Quantity Surveying
Builders' and Surveyors'

Clerks'
Bricklaying
Carpentry & ;oinery
Construction and Steelwork
Heating and Ventilating
EXAMS : Roy. Inst. of Br.

Archts. Inst. of Quant.
Surveyors. Roy. Inst. of
Chartered Surveyors.
Inst. of Builders. Inst.
of Mun. Engrs. (Bldg.
Inspectors'). Inst, of
Clerk of Works.

COMMERCIAL ART
Elementary Art Training
Poster Work
Sketching

COMMERCIAL
TRAINING
Book-keeping and Accoun-

tancy
Costing and Auditing
Company and Private Secre-

tarial
EXAMS : Chartd. Inst.

Secs. Corp. of Secs.
Ass. of Cert. & Corp.
Accts. Inst. of Cost &
Works Accts. Inst. of
Book-keepers

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Industrial Electronics
Electronic Computers

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Highway Engineering
Surveying and Mapping
Structural and Concrete

Engineering
EXAMS : Inst. of Civil

Engineers. Inst. of Men.
Engrs. Inst. of Struc-
tural Engrs.

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
(State which Branch)
Architectural
Drawing Office Practice &

Machine Design
Structural Drawing
Maths & Machine Drawing
Woodworking Drawing
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Illumination and Heating
Elect r;cians'
EXAMS : Society of En-

gineers. C. & G. Cert.
in Elec. Eng. Practice.
C. & G. Cert. in Elec.
Installations. C. & G.
Cert. in Blum. Engg.

FARMING &
HORTICULTURE

Arable Farming
Pig & Poultry Keeping
Livestock Farming
Farm Machinery (Mainten-

ance)
Flower, Vegetable & Fruit

Gardening
Rock & Shrub Gardening
EXAMS : R.H.S. General

FIRE ENGINEERING
EXAMS : Inst. of Fire

Engineers. Fire Service
Promotion.

GENERAL CERTIFICATE
OF EDUCATION
Principal Subjects at Ordin

ary or Advanced Level
Cngineering Joint Board Pre-

,timinary

MANAGEMENT
Office Management
Foremanship
Personnel Management
Business Management
Methods Engineering
EXAMS : British Inst. of

Mngemt. Intermediate,
Final and Certificate of
Foremanship.

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Subjects include :
Welding, Fitting, Turning,

Erecting, lig & Tool De-
sign, Production, Draughts-
manship, Mathematics, In-
spection, Diesel Engines,
Diesel Electric Loco-
motives. Refrigeration

EXAMS Inst. of Mech.
Engineers. Inst. of Pro-
duction Engineers.
Society of Engineers.

MOTOR ENGINEERING
Diesel Transport Engines
Motor Body Rebuilding
Owner Drivers'
Running and Maintenance
PHOTOGRAPHY
A basic Course including

Colour Work
RADIO AND TELE-
VISION ENGINEERING
Service Engineers'
Television Servicing and En-

gineering
Practical Radio with Equip-

ment
Radio Service & Sales
EXAMS : Br. Inst of

Radio Engrs C. & G.
Radio Servicing Cert.
(R.T.E.B.). P.M.G.'s Cert.
(Marine) in Wireless Te-
legraphy. C. & G. Tele-
coms. Engineering. C. &
G. Radio Amateurs'.

WRITING FOR PROFIT
Free Lance Journalism
Short Story Writing

LEARN - AS - YOU - BUILD PRACTICAL
RADIO COURSE

Budd your own 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve superhet
radio receiver ; Signal Generator and High -quality

Multi -tester.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. I69D, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me free booklet on Age

Nome 0,copetion
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

3/59
Addresses for Overseas. Readers

Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Eire : Dawson House, IS. Dawson
Street, Dublin. India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd., Fort Bombay.
New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington. N. Ireland : 26, Howard
Street, Belfast South Africa : P O. Box 19 Cape Town

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
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HUGHES MOTORS, shunt wound, 12 v. 11 amp.,
speed 5,000 r.p.m., reversing, size 3 in. long,
liin. dia., sin, shaft, weight 20 oz., a very superior
motor designed for anti -radar equipment, new
unused 10/-, post 1/6. £5 per doz., carriage paid,
ditto fitted reduction gear, giving a final drive

in. shaft) of either 320 or 160 r.p.m., state which
required. 12/8 post 1/9 ; £6 per doz carriage paid.
K TYPE CYLINDER LOCKS, deadlocking and
thiefproof, has 7 concentric tumblers instead of
the usual 5 in line, interchangeable fitting with ordinary cylinder locks, latchbolt
reversible, for right or left hand doors (no need to specify), complete with 2 keys, all
fittings and instruction booklet, new, boxed, 5/-, post 1,6 ; 4 for 20/- ; post paid.
RANGEFINDERS by Barr and Stroud. 1 -metre base coincidence type, a hand held
instrument giving the distance of any object, from 500 to 20,000 yds. (12 miles). The
14x variable focusing right eyepiece provides two images of the object viewed, one
from the right objective ; the other from the left. When these two images are
brought into coincidence by a thumbwheel control, the distance in yards can imme-
diately be read in the left eyepiece. Fitted two filters and other refinements. A very
superior high quality instrument, original cost £1.80, our price in new or near new
Nc oind2oi1_t /0. n . supplied in stout fibre cases £5. carriage 100 m. 7/6. 200 in. 10/-, 300 m. 12/6.

GUNSIGHT TELESCOPES, has 4 lens high grade optical system with cross
graticule, approx. 2x, all brass, 13 in. long, 1 in. dia., makes an ideal rifle sight, or
astro telescope star marker, perfect condition, in metal cases. B01-, post 1/9.
TELEPHONE' SEES, consists of two combined microphones and receivers, which
when wired up by ordinary twin flex. provides perfect 2 -way communication, excel-
lent results at 1 mile range have been reported, self -energised, no battery required.
set complete, new imused-7/6, post 1/3 ; suitable twin 14/36 p.v.c. up to 300 ft. lengths
at ld. per ft. supplied, postage each 21 ft. flex 3d. extra.
CHARGING SETS, only 46 lbs. weight, easily carried. 4 -stroke air-cooled, runs for
la hours from 1 gall, petrol. D.C. output 12-18 v. at 80 watts, complete with exhaust '

and silencer, starter cord. etc., size 141in. a 141in. x 711n., completely works recon-
ditioned and now as new, supplied in stout wood cases, our price 28101-, carriage.
(inland only) 100 m, 12/6, 200 m. 16/6, 300 rn. 20;-.
GRAMOPHONE MOTORS by famous maker. 200/250 v. or 100/130 v. A.C. mains, 1
1 in. long, 5/32 in. dia, shaft, speed 1,350 r.p.m., size 21 in. x 21n. x 11 in., weight 18 oz.,
fitted rubber bushed mounting bracket, recent manufacture and brand new, 15/,
post 1/6.
OIL TEMP. GAUGES. 21 in. square flush mounting, graduated 0;120 deg. " C."
basically a very fine quality moving coil milliammeter, new in sealed cartons, 36.
Post 1/6.
G.E.C. RECTIFIERS. Brand new, latest supply from G.E.C., these are not ex -Govt. .

or assembled from bits and pieces, selenium full -wave bridge, 12 v. 2 amp. inter-
mittent. 11 amp. continuous, 10/, post 11- ; ditto, 12 v. 4 amp. intermittent, 3 amp.
continuous, 15/-. post 1/6. mains transformers specially wound for these rectifiers,
with 20012301250 v. inputs, 5-11-17 v. outputs, correct manufacturers rating to charge
a 2-, 6- or 12-v. battery respectively, transformers are brand new, boxed, 2 -amp.
type, 15', post 1/9 : ditto, 4 -amp. type, 20`-, post 2,3 ; both items, total postage 2. -
and 31- respectively.
ROSS OPTICAL UNITS, consists of a brass mount holding two 42 min. dia. achro-
mats, each 1/2. 3 in. focal length with airspace between, forming a Petzval system,
lenses are easily removed by unscrewing the retaining ring. new, unused. 3211.
post 1/6, ditto identical except achromats are each 40 m.m. dia., 1-2.3, 3) in. focal
length, 12;6. post 16.

Many other Bargains : send stamped, addressed envelope foe lints.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO., Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17
Tel: HAR 1308

STILL THE BEST BY ANY TEST!
The

"BRITINOL"
Spirit Blowlamp

Gives a hot clean flame 3-4 inches long, burns methylated spirit,
and has neat folding soldering iron supports. Completely automatic
action. Ideal for all soft soldering jobs, jewellery and lampshade
making, cane singeing on basket work and many other uses.

Price 7/6 from Halfords branches and Model and Tool Shops.
Send for FREE illustrated leaflet showing other Easy Soldering

Products from the sole manufacturers :

61 -METALS (BRITINOL) LTD.
St. Mary's Works, Bridge Road. London, N.9. Tel.: TOTtenhani 9413.

METALS
AND ACCESSORIES

ALUMINIUM, BRASS, COPPER, STEEL, ETC.
Angle, Sheet, Tube, Foil, Strip, Channel, Rod. Bar, Wire, Moulding, Etc.
Tin Plates, Silver Steel, Expanded Metal, Blanks, Rivets, Springs, Etc. Tools,
Drills, Taps, Dies, Screws, Etc.
Formica. Perspex, Pegboard, Paxolin, Ebonite, Curtain Rail and Rod, Adhesives,
Etc., and many other items for use in Home, Workshop, Etc.
LARGE or SMALL Quantities COMPARE our PRICES
MAIL ORDER SERVICE (2d. stamp for list) IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

CLAY BROS. & CO. (P.M. 13)
6a SPRINGBRIDGE ROAD, EALING, W.3

Phone: EALing 2215
2 MINS. EALING BROADWAY STATION, OPPOSITE BENTALLS
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ARCOY DOVETAILER

operated by any

standard Electric

Drill, Supplied

complete with ball

bearing Cutter

Head and three

different sizes of

cutter.

With the ARCOY DOVE-
TAILER anyone can cut

lap dovetails in any com-
bination of thicknesses of
wood between .; and I

up to 9 in width, in a

fraction of the time
taken by hand.

25.17.6
MAIN LONDON STOCKISTS Carriage 6 packing 2 6.

PARRY & SON (Tools) LTD
329 333 OLD ST., LONDON, E.C.I.  SHOreditch 9422-3-4

IMMERSION HEATERS. 2 kW. or 3 kW., Ilin. and 16in., £3.8.4.
Thermostat for either of above heaters, £1.10.0.
THERMOSTATS. BW/1. 5 amps, 15/6. Post 6d. SN/40, 1 amp., 5,16.
Post 4d. C. S. Convector Thermostat, 15 amps, 25', Post 10d. Model
MB for Immersion Heaters, 15 amrs, £2. Post 2/, PF Room Thermo-
stat, 15 amps, £2. Post 10d. M.L. Greenhouse Thermostat, 10 amps,
35/-. Post 10d. P.J. Miniature Thermostat for Hotplates. 5 annv, 9.3.
'Post 6d.
FLEXIBLE ASBESTOS ELEMEN1 WIRE 15 or 25 ohms/yd., I

per yard.
REPLACEMENT ELEMENTS.- Send 4d. stamp for lists.
TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT, t'or appliances up to I amp., 3 6.
Post Free.
BI -METAL. Hi -Flex 45 3/16in. x .010, 6d. per ft. Standard 6m. x
x .036, 6d.
NEON ILLUMINATED INDICATOR SWITCH. 2 amps. 240 v. A.C.
10/6.
MAGNETS. Sintered Bar Magnet's of great power and stability gin. x
3/I6in. x 1/16in., 9d. each. 8,'- doz. Post 5d.
We also supply Silver Contact Screws and Rivets. Porcelain Interlocking
Insulating Beads. Send 4d. stamp for list.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO., Banstead, Surrey

T H E

"DERMIC PP

OILER

5/10
Post Free

Use a " DERMIC " Oiler for clean and
accurate lubrication of models, clocks.
watches, sewing machines, tYpewriters,
movie cameras and projectors and anydelicate instruments or mechanism.
(let one from your local Model or Tool.
Dealer or send direct to the actualmanufacturers.
S. & B. PRODUCTIONS
Orton Buildings, Portland Road,
South Norwood, London, S.E.25.

Phone , LIV 4943

TR A ASFOR MIMS
FOR ALE PURPOSES

Well known makers. Fully Impregnated.
Primaries Tapped 200,250 volts.

2, 6, 12 v. Battery Charger. 1.5 a. 16 -
2, 6, 12 v. Battery Charger, 2.5 a. 21 -
2, 6, 12 v. Battery Charger, 4 a. 25 -
2, 6. 12 v. Battery Charger. 7 a. 48 -

Full Instructions with above.
24 v. 2 a-21,- : 24 v.4 a..35'-; 24 v.5 a..
42'6:24 v. 8 a., 62 6 : Auto 0-110200

230 250 75 watts,
I8'- : ditto 150
watts. 2543 ditto
300' watts, 45' -
ditto 500 watts,
655.
Please add postage.
Many Other Types.
Send for List.
OCEAN RADIO,

Debit P.M..
38, 110. 5.11.,

1.ot tn.
I INi OlASIllItl:.
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Motorised Gear Pump

W.11 build up tremendous pressure for
operating hydraulic rams, lifts and
similar equipment. Geared to 24 -volt
D.C. motor, but this can be operated ott
A.C. mains through step down trans-
former. 617.10.0 each.
Gear pumps for high pressure viork.
not motorised. 12 6 eaelt.

Fishing Rod From Dinghy Mast

Tubular aluminium
not separate sections,
extends like telescope
from 151n. to lift. 5'6
each. Post 1'6.

Complete Walkie-Talkie 25/ -
This is the 46
Walkie-Talk ie.
It has a range
of approx. 5miles-iust
right for search
Parties, fire
brigades. etc.
Operates from
dry batteries.
Complete with
six valves and
in metal case.

Size approx. 12in. x sin. x 31in. Complete
but less crystal, not tested nor guaran
teed, 25 -, plus 2 6 carriage.

Miniature
Microphone

American made,
Dynamic type, real
bargain at 1'6, plus 6d.
post.

*

This Month's Snip

Break-up Bargain
The unit 3515 less valves and I.F.
strip. This contains components
valued at least £10 as follows :
20 --Paper Tubular Condensers up
to 1 mfd. 60 -Carbon Resistors
many high stability. 40 -Silver
Mica Condensers. 30-R.F. Chokes.
13 -Octal Valve Holders. 1-1-axley
Switch. 1-A.F. Choke. 2 --
Miniature Variable Condensers.
1 -Transformer. 2-Mansbridge
Condensers. 1 -Useful Chassis size
181n. x lllin. x 74in. with outer
case.
Plus hundreds of miscellaneous
items, nuts, belts, washers, tag
strips, I.F. sockets, etc. All for
6 6.!plus 5 - carriage up to 250 nine-,

Tabby Complete Equipment
Complete equipment for seeing in the
dark, as fitted to Army vehicles for sight
driving, etc.. comprises : 2 infra -red
radiators, adjustable binoculars, power
pack for 6 or 12 volts, control units and
inter -connection cables. Original cost
probably around £100. Unused and in
Perfect order. 66.19.6 or 10'. down aed
15 fortnightly payments of 10 plus
10:- carriage and insurance. Mains
power pack extra.

Ci ne Cameras
16 min. motorised
124VAC) for 16
frames per secondcontact. fine F.8.5
triple anastigmatic
lens and spool to
carry 25ft. of film -

probable cost around £150, brand new and
in sealed carton, 26.10.0 or 20-- deposit
and 43 fortnightly payments of 10 post
and insurance 3 6.

" Dim and Full " Switch
Particularly useful for controlling photo-
flood lamps which have oply a short life
at full brilliance. This toggle switch has
three positions, the first position puts
two lamps in series at half brilliance for
setting up, the second position is off and
the third position full brilliance for the
operational shots. Also useful for cop -
trolling night lights, heaters, etc. etc.
Price 216 each. S. post 9d. Circuit dia-
gram included.

Versatile Wire
Single strand 18
gauge with P.V.C.covering _which
makes it rustproof.
Extra strong, will
stand tremendous
strain. Ideal for
gardening, clothes
lines, indoor aerials.
etc. etc. Alsd being

. steel alloy and hav-
ing a resistance of approximately I ohm
Per yard this ean be used for electrical
work, soil heating. wrapping round water
pipes, etc. New on drum containing
3.000ft. Price 943. plus 3.- carriage.

Speaker Bargain
1 12in, Hi -fidelity
1 loudspeaker.

high flux. Per-
, manent magnet
type with

 standard 3 ohm
speech coil. Wil I
handle up to 12

-4 watts. Brand
new by famous maker. Price 32 6. Ph,
3'6 post and insurance.

Famous Transmitter Virtually
Given Away

The famous R1154 -unused but slightly
soiled and not tested. Covers 230-500
ke's, 3-5.5 Ws and 5.5-10 file,s. Has
unique " click stop " mechanism (7 stops)
and permits selected frequency to be
held, returned to, etc. Hartley oscillator,
power amplifier keying and speech.
Wonderful breakdown value meters,
relays, switches. Complete with valves -
real bargain at 29'6, plus 10;- carriage.

Charging Switchboard

Offered at about one -twentieth of original
cost. This is an ex -Government switch:
board. It contains three reverse current
relays, one voltmeter. one main am-
meter, two secondary ammeters and
three variable resistors for controlling
circuits. These are original cases.
Price 62.15.0. carr. 10,-. 1,260 watt model
airailable. price 63.15.0.

If ordering by post, please address your orders to Company nearest to you.

Electronics (Eastbourne, Electronics ,Ruislip, Ltd. [Electronics (0roydospLtd.
Ltd. 142-48, Windmill 286, London Road.

INS, drove Rd., Ruislip, Middx. I Croydon.
Eastbourne. fiePhone:. zi'ae Phone cRO 5550

Electronics ,Piusbury
Park) Ltd.

29, Stroud Green Rd.,
FinsburyPark, N.9.

AR411,1% 10 1'4

11,11f Half day, Wedne.,daY. Bali day. Th,q,



EVERYONE can benefit by
sending for my Catalogue of

Surplus Aircraft Material, etc. It
gives particulars of a tremendous
assortment of articles, such a

Screws. Nuts, Bolts, etc. etc. All
so very useful and necessary for
Handymen, Motorists. Electricians.
Model Makers, and all interested
in mechanical, woodworking and
other pursuits.
OVER 70 USEFUL MIXTURES

Great
Bargain

1'014 LIST
K-RM"S

we,
oa

we
se,

FREE
Post

Coupon
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I7in. T.V.
CHASSIS, 16
TUBE & G NS
SPEAKER

17in. Rectangu-lar Tube on
modified chassis.
Supplied as
single channel
hassis covering
Bala channels
1-5, er, incorpor-
ating Turret
Tuner, which

can be added as an extra, at our special price to chassis purchasers
of 50/-, giving Choice of any 2 channels (B.B.C. and I.T.A.). Extra
channels can be supplied at 7.1 each. Chassis size 12 x 146 x Ilin
less valves. Similar chassis are used by well-known companies
because of their stability and reliability. With tube and speaker
(less valves). 16 guineas. Complete and working with valves and
Turret Tuner, 24 guinea, 12 months' guarantee on the Tubes.
3 months' guarantee on the valves and chassis. Ins. Carr. (incl.
Tube). 25 -.

* EXPRESS DESPATCH SERVICE
Please 'phone to confirm Tube in stock. Send Telegraph Money
Order. Tube despatched Passenger Train same day. This service
only available with remittance by a Telegraph Money Order.

As above with 1410. Rectangular
I4in. T.V. Tube. 12 months' guarantee on

I Tube, 3 months' guarantee on
CHASSIS, 1 . chassis and valves. Chassis with
TUBE & G NS Tube and Speaker (less valves), U

guineas. Complete and working
SPEAKER with valves and Turret Tuner. 1

guineas. Ins.. carr (incl. 'rube) 25'-.

SUPER CHASSIS, 99/6
5 valve superhet chassis including
din. P.M. speaker and valves. Four
control knobs (tone, volume, tun-
ing w 'change switch). Four
whands with position for gram
p.u. and extension speaker. A.C.
Ins. care 5(6.

SOUND/V.ISKIN & STRIP, 5/9 enpartel.
sound and vision strip. 8 valve holders. Less valves. LF's
16-19.5 Me,S. Size S) x 41 x 41in. Drawings free with order.
P. & P. 2(6.

TIME BASE, 4/9 Containing scanning coils. focus unit.
line transformer, etc. Less valves.

Drawings free with order. P. & P. 216...

POWER PACK & AMPLIFIER, 9J9 OPEN45utpu.

0.P
ataire

treas. choke. Smoothed H.T. 325 volt at 250 ma. 4 v. at
5 amp., 6.3 v. at 5 amp., 4 v, at a amp centre tapped. Valve
base for rectifier. Octal or I pin. Output is taken from
standard plugs. Less valves. Let. carr. 5 a

* REGETTERED
IMPROVED
VACUUM
T.V. TUBES

I7in. Rect., E7.10.0
141n. Rect., £5.10.0

Our 12 months' guarantee (6
months' full replacement, 6
months' progressive) illustrates
our wholehearted confidence
in the Tubes we offer. We
sell many hundreds a week
throughout the country and have
done so for the past 7 years. Many
of them go to the Trade. i.e.. to
Insurance Companies. Renters and
retailers who are thoroughly
satisfied with our supplies. Remem-
ber. they also hold a 10 days'
money -back guarantee.

* 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

HOME RADIO, 79/6
A.C. D.C.. Universal mains 5 valve
octal superhet 3 waveband receiver.
Can be adapted to gram p.u. In
attractive wooden cabinet. 91 x 18
x Min. Ins. earn 716.

SOLO SOLDERING
TOOL, 12/6

II() v., 6 v. or 12 v. (special adaptor
for 208240 v. 1.8,- extra). Automatic
solder feed including a X ft. reel
of Resin 80i40 solder and spare
parts. It is a tool for electronic
soldering or car wiring. Revolu-
tionary in design. Instantly ready
for use and cannot burn. In light
metal ease with full instructions
for nse. Post 2:9.

Insulating Tape, 1.8. Finest
quality in sealed metal container.
75ft. x lin. wide. Post 9d.

gin. 10in. I4in., 15in. &
I6in. ROUND TUBES
Our special offer of these sizes,
£5. 12in. T.V. Tubes. £6. Three
months' guarantee on round
tubes. Ins. earr. 15'6.
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* RECORD
PLAYER CABINET,

79/6. R.P.4.
Stylish cabinet by
famous manufacturer.
Cloth covered in con-
trasting colours (red &
grey). Grilled front
controls panel. Size
15 x 19 x 8610. deep.
Beautifully made -a
cabinet you can he
really proud of. Takes
4 speed B.S.R. Autochanger. Olin. round or
elliptical speaker. Room for any amplifier
of your own choice. Carr. & Ins. 1'6.
Many other types of beautifully designed
cabinets in stock from 49,6 to 79 6.

PORTABLE
AMPLIFIER

MARK D.I, 59.6

-12 months' guarantee
Maud new. Latest design
with printed circuit. Dimen-
sions 7 x 21 x 5in. A.C. only.
Mains isolated. 2-3 watts out-
put. Incorporating EL84 as
high gain output valve. Volume
and tone controls. Knobs
26 extra. P. & P. 3.6.

TERMS
AVAILABLE
Send for FREE

CATALOGUE

B.S.R. MONARCH 4 SPEED
AUTOCHANGERS, £6.I9.6

COLLARO 4 -SPEED
AUTOCHANGERS, £7.19.6
P. P. & Ins. 5 e

EXTENSION
SPEAKERS, 19/9
Polished oak cabinet of
attractive appearance.
Fitted with 81n. P.M. .0-1 .Speaker W.B. or Good -
mans Of the highest quality. Standard
matching to any receiver (2-5 ohms). Switch
and flex included. Ins. carr. 3/6.
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FREE CATALOGUE OF
SURPLUS AIRCRAFT MATERIAL

Offered by K. R. Whiston, New Mills, Stockport
It tells about thousands of articles for Model Engineers and about the
MANY HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS FOR HOUSEHOLDERS & MOTORISTS

Read about the Gigantic Value Parcels l am offering
For ' Igo -it -Yourself' enthusiasts
this is a great opportunity to
obtain your requirements at out-
standing Bargain prices.

2,000 INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
The Catalogue is offered Free and
it will surely pay you to write for it
today and read about my Special
Mixed Bargain Parcels and about
the thousands of individual articles
all at real money -saving prices.
It tells of a marvellous selection
)f bargains in materials and

supplies for Model Engineers.
So why not fill and post the Coupon
Now for this wonderfully helpful,
instructive and most useful Catalogue.
--COUPON-POST N

K. R. WHISTON (Dept. MP3),
New Mills. Stockport.

Please send me a free copy of your
Catalogue.

Name

Address

K. R. WHISTON L731: New Mills, STOCKPORT

BLACK & DECKER D500
New 3 -jaw
lin. pm.els ion
geared
chuck -new im-
proved motor -
helical gears -
reversible side
handle for easy con -
t r o 1-s tr eamlined
shape, duo tone silver
gold finish -wide range
of attachments avail-
able.
ONLY 7;6 DOWN &
12 monthly payments
f 1L10. Cash price

£6.19.6.

WOLF SAFETYMASTER
Unique double insulation-5-16in.
industrial key type ehuck-highqualitynickelchromegears -double

pole switch
-continuously
rated motor -

smart streamlined
styling - wide range of
attachments available.
ONLY 74 DOWN & 12
monthly payments of
17 -. Cash prier 69.17.6.

SANDS UNTER & CO. LTD.
(P.M.4) 37 BEDFORD STREET,
STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

Ta Mole Bar 8858.

only 716 down &
12 Months to pay

your NEW POWER DRILL
8/4117es DR2T
With newNeonic
Safety Eye-geared
chuck -ball
bearings through-
out - radio and
television sup-
pressed - wide range
of attachments avail-
able.
ONLY 7/6 DOWN & 12
monthly payments of13/7. Cash price
67.19.8.

. . . . AN IDEAL COM-
PANION for the DO-IT-
YOURSELF MAN . . . . an
invaluable aid for all interior
and exterior decorating....

SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

Please supply

I enclose s. d.
I am interested in
Name
Address

SANDS HUNTER. & 1'0. LTD..
37, Redford Street, W.1'.2.
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TILE CEMENT
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TILE FIXING CEMENT
Cite Fixing Cement taxes loose or broken
tiles round fireplaces and on Kitchen
and bathroom walls. Resists heat.
In tins from Ironmongers and Hardware

Retailer,

PURIMACHOS, LTD. ST. PHILIPS
BRISTOL 2.

THE VICTRIX NICKEL ELECTROPLATING PLANT. A miniature plant for use
= in your own home. Gives results to full commercial standards on brass, steel
E. or copper. The brilliant'finish will not rub off. The plant comprises a 10in. x Bin.
Er-- Tank with wooden supports and rods, four 99.9% nickel anodes, cleaning

chemical, nickel chemical, copper supporting wire and U2 dry cell. Instruction
booklet. 90. plus 5/- post.

MOTORS. A.C. 110/230 volts 1/10th M.P. 50 cycles 5.P. capacitor start 2,850 r.p.m. vent.
= enclosed with shaft extension. 3916, post 3/6.
E 1,th M.P. 230 volts semi -enclosed series wound plain bearings, foot mounting,

50/., care. 5.-,

LESDIX ELECTROTORS. 4!./6 volt D.C. Miniature- Motors for Model Makers and
= toys. The lightest and most efficient Motor made. Used in Model cars, aeroplanes,
E helicopters and up to I8in. motor boats. 64 post 6d.

VARIABLE SLIDER RESISTANCES. 500 ohms 0.36 to 2 amps. B.O.B. open type with
= geared movement and hand wheel, 25/, post 3/6, Generator control Resistances
E for B.O.P. 35 ohms 3 amps. on ceramic, 351, post V-.

THE LESDIX DE -LUXE MODEL CRYSTAL SET in beautiful pastel shades, not a
. = toy but a real wireless receiver.. Aerial tested and supplied with headphones

at 35 post 2/6.
MORSE PRACTICE SETS. Air Ministry type with Twin Coil Buzzer and service type

;_=' key wired on base with space for battery. New surplus, 10 post 2 6.

LESLIE 111X4IN ot 11'0. Dept. H
214 Queenstown Road, Battersea, London, S.W.8

MACoo,a, 2159

PARKERS

SHEET METAL

FOLDING MACHINE

HEAVY VICE MODELS

WITH BEVELLED FORMER

BARS Carr. free

No. I. Capacity I8 -gauge mild steel x 36in. wide E7. 10. 0
No. 2. Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 24in. wide ... LS. S. 0
No. 3. Capacity 16 gauge mild steel x 18in. wide ... ... ES. S. 0
End folding attachments for Radio Chassis, Tray and Box Making . . for 36in. model,

- 3/6 per foot. Other models, 2'-.
The two smaller models will form flanges. As supplied to Government Departments,

Universities, Hospitals.
* One year's guarantee. Money refunded if not satisfied. Send for details

ti.

A. B. PARKER, Wheatcyoft Works,
Wellington St., BATLEY, Yorks. Tel.: 426

253

TEST IT FREE FOR 7 DA YS

NEWNES COMPLETE

Gas and Arc
Welder

INCORPORATES TECHNIQUES AND
IDEAS FROM THE U.S.A.

This work has been produced for aspiring welding
operators in

MOTOR AND AIRCRAFT INDUSTRIES
GENERAL ENGINEERING

SHIP BUILDING AND REPAIR
RAILWAY WORKSHOPS

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURE, ETC.

The demand for skilled welders is
increasing-because this modern key
technique is being used in more and
more factories and repair shops. This
means higher pay for the man who
understands his job fully. Newnes
COMPLETE GAS AND ARC
WELDER supplies the specialised
knowledge which would take years
to acquire in the normal way.

CONTAINS THE KNOWLEDGE NEEDED

FOR THESE EXAMINATIONS-

Lloyd's: Aeronautical Inspection Directorate:
Association of Heating, Ventilating and
Domestic Engineering Employers : Air
Registration Board, and the City and
Guilds of London Institute.

Expert Contributors include :
G. F. CHARCir, A.M:Inst.W., Chief Examiner.

City and Guilds of London Institute Syllabus
86a. Lecturer on welding theory and practice.

F. D. HUCKLESBY, A.rvLInst.W., British
Oxygen Co., Ltd.

S. A. SALES, Manager, Weldcraft, Ltd.
EMANUELE STIERI. B.Sc., Specialist in weld-

ing and allied subjects.

S44
PAGES

614
rho. & drawings

Thayrants & table, -4

kr Also Case of 14
Data Charts. Each
chart 91.'', x 13r

t=
aIn i'lnaPteldaWat hard
a' wear and --

ACT NOW
NOTH ING TO NIT FOR

7 DAYS'EXAMINATION

2 VOLUMES

FREE
IL eldiny Engineer's

Porker Book
value 7,61 Pre-
sented to every

purchaser

2 Years'
Technical
Advisory

Service Included

To : Georg Newnes Ltd., 15-17 Long Acre, London, W.C.99.
Please send me Newnes COMPLETE GAS AND ARC WELDER without
obligation to purchase. I will either return the work within 8 days or I will send
only 5,- deposit 8 days after delivery, then eleven monthly subscriptions of 10, -
until the sum of £5.15s..has been paid. Cash price ill 8 days is £5.10s.

Name

Address

Oecupor ion

TIck(snwhereaPPIt abt

HouseOWNER

Householder

Your Signature Living with Paretiti
(Or Parent signs if you are lltItict 21.1 GA.I Lodging Addie,5
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL RADIO &
ENGINEERING ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS

Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main- Gen. Elec. Eng.-Verne/1- Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
tenance - Draughtsman- tory & Advanced Elec. Servicing, Maintenance &
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die Technology - Installations Repairs - Telegraphy-
& Press Tool Work-Weld- -Draughtsmanship-Sup- Telephony - Television-
ing-Production Eng.- ply - Maintenance - C. & G. Telecommunica-
lig & Tool Design-Sheet Design. tions-Electronic Eng.-
Metal Work-Works Man- Automation-Digital Corn-
agement - Mining - Re- putors - Analogue Corn-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

BUILDING putors-Data Processing-
AUTOMOBILE Gen. Building-Heating & Instrumentation.

ENGINEERING Ventilation-Architectural CIVIL ENGINEERING
Gen. Automobile Eng.- Draughtsmanship - Sur- Gen. Civil Eng. - Sanitary
Maintenance & Repairs- veying-Clerk of Works- Eng.-Structural Eng.-
High Speed Diesel- Carpentry and Joinery- Road Eng. - Reinforced
Garage Management. Quantities - Valuations. Concrete-Geology.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Prod.E., B Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E ,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.S.H., A.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS, COMMON

PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, WI.
Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " . .

quickly and easily.

* HOW to benefit front our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.

144 PAGES OF EXPERT
CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than £20 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

To : B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Only sd
stamp is

needed if
pasted in an

unsealed envelope.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

1
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Edited by F. J. CAMM

FAIR COMMENT
HOME -BUILT CARS

MARCH, 1959

LDER readers of this journal will remember the km car which I designed,
built and demonstrated before the war and the construction of which
formed the subject of a series of articles herein. It was a three-wheeler

with rear drive, the power unit being a single cylinder air-cooled motor cycle
engine. I followed this up with a design for a four -wheeler, eliminating the costly
differential gear by using a divided back axle with drive to one wheel only. Many
hundreds of these cars were built and some are still running.

I have received numerous requests for a repetition of those designs modified to
1959 requirements in view of the high price of even the smallest cars and the inci-
dental purchase tax. It is generally realised, of course, that such a car could -not be
built for L20 today, the figure for a comparable specification being over Doo.
Notwithstanding this, a large number of readers still want to essay the task and I
have devoted much thought to the matter. I already have the design in outline form,
but one of the problems is to find a power unit of reasonable price which is readily
available to everybody. Many readers do not fancy the two-stroke engine because
of its erratic running at low speeds, and its general fussiness. The km car made
use of a 31 h.p. Burney and Blackburn four-stroke engine which developed lusty
power and was quite adequate for the job.

Another difficulty concerns the law. Obviously a home -built car must comply
with all of the legal requirements on construction, and these have varied con-
siderably since those pre-war years. It is for this reason that I have had to advise
readers against building, some of the car designs which have been published
and which have obviously been prepared by those who know nothing about the
law. Every builder of such cars would be inviting a prosecution.

Regarding purchase tax and registration of home -built cars, there is no statutory
provision under which a test of the condition of a vehicle can be imposed before
it is registered and licensed. In other words, you will have no difficulty in register-
ing the car, although unless properly designed, you may experience some difficulty
in obtaining a certificate of insurance. Without this, the car cannot be registered.
Nevertheless, the law requires that every vehicle shall comply with the Construction
and Use and Lighting Regulations and it is the liability of the owner or user of
the vehicle to ensure that these requirements are met. Enforcement of the regula-
tions rests with the police.

It must also be remembered that licensing and registration authorities will not
without question grant a new registration to -all vehicles which are home -built.
For example, if a vehicle makes use of a chassis or a substantially unaltered chassis
of a second-hand car, which has previously been registered, the rebuilt vehicle will
be required to retain -the original registration mark and will become liable to
periodical testing under the provision of the new laws about to come into operation,
if the original registration took place to or more years previously. It will be seen,
therefore, that the construction of a car with old parts is not to be lightly undertaken
unless the design has been produced by a qualified engineer. Designs which have
been lashed up by some slap -happy amateur in a back garden should therefore
be avoided.

In general, home -built cars do not attract purchase tax. As soon as our design
has been further developed, the vehicle built and tested, we shall publish it in this
journal. This is something to look forward to and I should be glad to hear from
interested readers.

THE ADVANCE OF FIBREGLASS-
THE

applications of fibreglass are being extended, to a wide range of products,
and in particular the construction of car bodies. It is light, easily moulded,

takes a good finish, and is easily repaired by the amateur. Equally, of course, it
is waterproof and rust -proof, and it does not " drum."-F. J. C.

The April, 1959, issue will be published on March 31st. Order it now !
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This Equipment Will Have Many Uses
in the Amateur's Workshop

SPOT welding is a fairly simple and an
efficient means of joining together thin
strips, sheets or wires, and thus has

many uses in the home workshop. It is a
forge welding process in which the metals
are pressed together and are welded during
and after the brief interval during which
the points are electrically heated. The heat
created at the points of welding depends on
the resistance R of the two metals placed
between the welding electrodes, including

6

Fig. 1 Above). --Dimensions of transformer
stamping.

Fig. 2 (Right).-Details
of hardwood former.

the contact resistance
between the metals, the
current (I amps.) passed
through the metal between
the electrodes, the time
t during which the cur-
rent flows, and a factor
k which depends on the heat loss from the
electrodes and the metals being welded. The
heat applied to the metals= --FR k t.

The resistance R is normally quite low,
so that a high current I is required to create
sufficient heat. Due to the comparatively
low resistance only a low voltage is applied
between the electrodes. In the case of
metals of very low resistance, such as copper
and aluminium a still greater current is
required, which is usually obtained by elec-
tro-magnetic discharge through the primary
windings of a welding transformer. A com-
mercial spot welder may be rather complex,
incorporating water-cooled electrodes and
special devices for controlling the duration
of current flow.

A Small Spot Welding Transformer
However, such a welder is not necessary

for the amateur, who is not normally con-
cerned with production work. The spot
welder to be described is suitable for opera-
tion from a I -5 -amp., 230/240 -volt, 50 -cycle,
single-phase a.c. supply and may be used
for spot welding iron or mild steel up to
about 20 S.W.g,

The heart of the welder is the step-down
transformer, which must be carefully con-
structed. The secondary coil must have a
large cross-sectional area in order to carry
the high welding current without overheat-
ing, and without undue volt drop which
would reduce the welding current. The

large cross-sectional area limits
the number of secondary turns
which can be adopted in prac-
tice to a single turn. This
limitation fixes the approximate
cross-sectional area of the
transformer core, and a deep
core has been adopted in this
case. Fig. t shows the core
stampings employed, these
being of stalloy o.ot4in. thick,
which are varnished on both
sides. The core is to be built up to 84in.
thick, approximately 570 of the stampings A
being required, and the same number of the
stampings B.

A hardwood former is used for winding,

0 Grooves li,ideeo

2 fr4.

s.,
the dimensions of a suitable former being
given in Fig. 2, The two end pieces A and
B are screwed to the 81in. X 3 i/16in. X
tin. centre piece, so that the former can
be dismantled for the removal of the wind-
ings. It will be
noted that six
wide slots in each
end piece are cut to
line up with grooves
lin. deep which
cross the centre
piece. There are
also two tin. wide
slots in each end
piece, each slot lin-
ing up with two
grooves lin. wide X
;in. deep which
cross the centre
piece.

The Primary
Winding
The former

should be made
absolutely smooth
with fine sandpaper,
and should then be
rubbed over with
french chalk. The
insulation between
the primary wind-
ings and the core is

tS

Start of primary
winding

Second
primary
tapping )A

partly of leatheroid o.oloin. thick. A strip
of this leatheroid is cut 31/16in. wide
X 44in. long, and is tightly wrapped
round the centre C of the former
twice. A strip of o.o.ioin. empire
cloth 3 x/x6in. wide X 67in. long is next
required, this being tightly wrapped round
the leatheroid and secured with a little
Chatterton's compound. The primary is to
be wound with 13 s.w.g. (o.o92in. diameter)
double -silk -covered (D.S.C.) copper wire.
About 13o yards (to lb.) of this conductor
will be required.

To start the winding about 18in. of the
wire is passed through a systoflex sleeve and
the covered wire secured with the end out-
side the former, and about sin. of the
sleeved wire inside the former, through the
sin, wide slot in the end piece. The wind-
ing is then commenced, the wires being
pressed down quite flat to produce an even
layer occupying as little depth as possible.
Thirty turns should be wound on the first
layer. Over this layer should be wound
a layer of paper and the second layer of
3o turns wound back over the first, followed
by a layer of paper and the third layer of
wire, which ends at the opposite side of the
former to the start of the coil.

At the end of the third layer about r8in.
of the wire should be brought out of the
former through the sin. wide slot and
cut off, with a systoflex sleeve slipped over
the wire so that it enters about tin. into

Finish of
primary

First and third
primary tappings

Laminated secondary

Lead to top
electrode arm

Fig. 3.-Details of the
transformer windings.
Note the various prim-
ary tappings and the
method of positioning
and tying the secondary.
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the former. The fourth layer is then com-
menced after wrapping a layer of paper over
the third layer, an 18in. lead being left for
the start of the fourth layer. Thus two
leads will then emerge from the back end of
the former to form the first tapping
indicated in Fig. 3, thes-i two leads being
the end of the third layer and the start of
the fourth layer. At the end bf the fourth
layer the wire is cut off about ain. outside
the coil and i systoflex sleeve slipped over
the lead as befor'. After wrapping a layer
of paper over the fourth layer the fifth layer
Ts commenced, an t8in. lead to the fifth
layer being left outside the former. The
second tapping thus comprises the end of
the fourth layer and the start of the fifth
layer, and is brought out at the starting end
of the coil. Thirty turns are to be wound
on each layer. A similar tapping is brought
out at the end of the fifth layer and the
start of the sixth layer. The sixth layer
ends at the starting side o; the former, the
end of the conductor being cut off about
iffin. long and a systoflex sleeve slipped over
the conductor.

The Secondary Winding
Over the primary winding is tightly

wrapped three layers of o.otoin. leatheroid,
followed by three layers of o.otoin. empire
cloth, before fitting the secondary winding.
The secondary winding consists of 24 strips
of 32 s.w.g. (o.ot o8in.) copper 3in, wide
and 4oin. long, which is to be bent into
a U shape as in Fig. 3. For a start the
strips may be tied with fine cord at one
end, as at P in Fig. 3. Next the laminated
strip is positioned so that the distance from
X to the end of the strip is 5in., i.e., this
end of the laminated strip should project
3in, beyond the side piece of the former.
Strong thin cord is then passed through one
of the din. wide X lin. deep grooves in
the centre piece of the former, up round
the gin. wide slots in the end pieces of
the former and tied tightly round the
secondary strips and primary coil to form
the binders Q in Fig. 3.

Secondary
winding

Lead to top
electrode ai

Lead to bot om
electrode erm

Transformer core

Fibre wither
Steel washer

Fig. 4.-Transformer assembly.
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The secondary strip is
pressed tightly round the
primary and the next binders
R fitted, as in Fig. 3. The
procedure is repeated with
the binders S, T, U, V, W
and Z as shown. The
former can then be dis-
mantled and the winding
removed, which should
appear somewhat as in
Fig. 3. One lead should be
about Tin. longer than the
other.

Drying Out
It is important that the

coil should be dried out.
This may be done by sus-
pending the winding in an
oven which is kept at about
18o deg. F. for about two
hours. The temperature in
the oven should be checked
periodically during this
period, and must not be
allowed to exceed
200 deg. F.

Varnishing
Immediately the hot coil

has been removed from the
drying oven it should be
immersed in insulating
varnish, such as Ohmaline or
Armacell, making sure that
the primary coil is covered
by the varnish, but that the secondary leads
are completely above the surface of the
varnish. No naked light should be allowed
in the vicinity of the varnish.

Drying the Varnish
After remaining in the varnish for about

five hours the winding should be hung up
to drain off surplus varnish, during which
period it should be turned round occasion-
ally to avoid varnish accumulating in any
one part. The varnish should be drained

away from the leads to the
secondary winding. If air -
drying varnish has been
used the coil should then
be thoroughly dried out in
air. If stoving varnish has
been used, the coil should
be suspended in the oven
for about six hours. The
coil, excluding the leads
from the secondary wind-
ing, should then be bound
with I in. empire tape
passed through the centre
and round the coil to cover
it. Over the empire tape
may be wrapped cotton
tape, and the winding given
two coats of Pakvderm air -
drying varnish. Whilst the
primary winding must be
well insulated from the
core and from the second-
ary winding, a high degree
of insulation on the second-
ary winding is not essen-
tial, since the maximum
voltage of this winding is
less than 3 volts.

Core Assembly
The core may then be

assembled. The centre
limb of one of the stamp-
ings shown at A in Fig.
is passed through the coil
from one side. Next one
of the stampings A is
passed through the coil
from the other side, and a

// 

5 holes tapped
1/4*whit

10

lir X

//
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holes -4, die.
1(4-4

Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 (Top to bottom).-Dimensions of the
pairs of angle irons.

two

stamping B laid opposite this on the first
layer of the stampings. In this way the
core is built up with the two types
of stampings projecting alternately at
opposite ends, so that the joints in one
layer are covered by the next layer. It is
very important that th . stampings should
be pushed together tightly so that no air
gaps are left in the core, and the stampings
should be tightly packed.

Transformer Assembly
The assembly of the transformer can now

be undertaken, the general arrangement
being given in Fig. 4. It will be seen that
two pairs of angle irons A and A, and B
and B, are required, the dimensions of which
are given in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8. Additional
holes will be required in the pieces A and
A, (Figs. 5 and 6), through which the
primary coil leads are riassed as in Fig. 4.
These holes should be drilled in convenient
positions, avoiding any serious weakening
of the angle irons, and the edges of the
holes should be rounder off to avoid risk
of damage to the insulation of the leads.
The leads can be bent as may be re-
quired.

Four in. dia. mild steel tie rods, 91in.
long, are required, then being screwed for
fin. at one end and tin. at the other end.
The short threaded ends are to be screwed
into the two tapped holes X in each of the
parts B and B. (Figs. 7 and 8). The rods
pass through fibre bushes in the two in.
dia. holes in each of the parts A and A,
(Figs. 5 and 6). The transformer is then
clamped up as in Fig. 4, using fibre washers
to insulate the tie rods -ompletely from the
angle iron pieces A and This insulation
is necessary to avoid eddy currents passing
through the laminated core, which might
cause unwanted heat:ng and loss of
efficiency. For the same reason the tie rods
should not be allowed to touch the edges
of the transformer stampings, The pieces
B and B should be spaced 3in. apart, as
noted in Fig. 4, with the same spacing
between the pieces A and A.

(To be concluded)
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A Simple Addition to Your
Workshop Equipment. Make it
to Use With Your Power Drill

By M. Whitaker
MANY owners of electric power drills

may desire occasionally to. use it as
a circular saw. In order to do this

the drill must be fixed in a firm position and
some means of offering the wood to the saw
must he constructed.

Whilst it is possible to purchase the
necessary table for this, a simple one can
be made on the lines described in this
article with various modifications to suit any
portable drill and other conditions as regards
size. etc.

The drill used in the prototype was a
Bridges "Neonic " with a fin. saw blade.

The Top
The size of the On. plywood table top

6°810,11

The Rise and Fall Mechanism
On the underside of the table top con-

struct a triangular open box section to
correspond with the slope of the chamfered
end of the side piece and at the opposite end
fix by hinges a board of equal length to the
slope so that when the top is placed over

L Fenat

Y

Slot !or SOW

38 7 rber

/

Nut fixed
' to here

3,11 77mber

Fig. 2.-A sectional view showing method of operation.

is approximately eft. 3in. X 'ft. wide
with a slot cut to take the saw blade
at the appropriate distance in from the edge
to suit the drill head. Two other slots arc
next cut at right -angles to the saw slot to
enable the fence to he adjusted.

The Box
The bottom part of the table consists of

a wooden box structure, open at the top.
The two side pieces have the top corners at
each end chamfered as seen in Fig. 1. About
Sin. or 4in. from the front of the box is
fixed a dividing piece extending the full
depth and width of the box. On the centre
line of this is fixed firmly a nut correspond-
ing to the screw of the winding handle to he
mentioned later. The wood is bored out
cleanly through the centre of the nut to
allow the handle to pass through.

it

(
NRrtCTICiL MOTORIST &

MOTOR CYCLIST
Edited bs F. 3. CAMM

Fig. 1.-A view of
the completed saw table.

the bottom piece the chamfered ends will
he covered (see Fig. 2).

Having now constructed the two halves of
the box, place them together to form the
complete box with a loose flap at one end.
On the opposite end make a slot wide enough
for the winding handle to pass through and
of length " Y " greater than the cutting
depth " X " required for the saw (Fig. 2).
Adjustment Mechanism

The winding handle can be made of any
suitable threaded rod provided you have
enough nuts to go with it and the idea can
be easily followed from Fig. 2. This is now
threaded through the fixed nut in the divid-
inr, piece in the box and the top half of the
box must be fitted over it with the rod
passing through the slot.

The loose flap at the opposite end is
hinged to the bottom box and on turning
the handle the table top will rise and fall
along the chamfered slope accordingly.
A Refinement

The friction in the turning handle may
he sufficient to fix the level of the table top,
but a refinement and permanent fixing can
be made by cutting half slots along each
sloping edge of the top and bottom box,
sections and inserting a bolt, two washers
and a wing nut, thus enabling both parts to
be trapped at any position.

The sizes and thickness of all members
can he determined to suit the constructor's
own requirements.

March ksue '\ow On Sale
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS

Renovating Doors and Hinges; Big -end

Design; Rectifying Gearbox Faults; Servic-
ing Vauxhall Front Wheel Hubs; Crankshaft
and Engine Removal from an A40; Beginner's
Guide to the Motor Car; Overhauling the
Alvis T.A. 14; A Braking and Acceleration
Efficiency Meter; Girling Hydraulic Clutch
Operation; 2.'. -litre Jaguar Overhaul and
Maintenance; B.S.A. Vee Twin Machines:
and many other interesting articles.
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THOSE who try to group the various
instruments already described into a
small orchestra may like to include

one or two clarinets. These will add another
tone colour as well as giving a deeper tone
for bass parts which is missing when only
bamboo pipes are used.

The instrument to be described is limited
to the eight notes of the scale and the inter-
mediate accidentals because no keys are

Shoulder turned to Pit ferrule

.3-k;

3/T---.;

Fig. I.-Dimensions for the mouthpiece.

Fig. 2.-Making a Fig. 3.-Fitting a
clarinet mouthpiece, ferrule.

fitted-such work being considered rattier
outside the scope of these articles.

Like the treble pipe the instrument is
pitched in the key of D. On the other hand
it would be quite easy to substitute another
shank tuned to play in the key of C to be
used with the recorders.

In regard to the accidentals of the scale.
the G sharp and the C natural are the most
needed. The six finger holes are first
drilled and tuned as will be described later.
Then ,',in. below and a little to the side of
the fourth and sixth holes, two auxiliary
holes are drilled. These holes are drilled
out 3/16in. diameter and are then tuned to
G sharp when the lower three holes and this
first auxiliary hole are uncovered, and the C
natural when the first five holes and the
second auxiliary hole are uncovered.

When the accidentals are not required the

ffi_olaffelpie,t
F. Hook Continues His Series with Instructions for Making This

Deeper -toned Instrument
first and third fingers of the lefthand cover
the usual holes and also the additional
auxiliary holes.

Materials Needed
One piece of beech or birch (well sea-

soned) 4in. long X rl in. square.
One piece of thin gauge brass tube for a

ferrule about in. dia.
One piece of ebonite tubing, 24in. X ;in.

outside dia, with kin. wall.
One reed clip or piece of brass 41in. long,

Sin. wide and 16 g. thickness to make a clip.
One clarinet reed or a -piece of bamboo

to make one the same as was used for making
the tenor bamboo pipe.

Making the Mouthpiece
The block for the mouthpiece can either

be turned up in a lathe or it may be worked
up by hand methods depending upon the
facilities that are available. If turned in
the lathe the dimensions given in Fig.
should be followed.

If the work is to be done by hand, proceed
as follows. First, plane up the piece of
wood accurately to 1 3/16in. square. On
the ends mark the diagonals, and, from.their
intersection draw a circle of 'Ain. dia. on
each end (Fig. -2).

From one end drill a hole lin. dia. to
a depth of I lin. Take every care to keep
the drill parallel to the sides of the block.

Now plane down the square block to be
cylindrical in shape. Finish, off smoothly
with a file and glasspaper. Work a shoulder
on the end with the ;in. hole to take the
ferrule which should be a drive fit (Fig. 3).
Alternatively, a ferrule can be fitted over the

Ain. dia. with no shoulder to be cut.
Plane the slope for the reed bed as in

Fig. 4 which should be to a depth of /in.,
sloping away to nothing at the ferrule.
Finish this surface dead smooth.

With a -gin. twist bit inserted into the T,in.

Fig. 4.-Planing
the reed bed.

Fig. 5.-Drilling through to the reed bed.

hole already drilled, and pointed towards
the reed bed, drill a hole until the drill
just breaks the surface of the reed bed (Fig.
5). Now carve out an opening in the reed
bed as shown in Fig. 6, using a small carving
gouge for the purpose. Finish off the open-
ing as smoothly as possible.

The end of the mouthpiece is now tapered
off towards the reed bed as shown in Fig. 6
leaving a margin of a little less than 01.
between the wind opening and the outside
edge of the mouthpiece. The completed
mouthpiece shOuld then be finally finished
off as smoothly as possible and given one
or two coats of clear cellulose or other finish
to exclude moisture from penetrating ft
wood fibres of the mouthpiece.

The Reed Clip
The clip to hold the reed in position is -

male from a piece of stout brass 4in. X
t6 g. Drill a -kin4 dia. hose at a

distance of in. from each end. At '.in.
from each end bend the strip up at right
angles. Finally, gradually bend the clip to
shape round a piece of broomstick in the
first place and then adjust to the circumfer-
ence of the mouthpiece. A brass 4 B.A.
cfkese headed screw and a terminal nut are
used to hold the clip in position (Fig. 7).

Th. Reed
Musicians usually purchase their reeds,

bur even so some adjustment is often made.

,Jutrirmij4art'"ir

Fig. 6.-Making the zvindway.

(dia.

-77:77
41"

--1"

Fig. 7.-Making a reed clip.
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0
Fig. to (Right beloa1).-An adaptor for a

commercial mouthpiece.

The practical mechanic will find much
interest in making his own reeds for prac-
tically no cost at all.

If the reader has made some of the bamboo
pipes already described, the reeds can be
made from some of the wider bore bamboo
tubing such as is used for the tenor bamboo
pipes. Pieces of tubing ,2 in. long are
required and these are split down in in.
widths as shown in Fig. 8. The concave
side of each piece is smoothed flat with a
finely set smoothing plane until a ;in. width
is produced. From a point mid -way in the
length the reed is now pared away with a
sharp in. firmer chisel to a thickness of
about .otin. To finish off, the end is
rounded to match the end of the mouth-
piece.

Fit the reed in place on the instrument
and try to produce a note. This is achieved
by drawing the lower lip over the bottom
teeth and resting the reed upon the lip.
Place the tongue tip in contact with the end
of the reed, quickly withdraw it as when
saying the sound " Teu." This will permit
air to pass by the reed and into the mouth-
piece and start the reed vibrating. This is
the method used to articulate notes and the
process is called " Tonguing " by musicians.

Possibly a note will not be produced at the
first effort. Treat the reed with care as it
will split easily after which it is useless.
The end of the reed should not protrude
beyond the end of the mouthpiece. The
reed bed should he so adjusted that the end
of the reed is raised a little less than a
t/n5in. above the bed, enabling air to pass
through into the mouthpiece.

High pitched squeaks will reward earliest
efforts. These are not required; concentrate
on producing a low mellow tone. The
thickness of the pared end of the reed is
vitally important in regard to the production
of a good tone. Scrape away the reed to
make it " soft " and easier to blow. A
thicker reed is harder to blow and is,
of course, called a " hard " reed. Aim for
an easily produced tone with quality.

Experiment until a good note is produced
before proceeding to tune the instrument.
When ready saw off small pieces from the
lower end of the ebonite tube until the
fundamental note is -produced.

Drilling the Finger Holes
The first finger hole is centred 3.; in. from

the base of the instrument, the distance
being about one -sixth of the distance from
the tip of the mouthpiece to the lower end
of the clarinet.

The second hole is On. above the centre
If the first. These two holes are opened out
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Fig. 9 (Below).-Details of
finger hole distances.

Hole at beck
OF tube

Fig. 8 (Left).-
Making a clarinet
reed from bamboo

tubing.

2A:

.k0

3;

V4

Hole et beck
of tube

54:

ferrules
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in the same way as described for the other
instruments.

The third hole is Gin. above the centre of
the second hole. Such spacing makes it very
difficult to cover with the three fingers of
the hand unless one possesses very long
fingers. Therefore, the third hole is made at
the back of the instrument and covered with
the thumb of the right hand.

These first three
holes will enable
the player to pro-
duce the notes, E,
F sharp and G of
the scale of D
major.

The next hole to
make is that which
produces G sharp.
This is 2;in. above
the centre of the G
hole. This hole is
drilled ;in. to the
left of the centre
line of the lower
holes as shown in
diagram. The hole
to produce A is
lin. higher but in
line w:th the lower
holes. The third
finger of the left
hand covers these
two holes in the
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ordinary way, both being uncovered to
produce A. The finger closes the top one
only if G sharp is required. It sounds com-
plicated but is easy in practice. A shallow
oblique groove can be filed in the ebonite
tube to include these two small holes so
that their position may be easily located
when playing the instrument.

The next hole is Gin. higher and is tuned
to B.

The hole giving C natural is drilled -1 ,in.

out of centre in the same way as the G sharp
hole. It is higher than the B hole.
The hole for the leading note of C sharp
is 3/16in. higher and is drilled centrally.

Finally, the thumb hole on the ba.,..k of
the instrument is lin. higher and is tuned to
upper D.

It should be said that if the constructor
wishes to omit the two holes for the two
accidentals at first to simplify the construc-
tion they may be added at a subsequent date
quite satisfactorily.

If the reader wishes a commercial B flat
clarinet mouthpiece may be purchased
instead of making the mouthpiece as
described above. In such a case it will be
necessary to make an adaptor for it to fit to
the finger tube (Fig. to). This consists of
a piece of wooden or ebonite tubing tin. in
length and of ;in. bore. The commercicii
mouthpiece has a cork inset on the lower
end and it may be necessary to glasspaper
this down a little in order to get it to fit
smoothly into the adaptor.

On the left of Fig. t r the stages in making
the mouthpiece from a block of wood are
illustrated. On the right of the illustration
is shown a commercial mouthpiece fitted to
the adaptor ready to place on the finger hole
tube.

The completed clarinet is shown in the
heading.

(This series is.to be continued)

1-.114,. 11,-On the left are shown two stages in making the mouthpiece,
right is a commercial mouthpiece. A reed clip is shown in the foreground.

s.-Banking Problem
TF Adam had invested a penny at 1 per
-1- cent. compound interest, what would the
principal amount to after 6,000 years (Adam
being horn at approximately 4000 }Lc)?

2. Can You Send Us a Solution ?
EVERY odd number over seven can he

expressed as the sum of three odd
prime numbers. (A prime number is one
which has no factors hut itself and one,
e.g., 13 is 13 X t and is prime, whilst

t6 has several factors, e.g., t6 X t, 8 X 2,
4 X 4, and is therefore not prime.)
Consequently, in the theorem in question,
35 can be written 29 3 -L- 3. Thirty-
seven can be written 29 + 5 1- 3, and so on.
We can easily test this by actual working
out in the case of low -power numbers such
as just given, but can you prove that it is
true for every possible odd number-one
going to billions of trillions?

Answers
1.-£43,650,000,000. Such a calculation

is best worked out by logarithms. Where
the principal is P, the rate r, and the number
of years n, the total amount Pn will be:
log: Pn=log P n log (t + r).

2.-We do not know if this problem can
be solved, but invite readers to tender solu-
tions for our Letters to the Editor pages.
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Fig. i.-One PFI (diffused) at camera and one
PF14 (not diffused) as back light. The exposure
was I'25 sec. at f 16 on Panatomic X developed

in 11311.

THE facility with which, using flash, one
can produce at a moment's notice a
source of powerful illuniination far

Fig. 2. (below).-One PF25 sueiscr
97 (diffused) at camera and
one PF25/97 as modelling
light. The exposure teas I /25 at
f 16 on FP3, developed in IDst.

'6'

01 '25

4' D/FFUSEP

ail Pr 25/97
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-Portraits
/in of/ashy

A Flash Photograph Need Not be
Distinguishable from One Using Other
Forms of Illmnination By E. Clements

greater than any reasonable number of
photoflood bulbs, also eliminating the neces-
sity of carrying all the impedimenta of
floods, is well worth the extra expense
involved. With the use of extension units
and other techniques, such as bounced flash,
it is possible to obtain pictures of comparable
quality to floodlight

One may therefore enter the homes
of friends, club houses and pubs and,
with a minimum of preparation, produce
very worthwhile results. All this with-
out the anxiety of possibly blowino, the
fuses. For the illustrations with this
article the minimum requirements of two
flashbulbs were used; it is quite possible
even with one bulb to make attractive
pictures, but the versatility provided by
the extra source will be quickly appreci-
ated after a few exposures have been
made. The use of reflectors has been
eliminated as being often uncertain; the
best ones must necessarily be bulky and
not easily portable.

First Attempts
The basic requirement of correct

exposure can only be obtained with the
experience gained by following the
recommended flash factors of the bulb
manufacturers -and adjusting this to suit
one's own technique of development and
apparatus variations. In the beginning
it is as well to keep to one constant
shutter speed (the simpler synchronised
shutters leave no alternative, thus

suit/Err eliminating one variable)

and if necessary use diffusing material over
the bulb to reduce the power. The first
attempts should be made with a single bulb
near the camera to establish the minimum
correct exposure required, and it is necessary
to emphasise again that over -exposure must
be avoided.

The diffusing material, which can be
muslin, curtain net or anything similar; will
improve the modelling quality of the light
and make it more manageable. To establish
the light cutting power of the material it is
only necessary to take a meter reading of
any scene with and without the material
over the meter and note the effect in value
of " stops " of its use. It is useful to have
a number of materials, or thict-nesses of the
same material, available in a cending value
of stopping power, say, 12, I, 2 and 4 stops.

The Second Lamp
Having with one lamp established basic

exposure which will give adequate shadow
detail and good modelling one may proceed
to employ the second lamp in any one of a
variety of positions depending upon the
effect required. This lamp then may be
used in the classical 45' position (45 to
camera and 45° of elevation) to give a live-
lier picture with greater contrast, as a back-
light giving a " halo" effect or from the
side for even greater brilliance and character
studies; in short, to achieve any mood the
photographer desires.

The effect of the distance of the second
light from the subject is of paramount
importance in achieving the desired contrast

Fig. 3.-One PF14. (diffused) at camera and one Fig. 4.-One PEI (diffused) at camera and one Fig. -The lighting used was the same as forPF25 (diffused) as modelling light. The exposure FF1.4 as modelling light. Exposure wasus 4/25 Fig. 45. as also was the exposure and processing.was 1,25 sec. at f/22 on FP3 developed in sec. at f 16 on Panatomic X developed in /Di r.
A blue filter was used.
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in the subject; it is not, however, easy
immediately to fix this distance, but as a
start one might place this at three-quarters
of the camera subject distance, assuming
that the same amount of diffusion is used
on both lights and that the first lamp is at
the camera. This should give a pleasing
balance without undue contrast. The
problem, as in all pertrait work, is primarily
the one of balance between fill in and
modelling or accent light and the beginner
is recommended to keep contrasts low until
greater experience is obtained.

Exposure
The flash factors provided by the bulb

manufacturers are the basis of all flash work
and one may use these both when employing
one or two bulbs. In fixing the basic
exposure it has been suggested that a con-
stant shutter speed be used; 1/25 sec. is
suitable for portraiture and it also obtains
the most light from any given bulb, it is
also useful in quickly determining the second
lamp position by means of the flash factor,
for it is only necessary to remember one
factor, or two at the most, if bulbs of two
different powers are used.

With the aperture fixed by means of the
basic exposure previously obtained it is
only necessary to divide this aperture into
the flash factor for the second bulb to
obtain the distance for this bulb. How-
ever, it is not quite as easy as that in prac-
tice, for as it stands, the resulting set-up.
would give equal effect by both bulbs and
the power of the basic bulb must therefore
be reduced to increase the modelling effect
of the extension. It is here that the facility
of using diffusing material is appreciated
for, by the choice of material of suitable
stopping power, one has control over the
contrast obtained. As the basic light is
reduced so must the overall contrast be
increased. Alternatively, the extension light
may be moved closer.

One of the difficulties in using the second
light is that of establishing its actual posi-
tion relative to the subject, for one cannot,
of course, see the effect of this, either in
terms of contrast or modelling, and one has
to learn by experience in sighting over the
reflector the angle at which the light will
strike the subject. With a little experience,
however, it is possible to visualise quite
accurately the result of using the bulb in
any given position.

Particular Requirements
Generally speaking men can stand a

stronger treatment than women and children
both in contrast of lighting, vigour of pose.

i>f,4

SUBJECT

,

4

15

....pr,

6.-LIX,hting, and processing .for this
portrait .,ere similar to that used for Fig. 4.

etc., and are therefore a
more fruitful field for 4'61
experimental work, when it
is also necessary to please I
the sitter. Apart from aillb ONE Pr,
greater scope in lighting one '" `"(/' "it'suiv
can with advantage use the orthochromatic
rendering either by means of the ortho film
or, if it is required to photograph both men
and women on the same roll of film, by the
use of blue flashbulbs and a blue filter over
the lens. Exposures with blue bulbs when
used with monochrome film are not usually
given, but a safe guide would be an increase
of one stop over the normal for a similar
type clear bulb (i.e., PF25 compared with}
PF25/97).

With male subjects one may with safety
dispense with the flash at the camera and,
especially when using the higher speed films
to provide some shadow detail, place the
one light in any one of a wide variety of
positions. The male sitter will not be nearly
so concerned with dark shadows and the
showing up of one or two wrinkles as will
a female one.

Female models, unless they are very
beautiful and can stand " glamour treat-
ment," seem to prefer a softer type of light-
ing; the light at the camera should therefore
be invariably used and the range of con-
trasts kept to the limits of a softly lighted
studio portrait, say, 4 or 5 to x. Diffusion
of bulbs is most useful with the ladies and
both the basic and modelling lamps should

SUEUEC7

CT

ONE PP/4
NO O/NITS/ON

2' ABOVE MODEL

Fig. 7.-Two PF25's, one of which was diffused,
were used as shown above. Exposure was 5:25th
sec. at f:22 on FP3, developed in Microphen.
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Figs. 8 and 9.-Lighting 4 1B°14-"QmotArustcw
was as shown on the two as. ONE

sketches_ and exposure was "- Pr25

t;25 sec. at fj22 on FP3,
developed in Microphen, fONEPF2SoN,
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be covered with at least one layer of material.
Fair hair requires back lighting to give it
its full feeling of colour, but does not need
to have the lamp quite as close as would
the darker tints.

Children are perhaps the easiest of all
subjects for flash, for the photographer feels
the advantage of the possibility of using a
high shutter speed when necessary. An ade-
quate frontal lighting well diffused is all that
is really necessary and providing over-
exposure is avoided the fine complexions of
most children will provide prints of good
modelling.

Thus it is possible to use both lamps,
one on each side of the camera, to obtain
a good general flood of light, or one lamp
may be used in practically any side or back
position for an accent light.

The technique of bounced flash is worth
an experiment or two, especially when
photographing children, as the more diffused
effect of the flash will be more acceptable
to them.

Including a Window
There are two methods of approaching the

problems of including window space in any
picture and it has to be decided what type
of picture is aimed for. Whether in fact
the exposure should be baged upon that of
the flashbulb or that of the daylight.

If exposure has been adjusted to record
adequately the outside light, the fill in
flash must be damped down so as to illu-
minate the shadow side only. This is done
by finding the exposure required for the
window area and by reference to the flash
factor of the bulb and the distance of the
camera from subject, selecting diffusing
material which would give approximately
quarter of the light which would normally
be required for the flash if used alone.

If the exposure is based on normal
flash requirements without reference to the
daylight the- latter, being so much weaker
than the flash, will fail to register adequately;
the outside scene therefore will appear a if
the shot were taken at night.

The materials for portraiture by flash
should be chosen not for their speed, as
adequate light is available, but for rendition
of flesh tones and fine grain characteristic.
A film of the Panatomic X type is excellent
and may be developed in any general
developer of the IDit class for normal time.
A light blue filter is also recommended.
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iirmisior-Operatedemfliersaanfis
Details of a Main' l'o'ves' Pack for Operating
the 'Various Units
ASUITABLE mains power unit will he

described, but it is doubtful if it is
worth while making such a unit

unless great numbers of counts (in the case
of the photo -counter described last
month) are required as the new range
of transistor batteries give very good
results very cheaply, The consumption in
the static position is only about 2 mA,
giving a life (usable in this circuit) of about
120 hours minimum, which works out at
0.2 pence per hour. Heat dissipation in a
power pack would amount to more than
this figure. Using a PP8 battery (with RI I-
optitted) the life would be a good 9,000
hours or just about a year's operation, this
must he somewhere about shelf life. When
counting, the second relay takes about 30
mA and the counter about 450 mA; this
is rather heavy, but is momentary and as
such does not harm the batteries. The PP'
appears capable of counting at least 5,000
counts over a week and the PP8 probably
about five times as many.

However, it is possible to
work all the equipment des-
cribed in this series from
the mains and for long con-
tinuouL operations, as in the
automatic door bell/counter,
mains operation may prove
economical. A suitable
power pack circuit is shown
in Fig. 45.

The Base and Case
The unit may be made up

tin any form together with
the unit that it is to operate.
Details, however, will be
given for a self-contained
unit supplying approximately 220V
7 v. smoothed D.C. at 240v
2 amps., and another supply
of controlled 5 to 6 v.
smoothed D.C. and tI v.
A.C. These supplies will
enable stable voltages to be
used for: (1) transistor
supply and primary relay;
(2) secondary relay and
counter, etc.: (3) the light
source using a car headlamp bulb.

The case is made up by screwing the
end pieces to the base in the same way as
in the other units (Figs. 14 and 15). The
warning lamp glass is screwed into a suitable
hole drilled in the rear and three double
terminal blocks, tag boards, etc., are fixed
as in Fig. 45. A small mains switch, S7,
of any type is fixed to the front and a hole
drilled to take the mains lead. A cover is
made of tinplate painted black.

0

0

0

Ou pie blocks 0 Component posttion

A.C.

Moms

200V

Transformer /

By E. V. King
Mounting the Components

Full details of the corn -
portents are given in col. 3
and only readers with
experience should deviate
from this list. The posi-
tions do not matter very
much, a suitable arrange-
ment being shown in Fig.
44. Brackets may have to
be made for the mains
transformer and air space
should be allowed round the rectifiers which
are mounted ',in. above the base on metal
brackets as shown in Fig. 47. Do not
touch the nuts marked, N which control.
the pressure of the selenium or oxide plates.

Condensers may be mounted upright as
shown using conventional clips (ordered
with the condensers at about 3d. each), or
sideways, using small tinplate clips held
down with a small wood screw.

Mount the dia! lamp to coincide with the
350V,

Not
used

k:,
)(5

:>

K:;:,6V

b

WL

C7

0

Output I
7V

O

Output 2
5.5V

VRI

0
Output 3
/2VAC

0
Fig. 43.-rower unit circuit for photo -operated devices.

glass already fitted and fix Vitt on brackets
in any suitable position. Verify that when
the metal cover is attached it will not short
on any live part of the circuit.

Wiring the Power Unit
The wiring is as shown in Fig. 43. No

special precautions are required. Use the
correct tapping of the transformer according
to the mains. The rectifiers are marked
with a red and black blob of paint so that

Fran 4I/
eft

,-

4

) n
I///.. VR I 0 e

WL.1 MR2

% 7CTR7=-_-

(0 ) 4__1 , i, .
' 'I If '

0

tolsx --- S7

Fig. 44 (Left).-
Component layout.

Fig. 45 (Right).-
Details 0.1- front ,nia

rear par tels.
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you may pick out the D.C. tags, the un-
marked tags are those for A.C. connection.
Sometimes the latter are coloured green. C7
and C8 -lust be connected the right way
round and should not get hot, if they do
they are faulty.

Before joining the 6 v. and 5 v. trans-
former windings together it is necessary to
get the phasing correct or the total output
will be one volt instead of

Any shorts across the D.C. side will cause
the rectifiers to become faulty and readers
may wish to put fuses in the output leads.
In this case values should be 2 amps. for
output No. t, zoo mA for output No. 2 and
3 amps. for output No. 3.

Shorts across the A.C. side, or faulty
rectifiers will cause the transformer to over-
heat and a fuse in the mains would prob-
ably avoid complete failure A value of
250 mA, if it will hold when the unit is
switched on, is quite suitable, but it could
be increased to 500 mA. Whether this is
necessary will depend on many variable

PARTS REQUIRED
Base of :in. wood tolin.
Two end pieces of yin. wood 4in.
Tinplate cover ii in. t3in.
Three z -way terminal blocks, tag board or

6 -way block.
C7 Electrolytic 200 ieF or Soo 0F 6/12v.

working. (Henry's Radio).
CS Electrolytic too 0F 6v. working (Henry's -

Radio).
MR1 Metal Bridge Rectifier. I 2V. 2!, amps.

'Henry's Radio).
MR2 Metal Bridge Rectifier. 6v. to izv r

amp. (R.S.C. Leeds).
A few inches of metal strip for mounting

rectifiers.
Pieces of tinplate, etc.
S7 Toggle type switch.
Warning lamp 6.3v...3 or .16 amp.
Red or Green warning lamp, glass and holder

to suit bulb. (Henry's Radio).
Transformer
Primary to suit mains input.
Output required : -One of hr. 2 amps. and

another of 5v. or 6v. at !, amp.
Almost any ordinary radio transformer will

suit. the H.T. windings being left open circuit.
VR t 400 or 500!) potentiometer, any kind would
suit. The prototype used a T.V. slider
Circular type would require a mounting
bracket, sliding type two small angle brackets.

Off
On

S7

Mains

0
Lead

0
0 Front Panel

44

Warning lamp

0
Out tput 2 Output,

-55vD.C-k -v7v DC-

Taa

Output 3
I/v.

® Rear Penel
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factors, chief of these being the condition
of the clectrolytics.

Testing the Power Unit
It is advisable to test the unit prior to

connection, but if no meter is available a
thorough visual check will suffice.
Output No. r Siggrer show about
7 volts D.C. with the needle
showing no vibration at all, a
volt either side of 7 will not
matter. Output No. 2 should be
continuously variable between
zero and approximately 6 volts
(not critical). If output cannot
be brought to zero, VR1 is faulty
and must be replaced. Set it to
give exactly 5.5 volts D.C. If
no meter is .ivailable.set it at the
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and not when demands are heavy (say,
Sunday mornings or a very cold evening).

Readers may not be aware that, by Statute,
the mains supply is allowed to vary plus or
minus 6 per cent. from the mean voltage.
Where unstabilised supplies are being used,

minimum voltage which will operate the
photo -transistor in the unit being operated.
When setting voltages do it when the mains
supply is on a light load (i.e., late at night)

Fig. 46.-Two views of
the completed' mains

power pack.

on transistors especially,
readers should make sure
the maximum voltage to
be attained is a safe one,
i.e., set up when mains
load is light.

How to Wire the
Units Together
Wiring to the " throw -

over switch " is best
done as follows: Refer
to Fig. 23. Si may be
removed with the battery
as a switch is fitted on

the power unit. The negative poles of out-
puts No. r and No. 2 are connected to m or
g or the switch if it is left in situ. One lead
may be used for this purpose. The emitter

NEW METHOD OF BOOK PRODUCTION
Makes Reprinting Economical Even for One Copy

T1- the book you want is out of print, a
one -copy edition can now be printed

specially to order by a revolutionary new
method of book nroduction.

The Publishers' Association has now
approved forms of agreement to be concluded
with publishers to cover books that are still
in copyright, but, of course, there are many
thousands of books which are out of
copyright. Old and rare books which are
out of copyright can also be reproduced by
this method. Microfilm now becomes not
just a convenient way of storing information
but an intermediate between the printed
original and the printed copy. This is
made possible by the new technique of
xerography (electrostatic printing) which can
enlarge from microfilm on to ordinary plain
paper.

Pioneering this new method are University
Microfilms, Ltd., of 67, New Bond Street.
Where a book is still in copyright, they will
first get the publishers' consent, then will
microfilm each page which is to be reprinted.
The film is processed and then put on to
a Copyflo automatic xerographic machine.
As the Copyflo produces 20 feet of prints
a minute, the actual printing operation for
a 200 -page book takes only five minutes.
This xerographic printing is done by the

Rank-XeroX Copy Service at 33-41,
Mortimer. Street, London,

When " perfect " bound and covered,
a 250 -page book costs about 4;5 Iss.
(including microfilming) and further copies
cost about 44 15s. each.

About 14,000 new titles a year arc
published in Britain alone and it is therefore
inevitable that many valuable books on all
kinds of topics go out of print. Where
the further demand is only for a small
number of copies it is completely
uneconomic to produce them by conven-
tional methods. This new method, there-
fore, is complementary to conventional
printing, and enables publisher and author
to satisfy the customer who wants an out -of -
print book.

Libraries, universities, industry and the
individual reader will now be able to fill
gaps on their shelves and also to replace
deteriorating books with xerocopies. In
addition, xerocopies can now be made of
valuable books, so that °the original need
never be handled and copies are available
for lending, sending overseas, etc.

This system is not suitable for reproduc-
ing half -tortes, but texts, diagrams, graphs.
charts and line drawings reproduce well.
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lead marked 0 No. 2 is unsoldered and
connected to output No. 2 positive. Lead
marked 0 No. r is removed and output
No. 1 positive is soldered to armature of
relay No. t (marked C) and is left connected
to Ct.

When wiring to the " Photo -
counter," refer to Fig. 37. Use
output No. t in lieu of B5 and
output No. 2 in lieu of B4.

Wiring of the burglar alarm is
similar to that for the throw -over
switch. The difference being
that the bell circuit is completed
by wiring leads to B3 to the out-
put No. t terminals. There are
thus two complete circuits con-
nected to No. t output.

If the system of Fig. 33 is used
it would be necessary to modify
the power unit slightly. A I2 V.

winding would be necessary and
it would be wired to give another
output of about t4 V. D.C. (out-
put No. 4) in exactly the same
way as for output No. 2. Two
6 v. windings in series with phase

correct, would do. This third output would
then be wired in lieu of the two PPI's of
Fig. 33. Since the power is only required
when a burglar sets the system off, the
battery set up is considered best. The

Fig. 47 (Let).-Mounting .for ilfR2 and
(right) mowaing for itfRi.

burglar could
pulling mains
mains.

not " mute the system by
fuses or shutting off at the

(To be concluded)
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(Continued from last month's issue)

LEAVE for a few hours; finally, remove
the binding and bottles and the joint
is complete. The seals at the wrists,

ankles, waist and neck can be dealt with
in sequence and the whole job completed
in two stages, that is (a) secure all the
seals, bind and leave to dry, (b) secure
rubber tape to cover the outside edges of
the joints.

The ankle seals are secured in a similar
manner to those at the wrist. However,
the trouser legs are too large to stretch over
bottles. If suitable cylindrical formers are
not available then wooden ones, as shown
in Fig. 9, can be used. The edges of these
are radiused to fit into the trouser legs and
the ends tapered to suit the small opening
of the cuffs. The binding is not so effec-
tive in pressing the surfaces together with

/0"

9-Former for securing ankle

°

overlaps the tunic by about 2in., that is,
to the previously marked line. Now fold
back the overlap of the waistband and
apply the rubber solution. The solution has
to be applied over quite a large area and
it will be found most practicable to apply it
and to press the two surfaces together first
on one face of the former and then the
other. The surfaces cannot be bound
together effectively on this wide flat former;
they should, therefore, be pressed and then
hammered firmly together, particularly
around the edge of the waistband. When
the waistband is secure, remove the
former and check that the inside edge of the
tunic, is firmly secured to the rubber waist-
band. Hammer this edge down, if neces-
sary. Replace the former, then roughen the
surfaces and stick a band of tin, rubber
tape around the edge of the waistband.
Press the tape on firmly and again hammer
it down, particularly around the edges.
Leave the former in position for an hour
or so then remove and use it to attach a
waistband to the trousers.
Securing the Neck Seal

The shape _of the neck seal makes it

In This Second and Conclud-
ing Instalment R J. Garvey

seals. Gives Final Details of the
g Dry Suit, Some Accessories

and a Wet Suit.

18"
Radius edges

marked R.

Fig. 10.-Former for securing waistbands.
these flat formers. If flat formers are used,
therefore, hammer the two surfaces together,
particularly around the edge of the cuff and
the tin. rubber tape, before applying the
binding.

The Waistbands
These are secured in a similar manner

to the cuffs, but in this case the former
shown in Figs. to and it is used. One
waistband is secured to the tunic and the
other to the trousers. The waistbands are
attached to the tunic and trousers in an
identical manner and the former shown is
suitable for both garments. Roughen the
surfaces that are to be stuck together and
then position the tunic and the waistband
on the former so that the waistband

Fig. IL-Attaching the waistbands.

impractical to use a former; a little care is
required in attaching it without a former,
but the operation is not difficult. - Roughen
the two surfaces that are to be stuck
together, apply the rubber solution, wait
until the surfaces are tacky and then press
the seal firmly into position on the tunic.
Make use of the outline previously marked
on the tunic and try to place the seal in the
correct position first time; it is difficult to
re -position it once the tacky surfaces have
come into conta:t. As with the waistbands,
it is best to apply the solution and to press
the surfaces together first on one side of
the tunic and then the other. Hammer the
two surfaces firmly together. Pay particular
attention in hammering down the edge of
the seal; this must be quite secure since it
is not to be covered with the tin. rubber tape
as were the other joints. Turn the tunic
inside out and make sure that the inside
edge, at the neck of the tunic, is firmly
attached to the rubber seal. Hammer this
edge down if necessary.

The suit is now complete. Make a final
examination of the rubber seals. Turn the
tunic and trousers inside out and examine
the inside edges of the joints. Apply a little

more solution and hammer the
edges of the joints and the
rubber tape down where neces-
sary. Finally, dust -the suit and
the rubber seals with french
chalk.

Dressing and Undressing
You will need some practice

in getting the suit on and off,
particularly over bulky under-
clothes, and may require some
assistance to begin with, Try
putting the suit on without
underclothing at first. The
dressing procedure is shown in
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Fig. 53. Step into the trousers, st e t.t tne
waistband between your shins and roll it down
in a tight roll around the top of the trousers.
Stretch the ankle seals over your heels and
ease them into position just above your
ankles. Now grasp the rolled waistband
and pull the trousers up to the waist. Un-
roll the waistband up the chest and then
fold it well down over the hips as shown in
Fig. t3(a).

Next roll the waistband of the tunic into
a tight roll. This can be done by stretching
the waistband between your .legs and roll-
ing it down on to the tunic. Get the head
and arms into the tunic and ease the cuffs
into position over the wrists. Pull the neck
seal over the head and ease the tunic down
to the .waist. Make sure the tunic and
trousers meet well at the waist, smooth our
any folds in the trouser waistband and then
unroll the waistband of the tunic over the
top of -it to form a double thickness over
the hips-see Fig. t3(b). Smooth out any
folds and then roll the two waistbands into
a tight roll around the waist as in Fig. t3(c).

All that remains is to roll on the cummer-
bund which holds the rolled waistbands in
position and so complete the seal at the
waist. Stretch the cummberbund between
the shins and then roll it up from the
bottom edge, over the hips and over the
waistbands to the position shown in Fig.
t3(c), Now unroll it down over the waist-
bands. Mask, fins and aqualung complete
the ensemble as shown by Fig. t3(d).

To remove suit pull the neck seal over
the head and the wrist seals over the hands.

Revertex Limited cannot supply Revulter
in small quantities. This can be obtained
from P. K. Dutt, Ltd., t, Alfred Place,
London, W.C.I.
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Rad us edgesit"
marked R

Fig. 12.-The boot former.
Now bend over and pull the tunic down
over the shoulders. Once off the shoulders
there is no difficulty.

A final check before entering the water:
make sure the neck seal fits well around
the neck and shoulders. Smooth out any
folds in the wrist and ankle seals and pull
them up on the forearms and legs, if neces-
sary, to give a tighter fit.
Testing in the Water

Enter the water up to your neck with
the arms at the side of the body so that all
the air trapped in the suit rises to the neck.
The suit can now be vented by easing the
neck seal open until all the air has escaped
but take care not to let in any wafer. Make
sure that the neck seal is still fitting
properly around the neck after this venting
operation. Assuming you are suitably
trained, weighted and equipped you are now
tree to dive.
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A word of warning: do not dive without
venting the suit properly. If your suit is not
free of air then:

(a) Your buoyancy will decrease with
depth since air in the suit will be com-
pressed as you descend.

(b) The air can rise in the legs of the suit
and so affect your " trim " under the water

If there are any leaks, these may be due
to lack of care when dressing; possibly the
wrist and ankle seals were not pulled up high
enough on the arms or legs. If this is not
the cause then examine the attachment of the
rubber seals-examine them in any case-
and make sure that the tin. rubber tape
covering the edges of the cuffs and waist-
bands, is secure, particularly at the edges.
Turn the suit inside out and make sure that
the edges of the garments are firmly secured
to the rubber seals. Apply some rubber
solution and stick the edges of the garments,
or tape, down where necessary.

The hole in the rubber neck seal can be
enlarged now if necessary by cutting off one
or more of the moulded rings; do not
remove more than one ring at a time and
try on the neck seal after each cutting until
the fitting is satisfactory.

Sponge the outside of the suit down with
cold water after use, particularly after
immersion in chlorinated or salt water. Turn
the suit inside out and hang up to air in a
well -ventilated place but keep it away from
direct heat and sunlight. Dust all the
rubber surfaces with french chalk before
putting the suit away and store it so that
damp cannot penetrate inside the suit.

Rubber Hood
For a prolonged stay in the water, the

106
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Fig. 14.-Leg piece for short trcusers frame.
head, hands and feet need some protection.
In this case it is worth considering the
alternatives of a rubber hood and boots in
place of the neck and ankle seals and the
addition of a pair of rubber gloves.

The hood covers the head and neck; the
seal being provided by a tight fit around
the face. It is fitted with ear pads
designed to equalise the pressure on either
side of the ear drums; these should not be
removed. It is not practicable to make your
own hood; it must be bought; the price
is given on the next page. The hood is
attached to the neck of the tunic in the same
way as the neck seal. If a neck seal is already
fitted then stick the hood in position over
the neck seal. This gives a double seal
against the entry of water and is a feature
of some of the more expensive commercial
suits.

Boots
Rubber boots can be bought or made.

The commercial items are expensive, the
suppliers and cost being listed on the next
page.

Radius edges
marked R

Fig. 13(a) (Left).-Unroll the waistband up the chest then fold it down
over the hips. Fig. 13(b) (Above, left).-Make sure the tunic and trousers
meet well at the waist. Smooth out any folds in the trouser waistband,
then unroll tunic waistband down over it. Fig. 13 (c) (Above, right).-Roll the cummerbund up to the position

Mown then unroll it down over the waistbands. Fig. 13 (d) (Right).-The complete outfit.
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However, a serviceable pair of boots for
attaching to the suit can be made by proofing
a pair of socks. These should be of
generous size and preferably in a thin wool
or cotton material. Thick woollen socks are
unsuitable since it would be difficult to
attach these t, the suit. Stretch the socks
over a frame, such as the one shown in
Fig. 12 and apply four or more coats of
Revultex. Now turn the socks inside out

Secure legs
to batten
with nails
or wood
screws

26"

- Nails or
3"XN0 8

Woodscrews

2"Xl"
battens

Fig. i5.-Frame for short trousers.

on the frame and apply three or more coats
to the top tin. of the inside. This pro-
vides a rubber surface for adhesion to the
trouser legs of the suit. Stick lightweight
rubber soles and heels on the underside of
the socks. Cut these soles and heels from
a thin sheet of rubber if this is available.
Thick soles and heels will be difficult to
attach, will make the boots heavy and
clumsy and it will be difficult to fit on your
"6 fins."

Put the trousers and boots on and trim
the trousers if necessary so that the top of
the boots overlap the bottom of the trouser
legs by about 2in. Now stretch the
trousers and boots over a suitable former
and secure the boots with rubber solution;
the boots to overlap at the joint by about
2in. Hammer the surfaces together to make
a tight joint, then stick and again hammer
bands of tin., or wider, rubber tape around
the outside edge of the joint.

Rubber Gloves
These, only necessary in extreme condi-

tions, are best worn separately and not
attached to 'the suit. They are fitted with
cuffs to provide a seal at the wrists. Any
thin rubber gloves are suitable and a pair
of cuffs as used on the suit. Cut the gloves
off short at the wrist, that is, about 1iin.
above the thumb hole. Stretch the gloves
and cuffs over bottles and secure the cuffs
with rubber solution. Pull the cuffs well
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down to give an overlap of sin, or
before securing them to the gloves.

Venting Valve
Another useful accessory is a venting

valve. This, a simple " Spear " valve, is
fitted at the back of the neck seal or hood
and allows. air to escape from the suit as
the diver enters and descends into the water.
The valve can be fitted by cutting a small
hole in the neck seal or hood. A short
piece of tubing, about ,;in. o.d, then serves
as a former. This is inserted in the hole
and the valve pulled down over it so that
it overlaps arounj the hole in the neck seal
or hood. The overlap is pulled back,
rubber solution applied and the two surfaces
stuck together.

The rubber hood, boots and Spear valve
can he purchased from Andrews and Dalton,
Ltd., i26, Hanworth Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex, the costs being :

more

£ s. d.
Hood 2 2
Boots 2 5 0
Spear valve 2 9

Wet Suit
A wet suit can be made quite simply and

cheaply. Such a suit does not keep the
diver dry, but holds a layer of water near to
the body, thus preventing the body heat
being carried away by the cold water circu-
lating freely over the skin. The suit is
made in a similar way to the dry one, but
short pants are sufficient and there is no
need to go to so much trouble in providing
seals against the entry of water. The suit
should, however, provide a snug fit at the
neck and wrists and around the thighs so
water cannot flow freely throughout the suit.

Choose a fairly thick and absorbent
material for the basic garments, but remem-
ber, if the weave is too open it will soak
up an excessive quantity of the Revultex. If
short pants of the required tight fit are
unavailable then cut the legs off some long
ones. If the legs are too wide cut a piece
out of each leg and sew them up to the
right size. The wet suit should fit closer
to the body than the dry one otherwise it
will tend to trap a large volume of water
which will use up body heat; choose the
garments accordingly.

A rubber neck seal, as used on the dry
suit, is essential but it need not fit so tightly
around the neck. Cuffs can be fitted at the
wrists, but they are not essential provided the
sleeves fit fairly tightly. Rubber waistbands
on the tunic and trousers are unnecessary.
A belt, or preferably a single cummerbund
(smallest size), around the waist will be
sufficient.

Items which must be bought for the
wet suit are:

Neck seal
Cuffs, I pair
Cummerbund
Revultex, 41b. at 2S. 4d
Rubber solution, 8 -oz, tube
Postage
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8

4
7
9
2
4

d.
0

9
6

4
4
6

LI 16 5

These are made by the Dunlop Com"--
and obtainable from the sports outfittez,,
mentioned earlier. The remaining items, if
not already available, can be purchased for :

s. d.
Vest or jersey 12 6
Short pants 5 0
Wood 5 0

Et 2 6

The wooden frame for the tunic shoul I
be similar to the one used for the dry suit
(Figs. 2 and 3), but the width of the bpd,
should preferably he about fin. less tha
that shown and the arm pieces about iin
less in depth. A frame suitable for the

Fig. 16.-Pants stretched over frame ready for
proofing.

short trousers of the wet suit is shown in
Figs. 14 and 15. This is suitable for t;,:
average figure. The only important dimen-
sion here is that which determines the size of
the leg opening since the pants are to ta
fairly tightly around the thighs.

Sew some loops inside the waist of the
short pants before proofing them. A curl
threaded through these will serve as a simr
belt to secure the trousers and tunic at the
waist. The short trousers should be stretche.4
on the frame, as shown in Fig. 16. Apply
at least four coats of the latex to the gar-
ments, then attach the rubber seals at the
neck and wrists as described for the dry
suit.

ANDY MANN The Practical Mechanic
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TO increase slab rolling capacity from
48,000 to 60,000 tons per week, the
installation of a Universal mill was

necessary at the Steel Company of Wales'
Abbey Works.

As all the steel ingots produced in the
works have to pass through one slabbing
mill the installation of a new one would
have caused interference with production,
and therefore a changeover which could be
completed in the shortest possible time had
to be planned.

Because of the lack of head room in the
existing mill building the company's
engineers collaborated with Messrs. Davy &
United Engineering Company Limited, of
Sheffield, to obtain a design for a mill 'speci-
ally to suit their requirements.

Prior to delivery the mill was erected, thus
enabling adjustments to be made as required
a7.7c1 ensuring that on arrival all parts were
ready for immediate installation.

While the mill was being manufactured a
carefully planned programme was prepared
covering delivery and storage of the mill
components, removal of the old mill and
installation of the new one. Fourteen days
were allocated to complete the changeover.

Two scale models were made, one of the
old mill by Bassett -Lowke Ltd.. and one of
the Universal by Mills Bros. (Sheffield) Ltd.,
and these played a big part in the briefing of
personnel. These models could be dismantled
and assembled to demonstrate all the differ-
ent stages of the task. They were used both
during the twelve months prior to the
changeover and the actual changeover.

Dismantling of the old mill commenced
on November 17th and was completed in
two days. During this time 1,374 tons of
equipment were removed, including indivi-
dual items and assemblies ranging in weight
from 5 cwt. to 125 tons. The heaviest items

(Above)
A view of the
Basset

model.

EA
Old slabbing.
anill renaos ed and
Bien l'nisersal
TA pe installed

in I I days

(Above) The old mill.

(Left) The scene during
the changeover.

(Below) The new mill.

were the screw -down assembly weighing 8o
tons and the 125 -ton mill housings.

The new mill was designed to use the
existing foundations, but about 5ft. of
concrete over an area of 220 sq. ft. had to
be removed to receive the very large sole -
plate needed to support the vertical edger
mill. It took 36 hours to expose a new
level of mature concrete which was then

dressed smooth in areas on which t8in.
square packing plates were to sit. When
the 142 -ton soleplate was lowered on to the
packing plates and bolted down it was level-
led to within .006in. at any point.

Erection of the Universal mill commenced
on November 20th and 2,375 tons of equip-
ment ranging in weight up to 142 tons
were installed. Finally, the electrical work
was completed and the whole project
finished one -and -a -half days inside schedule.
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THE machine about to be described
possesses many features not found,
collectively, in any known make on

the market. It has, for example, a positive
double -drive, i.e., the motor not only pulls
the saw on the forward stroke but also on
the backward stroke, thus replacing the
more normal " spring return." This con-
siderably lessens vibration.

The blade -chucks are three-way, thus per-
mitting the saw to be used in the normal
front position or from either left or right
side. This makes possible the cutting of
work wider or longer than the throat is
deep.

The table tilts 45 deg. and, in addition,
rises" and falls. This latter movement
allows for the use of the full blade length
instead of the usual inch or so which, when

Fig. T.-A general view of the machine

With Positive Double -drive, 3 -way Blade -chucks,
Tilt and Rise and Fall Table

By Jameson Erroll
blunt, calls for a new blade although more
than half of it is quite sharp and unused.

Fig. I is a general view of the machine
except that the table has been removed for
the sake of clarity. This, together with
Fig. 2, which is a close-up of the mechanism,
should enable the constructor -'0 ,r1, to
identify the details furnished in
the scale drawings.

This jig saw has been con-
structed so that it may be used
with an independent motor and
stored when not in use. Its
size, therefore, may be varied
according to individual require-
ments provided that the stroke
of rzin. is adhered to. Also,
the ball -bearing rollers or
bobbins around which the strap
passes will necessarily be of a
type which are available or
which are most easily made.
Those used on the machine
being described were rdther like
cotton reels, but any type of
plain roller will serve. Similarly,
the lid -stays were used because
of their eminent suitability, but
the fortunate possessor of a
milling machine may prefer to
vary the construction slightly
and make his own grooved
guides.

The General
Mechanism
Each end of thesawblade is

attached to an
otherwise endless
belt (or strap)
which, at one
point, is engaged
by an oscillating
mechanism. Figs.
3 and 4 show that
this engagement
takes place via a
slotted rocker arm
through the bottom end of
which a driving pin, riding
between two lugs, transfers
lateral movement to a metal
plate to the ends of which the
belt is attached. At its upper
end this slotted arm connects
with an eccentric pin placed at

from thz centre of the main
shaft. This gives the arm a
rocking motion since it is fixed
at its centre to a riding pivot.

To this same eccentric pin
is attached a connecting rod
which actuates a piston carry-
ing a leather washer in an
enclosed tube. In the far end
of this tube is fixed an ordinary
football pump -adaptor con-
nected by a length of rubber
tubing to a metal nozzle situated
near the hold-down. This
assembly supplies the necessary
" blower " which keeps the
sawdust clear of the cuttingline.

with table removed. The main shaft is driven

from a 5in. " V " pulley powered by a motor
fitted with multiple pulleys. The speed of the
machine can, therefore, be varied as desired,
and any speed between 500 and r,000 r.p.m.
is suitable. The faster the speed the quicker
the cut, but at high speeds the cutting line
is much harder to follow accurately and

Fig. 2.-A close-up of the mechanism.

there is, naturally, more vibration. The
author prefers a slow speed, particularly
when dealing with intricate or sharply
curved work. A :I h.p. motor will furnish
ample power if work is confined to a
reasonable thickness-say, up to lin.

The Main Frame
Construction may well begin with the

baseboard, the upright, and the cross -bearer
-see Fig. 5. The base is of sin. plywood
and needs only to be cut to the required
size; in the present case it is 3oin. long X
18in. wide. The upright and the cross -
bearer are both built up from in. plywood
separated and. strengthened by blocks of
Sin. X zin. and zin. X zin. deal. The up-
right is zoin. high and 51in. wide at the
base, tapering to Min. at the top. The
plywood is separated by a 5? in. length of
Sin. X zin. at the base and a similar block,
3in. long, about halfway up. Note that a
step has been cut in the base block in order
to clear the bottom bobbin, and that the
centre block is reduced in depth so that it
does not offer obstruction to the belt. The
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Leather washer

S"dia V-pulhty

3//7x1/2,f5/16" connecting rod
slotted at each end.

5622/plunger 4"x//4" 4,fain

shaftSteel washers

Cylinder 4'x /'outside dra
7/8"inside dia shaft

2"dia wheel

Piston rodrod Connecting rod
Lid -stays

Eccentric

/-f,/ /

NNWN\

Base board

Strap(or belt) Ball bearing
,L161707

Moving
brass
plate

Eccentric pin

2t/la wheel carrying
eccentric pm 3/4'

from centre.

Fixed pivot

-70.1) thick washers
screwed to stays

Two 7"x3/4'/id-stays with
l/4' slot rivetted

together
Stationary brass plate

Driving/

7 "

Lugs to carry driving pin

. / 2 3 4
Scale W.

Fig. 3.-Sealed detail of driving unit and blower. The inset shows plan of the connecting rod.

bottom block is fastened firmly to the base
with two ;in. Whitworth bolts and nuts,
and the upright by two strong, steel
brackets.

The cross -bearer is also loin. long and is
3in. wide throughout its length. These two
pieces of plywood are separated by a sin.
length of 3M. X tin. at the point of junc-
ture with the uptight, and by a similar
length of 2in. X 2in. about midway. It will
be seen that the larger block has also been
stepped and bevelled to give clearance to
the tensioning bobbin, while the centre block
leaves a clear space for the passage of the
belt. The 3M. X 2in. X zin. block shown
at the -head of the cross -bearer forms part
of the construction of the head and need not
at the moment be considered.

Before fitting the cross -bearer to the
upright it will be necessary to make the belt
tensioning device. As will be seen from
Fig 6 this consists of a bobbin mounted
between two curved metal plates which are
hinged on a kin, bolt and, at their upper
ends, mounted or? an oak block 4in. X
rain. X .;in. This block is moved forward
by the action of a 31in. shutter bolt
fastened to a bracket and carries the bobbin
farther from both the bobbin at the head
and that at the base of the upright. This
movement stretches the belt and automatic-
ally tightens the saw between the two
chucks. When bought, the shutter bolt is
supplied with a threaded nut from which
two lugs protrude; it is, therefore, a simple
matter to mount it on the steel bracket
which, incidentally, should not be of less
thickness than fin. The width of the oak
block should be planed so that, together
with the thickness of the two curved plates,
the whole is a tight fit between the two
pieces of plywood. It is important that
there should be no movement whatever, in
any direction, except that brought about by
adjustment of the shutter bolt. Note that
a striking plate is screwed to the front of
the oak block to prevent the bolt from cut-
ting into it. Fig. 2 plainly shows this ten-
sioning device, also the lower bobbin.

The cross -bearer may now be fastened .fo
the upright and, since it is separated by
21n, space blocks, whereas the upright is
separated by in. blocks, it should be a com-
fortably tight fit into the top of the upright.

The Driving Mechanism
Fig. 3 gives scaled details of this, and

the various photographs show that the

mechanism is built up on a wooden frame-
work which is entirely isolated from the
rest of the machine and is finally bolted
to the baseboard. For convenience this will
be referred to as the " general structure."

Strap

Moving plate

Driving pin

Fig. 4.-Details of the slotted
rocker arm, driving pin and lugs.

The main shaft runs on two ball -bearings
set approximately tin. apart; brie end
carries the sin. " V " pulley, the other the
tin. wheel on which the eccentric pin is
fixed. The rocker arm-in this case two
Tin. lid -stays riveted together-is pivoted
centrally at
a point
vertically
2in. down
from the
main shaft.
Two thickst eelwashers
with lin.
holes a r e
bolted to the
stays a n d

Fiked pivot

secured i n
position by a
4in. steel bolt
threaded
deeply into
a wooden
block built
into thegeneral
s t r u cture.
Under t h e
base of this
structure a
stationary

Lugs

/1
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brass plate 8in. tin. 'X kin, is screwed-
see Fig. 4. In this plate, at 3M. from one
end and for a length of 2in., a centrally
placed slot kin. wide is cut The plate is
screwed to the underside of the general
structure in such a position that, when the
rocker arm is perfectly vertical, it will
occupy the centre of the slot. This gives
ample clearance for the arm to move along
the slot when activated by the eccentric pin.
Note that Fig. 4 also shows a lower, or
moving plate, which is of the same size as
the fixed plate. The slot is placed centrally
in the length, and to the underside are fitted
two lugs (one each side of the slot), which
will carry a 4in. driving pin passing through
the slot in the rocker arm.

The connecting rod which works the
blower is also engaged with the eccentric
pin and rides on it with the lid -stays, as
shown in the inset Fig. 3. A 4in. X kin.
bolt was used for the piston rod, the head
being filed flat and drilled to take a 4 B.A.
bolt. The cylinder is a 4in. length of tin.
o.d. brass tubing with walls 1/16 in.
thick. The tube is blocked at both ends
with silver steel rod, that at the rear being
about kin. long (to offer good guidance to
the piston rod) and thaz at the front being
about tin. long. Into the former a fin.
hole is drilled to take the piston rod, while
the latter is drilled an ' tapped to take a
football pump -adaptor. Both these holes-
and, particularly, the rear one-must be
absolutely central. The inside washer unit
is built up from ordinary bicycle pump
accessories. Note that the leather washer
should be steeped in olive oil (not lubricat-

ing oil which is injurious to leather)
before being fitted. This will keep
it pliable and air -tight, and will also

preserve it.
It will be observed

that the general struc-
ture is mounted on
two blocks which
raise it from the base-
board. This is to give
clearance to the strap
and to bring the
driving mechanism,
i.e., the moving plate,
to the same height as

Strap the bottom of the
lower bobbins, One
of these latter-that at
the base of the up-

right-may now be fitted. This is quite a
simple job (see detail " A " in Fig. 8) and
consists of mounting it by means of its
spindle to a strip of .;in. X 8in. mild steel
about 4in. long and bent up at right -angles
at each end about 1,in. so that the bobbin

Rocker arm

Fixed plate

Fig. 5.-Side view
of the general
build-up of t he
machine. T h e
shaded portions are
spacing blocks bet-
ween main frame

members.
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runs freely. This double bracket is then
mounted on the stepped bottom spacing
block by means of a I in. bolt passing
through a central hole.

The general structure may now be
mounted on the baseboard with two 5/t6in.
Whitworth bolts. Reference to Fig. 5 shows
that the blower end should rest about
from the inside of the base of the upright
in order to give sufficient room for the toe
unit, when fixed to th: baseboard, to align
vertically with the head unit. Be sure that
the centre of the stationary brass plate is
in a line with the centr: of the lower bobbin
and that it lies in the same horizontal plane.

The Head Unit
This unit, together with the toe unit,

will carry the saw blade, and Fig. 7 is a
perspective drawing which, with a glance
or two at the photographs Figs, t and 2,
should enable the reader to construct it
without difficulty,

The head is constructed in the main
between two brass or steel plates each glin.
X 3in. X bin., and separated at their end
by a wooden block Ifin. thick, Sin. deep,
and zin. long. Through this block a slot
is cut as shown in order that the belt may
pass through it and thus over the bobbin.
Four countersunk holes are drilled to take
fin. No. 8 wood screws for fastening the
plates to the block, and both plates should
be drilled together to ensure perfect align-
ment. At the same time the holes to carry
the bobbin and the four rollers should be
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Fig. 8.-Some enlarged details.
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drilled. also holes to carry the
small guide pins " A " and the
larger guide pins " B."

The diameter of the rollers
and their positions are not
critical except that they should
be so spaced that the top two
are in apart and the bottom
two I in. apart. The mild steel
strip to which the leather strap
and the saw -chucks are attached
rides between thess rollers and
should be allowed only sufficient
play as will permit them to slide
without undue friction. But
since the strap will be attached
to the steel strip at the point
where it passes between the
lower pair of rollers, these must
be set farther apart than the top
pair. The rollers can either be
made from silver steel rod or
from tubing running on centre
spindles. They should be just
under On. long (plus their
riding pins) and from Ain. to
lin. is a convenient diameter.
When these are prepared the
unit may be assembled by
inserting them, and the bobbin,
between the two plates and
screwing the latter to the wood
spacing block.

It will now be appreciated
that the steel strip must be
gu'ded in some way to prevent

Fig. 6 (Left).
-Rear a n d
side views of
the belt ten-
sioning device.

Fig .7 (Right).
-Details of
the machine

head.

any side -to -side motion:
this is accomplished by
means of the cover
" D " and the angle
strip " E." These arc
shown in detail in Fig.
8. The former is a
piece of aluminium or
brass screwed down on
the top of the wood

block; in the front of this has
been cut a central notch in
which the steel strip can ride.
The latter is a piece of brass
bent and notched as shown; this
slides between the brass plates
but the two lugs pass outside
the plates to which they are
secured with two 4 B.A. fin.
bolts. These two notched
pieces, jointly, prevent any side
movement of the steel strip.

Adjustable Hold-down, Blade
Guide -roller and Blade
Guard
This part of the unit also

carries the blower nozzle. Two
lid -stays are used in conjunction
with thick metal supports at the
top and a wooden spacing
block at the bottom. These are
spaced at the top by means of
a metal cross strip (" G " in
Fig. 7) to the centre of which is
soldered a threaded nut to
carry the adjusting screw. The
two lid -stays are fastened to the
side of the blocks and the whole
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slid over the top of tl_e head, the guide pins
' A " and " B ' preventing any movement
other than strictly vertical, The wooden
spacing block "F " shown in detail in Fig. 8
is rabbeted at each end so that it slides in the
grooves in the stays, and to the outside are
screwed two brass plates to prevent the stays
from springing away from the block. When
finished, this block should be just movable
by hand along the slots. Through the
centre of this block a in. vertical hole is
bored to admit entry of the length of steel
bar which will carry the plate on which
the hold-down, blade guide -roller and blade
guard are fixed. This -steel rod is locked
in position by means of a thumbscrew
passing through the rear centre of the
wooden block. It will thus be seen that the
block can be moved vertically along the
slots; that the rod can be moved in a
similar direction; and that the whole can
be finely adjusted by the knurled screw
which passes through the threaded nut
soldered to the cross strip. So. as the table
is raised, lowered, or tilted, the hold-down,
etc., can be moved within fine limits to,
vary their height from the table.

These three fitments are all mounted on
a piece of steel zlin. X sin. X lin. slotted
down the centre for about tin. This pro-
vides for horizontal adjustment of the guide -
roller against the back of the saw blade.
The roller is mounted between two arms
exactly similar to those found on an ordinary
castor-in fact, a small castor was used for
this purpose, the china wheel being replaced
by a steel one grooved in the centre to a
depth of about 3/32in.

(To be concluded)
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Fig. t.-A view
of the completed
small power
monoplane, with
nosepiece and
engine cowling

detached.

THIS small model, with the large wing
span, has been designed primarily as
a free -flight powered aircraft to suit

the smaller diesels and glow plug motors of
1 c.c. to 2 c.c. It will fly on a good t c.c.
engine, and is excellent on a 1-3 c.c. Mills,
or any 'of the 1-5 c.c. motors, whilst the
evergreen 2 C.C. E. D. Competition Special
diesel is not too powerful for the model.
Figs. t. and 6.)

A model of a similar type is still flying
alter to .years. The balsa sheet fuselage con-
struction and wing box spars have much to
do with this.

The model can be covered with paper if
cost is all important, but better, it can be
sovered with light silk, or with the cheaper
light butter -muslin, shown in the photo-
graphs. If radio is to be fitted, muslin or

are the best coverings.
Although the model is primarily for free-

liight sport flying, it may be desired to fit
the latest lightweight radio equipment.
`'efficient wing area has been provided to
,_arry radio such as the single -channel E. D.
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ing wooden dowels,
which fit into holes
in the opposite wing,
and rubber bands to
wire hooks located

at nose, central spars, top and bottom,
and at trailing edge. Short stub
dowels do not snap off as long ones do.

Building the Fuselage
First make a full-scale drawing by

enlarging the drawing, Fig. 5, on to a
large sheet of kitchen paper. Obtain
some grease -proof paper., as used in the
kitchen, to put over the plan to prevent
the balsa cement sticking to the plan.
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some sandpaper, a small pair of pliers and a
few lengths of spring steel model wire as
specified on the plan for the undercarriage
and rubber band retaining hooks on fuselage
and wings.

Lay the plan on the kitchen table or on
a flat building board with some grease -proof
paper over it and pin down, after having
first traced the fuselage sides on to 1/ t6in.
sheet balsa. These sides are wider than the
4in. wide sheet, and, therefore, you must
butt join and cement two sheets together for
a fuselage side, allowing to dry under weights
to prevent cockling at the joints..

The photographs, Figs. 2 to it, show
stages of construction pictorially. Cut out

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

on the outside when you come to assemble
the fuselage! See Fig. 3.

It will now be noted, as already mentioned,
that the correct angles of wing and tail-
plane have been constructed into the fuselage
sides automatically. When these two sides
are complete, pin them together side by
side, carefully trim the edges so that each
side is exactly similar, then separate.

Place the two sides vertically upright and
cement in the crosspieces to the width of
the fuselage, as shown in Fig. 7, keeping
these in position by pins to assist rigidity
until the fuselage top and bottom is covered
with /16in, sheet balsa, which is the final
stage. Great care must be taken at this

A SIMPLE MODEL EASY TO ADJUST: PORTABLE AND ALMOST INDESTRUCTIBLE
Main undercarriage ieg

Re\ ar brace

Fig. 4. --Perspective
view of the wire

undercarriage.
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2.-A view of the cut-out sides and pieces for forming
the laminated fin.

Fig. 3.-The tw., fuselage balsa sheet sides complete with
longerons and uprights cemented in, together with celluloid

windows.

" Airtrol " receiver, which has one sub-
miniature hard valve with two transistors.
The E. D. rubber -powered, self -centring
miniature actuator is suitable to operate the
rudder, or alternatively, if self -centring,
the little Rising clockwork actuator can be
used: This is obtainable from F. Rising, of
Whissendine, Oakham, Rutland.

As the model is designed to take a number
of different motors of varying weight, to
obtain the correct *weight distribution, or
C. G. position, it has been provided with a

Fit balsa fairing between the
undercarriage legs

Rear undercarriage leg.

--- -A// joints bound and soldered

detachable nosepiece, which is
held on to the fuselage by
rubber bands. This not only
saves damage in bad landings,
but enables varying distance
packings to be added, between
engine nosepiece
and fuselage, to
compensate for
varying engine
weights. The
method is ex-
plained on the
plan (Fig. 5)
and in the
photographs.Further-
more, this de-
tachable nose
permits engine
thrustline trim
to be altered by
balsa packings, to
obtain different
offset or down -
thrust trim as
required f o r
power -flight.

All units, such
as wings, tail
and under-
carriage, a r e

detachable and shock
absorbed by rubber bands.
Thus the whole model can be 
packed up into a small area
for transport. The wings are
made in two detachable halves
so that they will give under
the weight of the model
should it turn over on its
hack during a bad landing.
The two halves are held
together by two short locat-

An alternative is to rub the plan
lightly with oil. Obtain a box of
ordinary dressmaker's pins (tinplated
variety), a number of tubes of balsa
cement and two tubes of plastic
wood. To build well, do not econo-
mise on cement or plastic wood. A
number of lightweight soft t/i6in.
balsa sheets, preferably 4in. wide, are
required, and three sheets of soft
kin. sheets for ribs. You will also
need a dozen sticks of lightweight
soft balsa 3/16in. X 3/ t6in. for

- longerons, etc., two sticks of kin. X
kin. balsa, one sheet (for fairings,
etc.) of soft in. stock, a few safety -
razor blades with one side protected,

Carved balsa
cowl

:9* Dotted line
`..`kW/cotes chamfer /

on B only

Balsa wing stop

Planked turtle
deck

r
is=

.1/8'half formers
for rear turtle

deck

-41* side thrust
to right

Cut and drill
to suit engine

I /

By

C. E.

BOWDEN

the fuselage outline with razor blade, Fig. 2.
Now cement 3/16in. X 3/t6in. longerons

all round the fuselage sides, retaining these
in position with household pins. When set,
withdraw the pins, Where the longerons are
on a curve, gently crack the wood before
cementing. Cement in uprights where shown
in Fig. 5. Cement in medium -weight cellu-
loid sheet windows on the insides of the
fuselage, sides, retaining with pins until the
cement is set. Make sure that the fuselage
sides are pinned or weighted down whilst the
cement sets, to prevent warping. Be certain
to cement longerons, uprights and windows
into the inside of each fuselage side; and
not on the same side, or you may find you
have made one side with its longerons, etc.,

F-oint of balance for glide end
power flight

'--,Windows -medium weight
celluloid

liT balsa fairing in wire
--- undercarriage legs -COW,

with fabric and dope

2'dia. streamlined wheels

(

S

1/8" wing platform pieces cemented in place

stage, or the fuselage may become twisted
and untrue. It can be propped upright with
boxes on either side during assembly.

Wire Hooks
All wing and tail retaining hooks of wire

are fitted at this stage. The wire is 18 s.w.g.
spring steel model wire. Wings, tail and
undercarriage and nosepiece, are all held to
the fuselage by rubber bands to these hooks,
which pierce through the fuselage sides, and
at these points are smeared liberally with

All hook from /8 swg model wire

r
4/16"x 3/l6' uprights

rd/

Cut sides from 1/16"soft sheet balsa,
lay on board cement on all longerons etc

and pin temporarily

3 S 7

Leave open.

Centre of wing dihedral drops be/ow
packing pieces of lie" b.3/5,7
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cement and plastic wood to spread the load.
The darker plastic wood patches can be seen
in Fig. 9, which also shows the curved
forward decking in position. Fig. 8 shows
the forward curved decking being planked
With kin, X fin. balsa planks laid side by
side and cemented on to the two half-rinind
formers, cemented on to the fuselage in front
of the wing position. It will also be noted
that a soft lin. width front with a three-
ply square cemented to it is lying on the
ground ready to cement up to the planked up
turtle decking when complete. This opera -

Fig. 6.-A further
view of the completed

plane.

tion can be seen completed in Fig. 9. The
bin. front is made by laminating from the

sheet originally, obtained.

Outline of fin from
I/8"soft balsa sheet -

Cover both sides with I/16"
soft sheet balsa.

Fuselage

Cement on a small
piece of 3p/y where

the undercarriage butts
up to the fuselage.

Bind and so/der all joints

-)9
Undercarriage held

In place by rubber
bands

Rubber bend

- /4 swg spring steel wire

2"dia streamlined wheels

Corer top and bottom with 06"soft sheet balsa 446"tongerons and spacers

Soft balsa fairing

Same construction as fin.
Mkt with plastic wood

Fig. 5.-Third scale
side view and plan
views of the fuselage.

.X6' sheet balsa sides

r

Soft balsa fairing.
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Fig. t.-A view
of the completed
small power
monoplane, with
nosepiece and
engine cowling

detached.

THIS small model, with the large wing
span, has been designed primarily as
a free -flight powered aircraft to suit

the smaller diesels and glow plug motors of
1 c.c. to 2 c.c. It will fly on a good t c.c.
engine, and is excellent on a 1-3 c.c. Mills,
or any 'of the 1-5 c.c. motors, whilst the
evergreen 2 C.C. E. D. Competition Special
diesel is not too powerful for the model.
Figs. t. and 6.)

A model of a similar type is still flying
alter to .years. The balsa sheet fuselage con-
struction and wing box spars have much to
do with this.

The model can be covered with paper if
cost is all important, but better, it can be
sovered with light silk, or with the cheaper
light butter -muslin, shown in the photo-
graphs. If radio is to be fitted, muslin or

are the best coverings.
Although the model is primarily for free-

liight sport flying, it may be desired to fit
the latest lightweight radio equipment.
`'efficient wing area has been provided to
,_arry radio such as the single -channel E. D.
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ing wooden dowels,
which fit into holes
in the opposite wing,
and rubber bands to
wire hooks located

at nose, central spars, top and bottom,
and at trailing edge. Short stub
dowels do not snap off as long ones do.

Building the Fuselage
First make a full-scale drawing by

enlarging the drawing, Fig. 5, on to a
large sheet of kitchen paper. Obtain
some grease -proof paper., as used in the
kitchen, to put over the plan to prevent
the balsa cement sticking to the plan.
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some sandpaper, a small pair of pliers and a
few lengths of spring steel model wire as
specified on the plan for the undercarriage
and rubber band retaining hooks on fuselage
and wings.

Lay the plan on the kitchen table or on
a flat building board with some grease -proof
paper over it and pin down, after having
first traced the fuselage sides on to 1/ t6in.
sheet balsa. These sides are wider than the
4in. wide sheet, and, therefore, you must
butt join and cement two sheets together for
a fuselage side, allowing to dry under weights
to prevent cockling at the joints..

The photographs, Figs. 2 to it, show
stages of construction pictorially. Cut out

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

on the outside when you come to assemble
the fuselage! See Fig. 3.

It will now be noted, as already mentioned,
that the correct angles of wing and tail-
plane have been constructed into the fuselage
sides automatically. When these two sides
are complete, pin them together side by
side, carefully trim the edges so that each
side is exactly similar, then separate.

Place the two sides vertically upright and
cement in the crosspieces to the width of
the fuselage, as shown in Fig. 7, keeping
these in position by pins to assist rigidity
until the fuselage top and bottom is covered
with /16in, sheet balsa, which is the final
stage. Great care must be taken at this

A SIMPLE MODEL EASY TO ADJUST: PORTABLE AND ALMOST INDESTRUCTIBLE
Main undercarriage ieg

Re\ ar brace

Fig. 4. --Perspective
view of the wire

undercarriage.
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2.-A view of the cut-out sides and pieces for forming
the laminated fin.

Fig. 3.-The tw., fuselage balsa sheet sides complete with
longerons and uprights cemented in, together with celluloid

windows.

" Airtrol " receiver, which has one sub-
miniature hard valve with two transistors.
The E. D. rubber -powered, self -centring
miniature actuator is suitable to operate the
rudder, or alternatively, if self -centring,
the little Rising clockwork actuator can be
used: This is obtainable from F. Rising, of
Whissendine, Oakham, Rutland.

As the model is designed to take a number
of different motors of varying weight, to
obtain the correct *weight distribution, or
C. G. position, it has been provided with a

Fit balsa fairing between the
undercarriage legs

Rear undercarriage leg.

--- -A// joints bound and soldered

detachable nosepiece, which is
held on to the fuselage by
rubber bands. This not only
saves damage in bad landings,
but enables varying distance
packings to be added, between
engine nosepiece
and fuselage, to
compensate for
varying engine
weights. The
method is ex-
plained on the
plan (Fig. 5)
and in the
photographs.Further-
more, this de-
tachable nose
permits engine
thrustline trim
to be altered by
balsa packings, to
obtain different
offset or down -
thrust trim as
required f o r
power -flight.

All units, such
as wings, tail
and under-
carriage, a r e

detachable and shock
absorbed by rubber bands.
Thus the whole model can be 
packed up into a small area
for transport. The wings are
made in two detachable halves
so that they will give under
the weight of the model
should it turn over on its
hack during a bad landing.
The two halves are held
together by two short locat-

An alternative is to rub the plan
lightly with oil. Obtain a box of
ordinary dressmaker's pins (tinplated
variety), a number of tubes of balsa
cement and two tubes of plastic
wood. To build well, do not econo-
mise on cement or plastic wood. A
number of lightweight soft t/i6in.
balsa sheets, preferably 4in. wide, are
required, and three sheets of soft
kin. sheets for ribs. You will also
need a dozen sticks of lightweight
soft balsa 3/16in. X 3/ t6in. for

- longerons, etc., two sticks of kin. X
kin. balsa, one sheet (for fairings,
etc.) of soft in. stock, a few safety -
razor blades with one side protected,

Carved balsa
cowl

:9* Dotted line
`..`kW/cotes chamfer /

on B only

Balsa wing stop

Planked turtle
deck

r
is=

.1/8'half formers
for rear turtle

deck

-41* side thrust
to right

Cut and drill
to suit engine

I /

By

C. E.

BOWDEN

the fuselage outline with razor blade, Fig. 2.
Now cement 3/16in. X 3/t6in. longerons

all round the fuselage sides, retaining these
in position with household pins. When set,
withdraw the pins, Where the longerons are
on a curve, gently crack the wood before
cementing. Cement in uprights where shown
in Fig. 5. Cement in medium -weight cellu-
loid sheet windows on the insides of the
fuselage, sides, retaining with pins until the
cement is set. Make sure that the fuselage
sides are pinned or weighted down whilst the
cement sets, to prevent warping. Be certain
to cement longerons, uprights and windows
into the inside of each fuselage side; and
not on the same side, or you may find you
have made one side with its longerons, etc.,

F-oint of balance for glide end
power flight

'--,Windows -medium weight
celluloid

liT balsa fairing in wire
--- undercarriage legs -COW,

with fabric and dope

2'dia. streamlined wheels

(

S

1/8" wing platform pieces cemented in place

stage, or the fuselage may become twisted
and untrue. It can be propped upright with
boxes on either side during assembly.

Wire Hooks
All wing and tail retaining hooks of wire

are fitted at this stage. The wire is 18 s.w.g.
spring steel model wire. Wings, tail and
undercarriage and nosepiece, are all held to
the fuselage by rubber bands to these hooks,
which pierce through the fuselage sides, and
at these points are smeared liberally with

All hook from /8 swg model wire

r
4/16"x 3/l6' uprights

rd/

Cut sides from 1/16"soft sheet balsa,
lay on board cement on all longerons etc

and pin temporarily

3 S 7

Leave open.

Centre of wing dihedral drops be/ow
packing pieces of lie" b.3/5,7
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cement and plastic wood to spread the load.
The darker plastic wood patches can be seen
in Fig. 9, which also shows the curved
forward decking in position. Fig. 8 shows
the forward curved decking being planked
With kin, X fin. balsa planks laid side by
side and cemented on to the two half-rinind
formers, cemented on to the fuselage in front
of the wing position. It will also be noted
that a soft lin. width front with a three-
ply square cemented to it is lying on the
ground ready to cement up to the planked up
turtle decking when complete. This opera -

Fig. 6.-A further
view of the completed

plane.

tion can be seen completed in Fig. 9. The
bin. front is made by laminating from the

sheet originally, obtained.

Outline of fin from
I/8"soft balsa sheet -

Cover both sides with I/16"
soft sheet balsa.

Fuselage

Cement on a small
piece of 3p/y where

the undercarriage butts
up to the fuselage.

Bind and so/der all joints

-)9
Undercarriage held

In place by rubber
bands

Rubber bend

- /4 swg spring steel wire

2"dia streamlined wheels

Corer top and bottom with 06"soft sheet balsa 446"tongerons and spacers

Soft balsa fairing

Same construction as fin.
Mkt with plastic wood

Fig. 5.-Third scale
side view and plan
views of the fuselage.

.X6' sheet balsa sides

r

Soft balsa fairing.
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The Win. three-ply cut-out forms the
locating position for the detachable engine
nose, which has a three-ply square fixed to
its rear, to fit on to the cutaway on the
fuselage, the two being held to each other by
elastic bands from the wire hooks on the
fuselage and the detachable nose. When
trimming the model for flight, it is a simple
matter to add or take away packings of tin.
soft balsa sheet to lengthen the nose or
shorten it to suit different weights when

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

is a separate unit and, when complete, is
held up to the fuse/age bottom by elastic
bands to hooks protruding from the bottom
fuselage sides. Where the undercarriage bears
up to the fuselage bottom, a small piece of
three-ply wood should be added, or the nose
and fuselage bottom here can have fibreglass
added to prevent damage in hard landings.

In Figs. 8 and 9 it will be noted that
a wing stop of balsa has been cemented
on, and a forward celluloid window stuck

Fig. 7.-The two sides con-
nected by balsa crosspieces top
and bottom and covered with

sheet balsa.
Fig. 8 (Right).-Front turtle
decking partially planked in.
Note the forward nose packing
with its three-ply cut-out
waiting to be attached to the

fuselage.

obtaining correct " point of balance " posi-
tion of the model in relation to the wing.

The Undercarriage
This is made from spring steel model

wire, soldered at the overlapping joints, as
shown in Fig. 4. The soldered joints are
first bound with thin florist's wire, and have
solder flux painted on. The undercarriage

Mars
IN November last year Mars was better
I placed for observation than at any other
time until 1971. Mars made a favourable
approach to the earth in 1956, but observa-
tions were hampered by a great yellow cloud,
which obscured the planet's surface. The
U.S. Navy is to make a study of Martian
surface features by using a large telescope
mounted on a balloon floating 8o,000 feet
above the earth's surface.

Astronomers around the world are adopt-
ing a new naming system for Martian

Fig. 10 (Right).-The
fuselage is next covered
with silk or paper.
This photograph also
shows the detachable
tailplane and under-
carriage held in
position by rub b er

bands.

Fig. 9 (L eft).-
Tur t le deck
complete and three-
ply cut-out in posi-
tion. Wire retaining
hooks have also been
cemented in place.

Fig. II (Right).-
The undercarriage
unit detached from

the fuselage.
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strengthened by plastic wood, because they
take the wing loads in flight, and they
also strengthen the only open part of the
fuselage, namely below the wings. These
two parts can be seen in Fig. 9. Fig. to
shows the undercarriage in position, after
the fuselage has been sanded down and
covered with paper, thin silk or butter -
muslin, over smeared on photopaste, and
then given two coats of full-strength clear
glider dope. The model can next be given

white dope on the fuselage only, and lined
in red. Use full-size glider tautening dope,
as it makes a far stronger model, but if
unobtainable, three or four coats of " full-
strength " model dope will suffice. Do not
use the thinner model dopes. Fig. t t shows

in position. Two tin. platform sides are
cemented on for the wing to rest upon and
to allow the dihedral centre of the wing
to sit slightly below the inside top of the
fuselage which is left open at this point.
On a radio controlled version access to
the receiver would be through this open
hatch below the wing. These two lengths
of Ain. sheet are pinned down and

the undercarriage unit detached from the
fuselage. The' wire undercarriage has balsa
sheet inserts cemented into the legs, covered
with silk or butter -muslin and doped. The
solid rubber streamline tin. dia. (control
line model) wheels are secured by wire
bindings of florist wire stops, and soldered.

SI/lCf
features. Small details are to be known by
their approximate longitudes and latitudes.

Sun Spot Activity
DURING the International Geophysical

Year, from July 1st, 1957, to Decem-
ber 31st, 1958, the sun engaged in the
greatest sun -spot activity ever recorded. On
June 28th, 1957, the sun burst forth in a
great solar flare. The IGY was able to
witness brilliant displays of northern and
southern lights made by particles flung into
space from this eruption and which started
arriving at the earth two days afterwards.

Robot Composed Music
IN an experiment to prove that electronic

brains can contribute to creative arts, a
high speed digital computer at the University
of Illinois composed an original four -
movement piece of music.

Random integers (whole numbers, not

(To be concluded)

fractions) are made the equivalent of notes,
rhythmic beats, etc., for computer composi-
tion. These are fed into the machine after
they have been worked over mathematically
to express rules of composition. It was
stated at a meeting that musical composi-
tion by robot is not an expression of .the
machine's soul but the extraction of order
out of a chaotic environment!

An Entirely New Edition'

NEWNES ENGINEER'S MANUAI
(Fifth Edition)

By F. J. CAMM
334 pages 293 illustrations

Vital facts and figures for all mechanical
engineers, designers, draughtsmen, etc.

35/-. 36/3d. by post.
from Geo. Newnes, Ltd.
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a PaifffiC
iiIMPLEME
Bending, Forming, Shaping
and. Bonding to Other
Materials By W. Groome

THE
Ebe fashioned in the cold state is

ease with which Perspex sheet can

already well known. This article is
concerned with the wider range of work,
both functional and decorative, that becomes
possible when this modern material is mani-
pulated in the plastic condition. At a
temperature a little over that of boiling
water it becomes soft and limp, and can be
formed into shapes that become permanent
as it cools. This enables continuous forms
to supersede many of the joints that would
otherwise be necessary, bringing a pleasing
range of modern design to replace the angu-
larity of cold -worked products. The formers

Fig. 1.-Forming curves with a saucepan.

that determine the shapes, and the methods
of manipulation, are simpler than might be
expected. It will also be shown that the
difficulties of uniting Perspex with other
substances can be overcome by exploiting its
thermo-plastic properties.

Dry Heat
Despite suggestions that certain additives

can raise the boiling temperature of water

enough to soften the plastic, the writer
strongly urges the use of dry heat. Hot
water is unlikely to provide sufficient reserve
of heat to prevent premature cooling during
manipulation, yet adds unnecessary discom-
fort and danger to the work. In the event
of a mishap a scald is generally more exten-
sive than a dry burn. The domestic oven,
with the thermostat turned to its lowest set-
ting, softens the material quickly without
impairing its glossy surface, and the process
is no more hazardous than cooking.

Forming Curves
Curves are the basis of many interesting

designs, and the more usual ones are merely
of the circle such as arcs and quad-

rants. No special formers need to be made
for these because there are so many circular
metal articles already available in every
household. Fig. t shows the simple pro-
cedure using, in this example, a saucepan.
A strip of Perspex is rested across the inside
of the saucepan (A) and they are put in ths
oven together. As the plastic softens it sags
by its own weight and finally rests snugly
against the wall of the former (B). The
former is taken from the oven and, while

still hot, the position of the

Fig. z.-A hollow quadrant wall lamp.

plastic adjusted if necessary,
using any conventional tool
applied to excess ends so that
marks will not be present after
final trimming.

As the heat is quite moderate,
natural cooling is quick enough
for most workers and brings no
risk of disturbing the plastic
before it hardens to permanent
shape. Indirect cooling by
water on the former will hasten
the job, but if water is allowed
to flow directly over the hot
Perspex the surface may become
rippled.

Shaping on the Inside of
a Circular Former

This is a very convenient
method, for the Perspex prac-
tically shapes itself; even the
slight tendency to restraighten
as it cools is in a direction that
settles it more firmly in place.
The longest straight strip that
can be set across the inside is
a little less than the diameter,
limiting the curve to about one-
third full circle. Longer strips
can be heated and roughly pre-
formed by hand to enable them

275

Fig. 3 (Above).-Bending
hot Perspex between layers

of ply wood.
Fig. 4 Left).-A curved shape produced

by the method shown above.

to be accommodated in the former for_
curves approaching semi -circular. Beyond
this the collapse of the plastic would be
away from the wall of the former.

The range of curved work within the
scope of this simple method is surprisingly
large, for its working limits cover most of
the curves likely to be needed in decorative
articles. For example, the hollow quadrant
wall lamp shown in Fig. 2 is of simple
design, greatly enhanced by the beauty of
amber Perspex, while the apparent absence
of wiring in the transparent quadrant is an
added novelty. The front and back curves
were formed on two. sizes of saucepan by
the method just described.

Shaping on the Outside of a Circular
Former

rr-cater 1h.in semi -circular must

Fig. 5.-A plastic and plywood sandunc,i.

shaped on the outside of the former and
cannot be left to form in the oven. There-
fore, heating and forming must become
separate operations, as they must also for
the other methods that are to be described.
A smooth metal or enamel surface must be
provided in the oven to avoid damage to
the plastic. It is capable of remarkable
recovery from pressure marks, for such
depressions tend to fill out provided the
cause is removed before cooling begins.
Nevertheless, it is better to avoid damage
of any kind. The former should be warmed
to prevent chilling the Perspex to solidity
before the work is completed. Manipulation
is a simple matter of allowing the hot
plastic to collapse on the outside of the
former and then keeping its ends in place
until it has cooled and hardened.

The need for smooth, unblemished sur-
faces on metal formers will be obvious;
flaws will be transferred faithfully to the
plastic, and the shiny finish shows them up
very distinctly. Perspex is supplied with
protective paper on both sides of the sheet
and not only should this be stripped off bus

1611111111111111111L_
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the gelatine with which it is attached must
also be removed with warm water. The
material must be thoroughly dry before it is
heated. Simple Jigs

There is probably no other material that For accuracy, for repetition work, or for
allows so much liberty in the rectification of jobs too difficult to manipulate entirely by
errors, for it can be reheated and re-formed hand the sandwich can be bent to a simple
many times before it becomes a total loss, jig comprising wood blocks, pegs, screws or
If a curved piece is put back- in the oven it clamps (or combinations of these) on a base -
will quickly revert to its normal flat condi- board. Fig. 5 is an example in which fixed
tion and small dents and pits will fill out, blocks set the outer shape of the sandwich
It can then be re-formed. Apart from the while loose blocks are pressed to the inner
correction of errors this characteristic sides by means of C -clamps. The clamps
enables the worker to practise and experi- have been omitted from the diagram, but
ment without an expensive loss of material, their use will be obvious. The sandwich, com-

prising the plastic and two strips of three-
ply, is indicated by a heavy black outline.
The use of three pieces of wood instead of

one for the larger bend is
merely to eliminate the
labour and wastage of cut-
ting from a single block.

The -sandwich containing
the hot plastic should,
wherever possible, be secured
first somewhere about the
mid -point of the shape, in
the example of Fig. 5 to the
semi -circular portion. The
loose block, it will be
noticed, is not complete for
that portion of the bend, but
the springiness of the ply-
wood takes care of the
portions not clamped. After
the other clamps have been

adjusted the job is left to cool. Clamping
should be light-just sufficient to retain theFormers work in position ; heavy pressure will cause

When elaborate shapes are contemplated, marks on the plastic.
the time and labour spent in making formers
must be kept in proportion; hours of work Skeleton Formers
spent on accurate solid wood formers are The sandwich -and -jig method is suitableridiculously wasted when only a few plastic for strips up to about 3M. wide, perhaps
pieces are wanted. The answer to the more, but for very wide jobs a special former
craftsman's prayer, therefore, would be a may beessential. The laborious shaping ofquick and simple method adaptable to all solid wood can be dismissed as impracticable
requirements. Something approaching this andexpensive, for greater accuracy isideal is used in making hollow plastic letters obtainable at a fraction of the cost by makingfor illuminated advertisement signs. As the

a skeleton " former as shown in Fig. 6.thirty -odd letters and numerals can be multi - The shape is determined by the verticalplied by the considerable number of styles ribs, of which four are shown in the draw -from quaint to contemporary the method is g.'m It is obviously easier to make a few 'of
clearly able to provide a great variety of these to identical shape than to carve a solid
shapes. block with sufficient accuracy. The shaped

The idea, demonstrated in its simplest ribs, made of .zis in. plywood for strength and
form in Fig. 3, is based on the fact that easy working, are assembled with end and
three-ply wood can be easily flexed into top strips to form a

rigid skeleton to
which the working
surface of flexible
three-ply is pinned
and glued:

Work with the
former shown in
Fig. 6 would be
aided by the collapse
of the plastic, as in
the case of the
ready-made circular
one. Although some
shapes may need
some hand manipu-
lation with this
simple type it is
worth while to avoid
complicating t h e
former.

The methods
described cover most
practical require-
ments and it is not
intended to deal
with the complexi-
ties of top and
bottom matching
formers that are
rarely needed.

f"

/4

f'-/4"

as stops to set the limits and changes of
direction in the curve.

Fig. 6.-A skeleton
former.

curves without buckling or collapse. If hot
Perspex is laid between two strips of three-
ply the complete sandwich can be bent as
shown in the photograph; the limp plastic,
controlled and supported, will conform with
the shape set by the outer layers. As ply-
wood does not readily conduct heat the
plastic is not chilled and there is ample time
for manipulation, while the operator works
without discomfort.

Smooth contact surfaces are essential; if
the plywood still tends to transfer grain
marks even after careful cleaning up, glossy
paper, sold by the art suppliers, can be
interposed in the sandwich. During bending
the grip must allow the necessary slight
amount of independent " slide " between
layers so that each can adopt its correct
position without parting from the snug
contact required for control. For easy bend-
ing the plywood should be cut with the
grain of the outer ply crossing the strip, not
running lengthways.

\With a little practice quite intricate shapes
can be produced by manipulation entirely
by hand, working to guide -lines on paper
placed on the bench, or merely by judgment
for some purposes. Fig. 4 shows the curve
produced at the time the photograph of
Fig. 3 was taken. Pegs or screws set in the
bench -top or to a board can help by acting
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Bonding to Other Materials
Although Perspex -to -Perspex joints can be

made to reach the perfection of welds the
plastic does not bond' with other materials
with which it could be usefully combined
for technical or economic reasons. When
the impracticable suggestions have been
ruled out only metal -thread screws and self -
threading screws can be considered as effi-
cient cold fastenings, but thermo-plastic
properties can be exploited for the purpose.
As an experiment, grip a panel -pin with .the
pliers, heat it in a gas flame and press it
into a cold piece of Perspex. On cooling
the pin will be found to be immovable.
This is more than a simple tight fit. The
Perspex, softened locally by the hot pin,
squeezes closely into every imperfection and
irregularity of the metal, giving a mechanical
lock that cannot be broken without destruc-
tive violence or, of course, 'reheating. The
pin has become an " insert " comparable
with the embedded metal parts in Bakelite
mouldings. Developments of this idea can
solve most of the problems of using Perspex
in partnership with other materials.

Using Screws
Metal -thread screws make useful inserts

because they can be arranged with sufficient
thread exposed for the attachment of other
parts with the usual nuts, with the advantage
that they cannot loosen as in tapped holes.
The portion just under the head that will be
embedded can be slightly mutilated to
improve keying, although generally the
plastic holds firmly enough on existing
imperfections in the thread. Simply press
the hot screw into an undersize hole made
with a tapping size drill, so that the thread
emerges on the side on which the nut
attachment is to be made. The writer uses
B.A. screws, numbers 4, 6 and 8, which are
standard for electrical and radio work and
convenient for models, toys and gadgets.
Where the screw must be removable a
threaded hole can be formed without tapping
by a slight variation in method. Drill to
tapping size and plunge the hot screw into
the hole as before, but keep it rotating about
a quarter turn each way until cold to prevent
the plastic from binding.

The use of screws as just described still
leaves the attachment of the other parts by
nuts as separate operations. A more direct

(Concluded on page 285)

Aluminium bracket -
(no fixing holes)

bracket
Steel

Screw eye

BA. screw
(head on reverse

side)

P. disc
fixing nail

Panel in centre
Pin

Ceramic insulator
CH HO screw and
washer at centre

Radio crystal
Brooch pin Plastic lamp

diode (one wire
end inserted)

Brass hinge holder batten
fixed by Ctsk

screws

Radio
resistor
(wire ends
inserted

Fig 7.-Collection of articles firmly anchored by heat.
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WHEN planning a domestic wiring

system, or an extension to an
existing system, it should be

designed so that it is adequate for the
required purpose, and so that there is no
risk of fire or electrical shock in the event
of a fault. The wiring and fittings must
be installed in accordance with the require-
ments of the local Electricity Supply
Authority, which are normally based
on The Electricity Supply Regulations;
and on the Regulations for the Elec-
trical Equipment of Buildings, issued by
the Institution of Electrical Engineers. The
Supply Authority should be notified when
the installation is completed and ready for
inspection.

The Electricity Supply Regulations briefly
require that the Supply Authority shall not
provide or maintain, a supply of electricity
to domestic premises unless: (1) The insula-
tion resistance of the insulation is sufficiently
high that the leakage current is no more
than --

I 0,C 00
part of the maximum current

to be supplied. Insulation resistance is
measured by means of an insulation test
set, such as a " Megger " In order to
comply with this requirement the insulation
resistance between earth and the conductors
connected to the " live " pole, and also
between conductors connected to the two

to.000 V
ohms,poles, shall not be less than

V
or -- -too C

megohms, where V is the

nominal supply voltage, and C is the
maximum current in amps. This means that
no supply can be given to a 240 volt instal-
lation if the insulation resistance is less than
0.16 megohm for a 15 amp, installation,
0.08 megohm for a 3o amp. installation, or
0.04 megohm for a 6o amp. installation.
In practice much higher insulation resist-
ances are desirable, and are usually obtained.

(2) All conductors and apparatus are of
sufficient size and are constructed, installed
and protected so as to prevent danger.

(3) All single -pole switches are connected
in " live " conductors only.

(4) Fuses or circuit breakers of adequate
design are used to protect all the circuits.

(5) Efficient switches in readily accessible
positions are fitted to control all motors.

In the case of a supply of higher voltage
than 250 volts there are additional require-
ments, but these do not apply to the low -
voltage supply provided for the normal
household.

The Regulations for The Electrical Equip-
ment of Buildings (the I.E.E. Wiring Rules),
issued by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, of Savov Place, Victoria Embank-
ment, London, W.C.2 (price 6/-, post free),
cover the whole field of electrical wiring and

Consumer's
3 -way S.P.
and neutral
splitter
switch fuse

R 8

C7rcuies
B

Meter

Wire Your House
Safely and Legally

By J. L. Watts

give detailed information regarding planning
and execution of first-class installations.
Persons engaging in such work are advised
to obtain a copy. In the case of premises
in which articles are made, finished, altered,
etc., or are adapted for sale by way of trade,
etc., the provisions of the Electricity Regula-
tions of the Factory and Workshops Act may
also apply. In addition to the general
regulations for electrical installations,

R

A' 3

B
Fuses

Busbar

Neutral
bus bar

BR
BR

B
Circuits

Consumer's
double -pole
switch with
single -pole
fuse and
neutral link

premises subject to the Factories Act have
special requirements for motors and trans-
formers, etc. Also, only authorised or
competent persons may carry out electrical
work on installations which come under the
Factories Act ; whilst, if the work requires
technical knowledge in order to prevent
danger, no person under 21 must carry out
the work and no one must do the work
unaccompanied.

Connections of Fuses and Single -pole
Switches
The supply to a domestic installation is

usually a two -wire supply. It may be either
direct current (D.C.) or single-phase
alternating current (A.C.). If the supply is
D.C. is it most likely that it will eventually
be changed over to A.G. and, before invest-
ing in a considerable amount of D.C.
apparatus, the consumer should ascertain,
from the Supply Authority, who is to bear the
cost of replacing or converting the apparatus
when the supply is changed to A.G.
Fortunately, most domestic electrical ap-
paratus, such as filament lamps, fires,
water heaters, electric irons and vacuum
cleaners will operate on either D.C. or A.C.
of the same voltage. Eventually single-phase
A.G. voltages in this country will be
standardised at a nominal value of 240 volts
at a frequency of 5o cycles per second.
However, the voltage at the consumer's
terminals may vary plus or minus 6 per
cent. of the declared value, depending on the
load conditions.

One pole of the supply to domestic
premises is usually connected to a neutral
cable of the distribution system, as shown
in Figs. t, 2 and 3, this cable being con-
nected to earth at the generating station or
transformer. The voltage between this
neutral conductor and earth, or points con-
nected to earth such as a water pipe,
normally does not exceed a few volts. It
is, however, important that this cable should
not be connected to earth at any point by
the consumer, otherwise a considerable
current may flow in this cable.

Six -way single -
pole and neutral
distribution board

3 -phase
4 wire
cable

Meter

-a

Fig. 1.-A simple dis-
tribution system.

Service fuse

--Service link
(neutral)

3 -phase
4 wire
cable

Fig. 2 .-Small layout with splitter switch fuse.

1.

Service fuse

'-Service link
(neutral)

If the neutral cable should becomeinter-
rupted in any way it may reach a con-
siderable voltage from the " live " cable. For
this reason the I.E.E. Regulations require
that no fuse shall be connected in the neutral
cable. Furthermore, no switch should be
connected in this cable except when the
switch as a double -pole switch so arranged
that the " live " pole is interrupted at the
same time as the neutral pole. Although no
fuse may be connected in the neutral cable
a connecting link can be connected in this
cable in the incoming service boxes from
the mains and in the consumer's main
double -pole switch and fuse box. If the
neutral is not permanently earthed fuses may
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be connected in this cable but, in any case,
all single -pole switches used in an instal-
lation should be connected in the same pole
throughout.

Main Switch and Distribution Gear
The service boxes, which are provided

and sealed by the Supply Authority, contain
a fuse in the " live " pole, the purpose of
which is to cut off the supply to the premises
in the event of excessive current flowing
in the supply cable, due to failure of
insulation on the consumer's wiring or
otherwise. In the event of this fuse melting
the Supply Authority should be notified so
that the fuse can be replaced. The service
boxes are connected to the meter, or meters,
from which cables are fed to the consumer's
main switch or main switches.

The purpose of the consumer's main
switch is to enable the installation to be
isolated from the supply when required for
testing or otherwise. This main switch may
be connected to the consumer's main fuse,
which tray be combined in the switch as
shown in Fig. I; the function of this fuse
is to cut off the supply in the event of a
fault, particularly due to excess current
resulting from failure of insulation of the
cables between this fuse and the distri-
bution fuse board, if such a board is fitted.
In some cases the consumer's main fuse
may be omitted. For 'instance the Supply
Authority may consent to allow their service
fuse to act also as the consumer's fuse. In
other cases, where the total load is not more
than 6o amps., the consumer's main switch
may be a splitter switch fuse, i.e., a main
switch which is combined with a distri-
bution fuse board with fuses for up to eight
circuits, each rated at not more than 30
amps. See Fig. 2.

Domestic consumers' control units are
also being fitted for domestic premises con-
nected to A.C. supplies. These units provide
accommodation for the Supply Authority's
service boxes and meter, and consist of a
case which also contains a 6o amp, double -
pole switch with neutral bulbar and several
circuit fuses; an earthing bar being provided.
A 3o amp, fuse may be provided for a

Fuse rated i R
over 15 amps

IMO

  
0
Fig. 4.-Permissible arrangements for

/3 amp
socket outlets

Cab/es not
less than
0.0045 so.in.

Fuse rated
at not more
than 20 amps

cooker, with one or more 3o amp. fuses for
wash boiler, water heater and socket outlet
circuits fed from a ring circuit. Two or
more 5 amp, fuses are fitted for lighting
circuits. These units are obtainable, if
required, for flush mounting into a 41in.
brick wall.

In an extensive installation there may be
additional distribution fuse boards fitted in
convenient positions in the premises, each
fuse board being fed either from the main
switch or a separate way on the main distri-
bution fuse board of higher rating (see
Fig. 3). Alternatively. the busbars of two
or more distribution fuse boards may be
looped together to form a ring circuit, in
which case fuses or disconnecting links may
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0

R B

VA

Main ftswitch
(lighting)

Meter

8
Main
switch
(heating)

Meter

a

3-phase
4 wire
cable

Service /ink
(neutral)

Service fuse
N

Fig. 3.-Large power and lighting distributio;1 syste-n.

be inserted in the connecting circuits between
the busbars. In many installations the
wiring is divided into two sections, one for
lighting and the other for heating circuits.
each with separate main switch and meter
as shown in Fig. 3. Figs. I to 3 inclusive
show the correct colours of the cables, red
(R conductors being connected to the " live "
pole, whilst black (B) conductors are to be
connected to the neutral pole. All single -
pole switches or fuses should be connected
in the R conductors, none should be con-
nected in the B conductors.

Final Sub -circuits
A final sub -circuit is a circuit which is

connected to points at which the current is

ob

 111.1.1L?
N

Cables not less
than 0.007 sq. in. Etri

Fuse rated
at not more
than 30 amps

sub -circuits rated at

73 amp
socket
outlets

more than 15 amps.

E0
N

B B

R

Not more than
six /3 amp
socket outlets

B

L

a

used, '.e., the lampholders and switches or
the socket outlets. Each final sub -circuit,
rated up to 15 amps., must be fed from a
fuse of a distribution fuse board, except in
the case of a small consumer, where there is
only one such sub -circuit, it may be con-
nected to the main fuse. A final sub -circuit,
rated at not more than 15 amps. may supply
any number of points, provided that the
total current rating of the points does not
exceed the current rating of the cable, that
there is at least one final sub -circuit for
fixed lighting alone per 1,000 sq. ft. of floor
area, and that flexible cords are fully pro-
tected. It is. however, an advantage to
have not more than about to lighting paints
on each final sub -circuit, in order to
facilitate testing and to limit the number of
points which are rendered inoperative when
a fuse melts. Lighting circuits are commonly
fed from 5 amp. fuses with cables rated at
5 amps. Three 5 amp. socket outlets may
be wired on a 15 amp. circuit.

Each final sub -circuit having a rating over
15 amps. may supply one point only; or, if
the conductors are rated for zo amps.
(7/.029) and the circuit is protected by a
fuse rated for not more than zo amps., it
may feed two 13 amp. socket outlets. See
Fig. 4, a and b. If a final sub -circuit
is wired with 7/.036 cable and is protected
by a fuse rated at not more than 3o amps.,
it may supply not more than six 13 amp.
socket outlets as shown in Fig. 4c. However,
six socket outlets should not be used at the
same time if the total load exceeds 3o amps.

B B

Fuse rated
at not more
than 30 amps

All cables not less
than 0-0045 sq,in.

Fig. 5.-Arrangemem of a ring circuit feeding
socket outlets.
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Ring Circuits
If a final sub -circuit is wired with

7/.029 cable in the form of a ring, both
ends of which are connected to the fuse rated
at not more than 3o amps. as shown in
Fig. 5, it may serve up to ten 13 amp. socket
outlets, or an unlimited number of such
socket outlets in the case of domestic
premises or flats having a floor area of
not more than 1,000 sq. ft. One or more
such socket outlets may be connected to this
ring main at various points by means of
branch cables not less than 7/.029 as shown
in Fig. 6, provided that the permissible
number of socket outlets is not thereby in-
creased, and not more than 5o per cent. of
the socket outlets are fed from such branch
cables. Of course, the total load must not
exceed 3o amps, and not more than two
13 -amp. socl,et outlets may be fed from any
one branch cable. A fixed appliance of
rating not exceeding 13 amps. may be fed
from a fused plug or a local fuse. Where
there is a limiting number of socket outlets
permitted, the number of socket outlets
should be reduced by one for each fixed
appliance so connected to the circuit. When
planning an installation it is wise to allow
for one or two spare final sub -circuits in the
distribution fuse boards, as extra appliances
may be required to be connected up at some
later date.

Size of Cables
It is important

at each point of
large enough for

that the conductors used
an installation should be
the required purpose. If

TABLE I. CURRENT RATING AND VOLT DROP
FOR SINGLE -CORE V.R.I., P.V.C., T.R.S., OR LEAD -

SHEATHED CABLES ON SINGLE-PHASE A.C.

Size of
Conductor

Number and
diameter
of wires

Cables in conduit or bunched
Maximum length of cable run

I volt drop
for

Area
(square
inches)

2 cables 1 - 4 cables

amps. feet amps. feet

1/.044 0.0015 5 16 5 16

3/.029 0.002 10 10 1 10 10

3/.036 0.003 15 II 13 12

7/.029 0.0045 20 12 15 16

7/.036 0.007 28 13 22 17

7/.044 0.01 36 16 29 20

7/.052 0.0145 43 18 34 23

7/.064 0.0225 53 23 I 42 29

19/.044 0.03 62 25 I 50 31

19/.052 0.04 74 29 S9 36

the conductors are too small they may over-
heat, in which case the insulation may
become perished -and brittle so that its life
is reduced and an early failure may occur;
if a cable is seriously overloaded there may
be a risk of fire. In addition, if the cables
are small there will be loss of voltage and
power, which will tend to reduce the light
of lamps, etc. The size of cable should be
such that the voltage drop from the con-
sumer's terminals to any lighting point on
the installation does not exceed one volt plus
two per cent. of the declared voltage, i.e.,
so that the volt drop on the lighting circuit
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-Branch cables not smaller
Man ring cab/es

B
mg cables
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8
B
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Fuse rated
at not more
than JO amps
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does not exceed 5.8 volts on a domestic
lighting supply connected to a 240 volt
supply. The volt drop on cables supplying
a motor circuit should not exceed 7.5 per
cent. of the declared voltage on full load.

On many installations it happens that the
length of cables required is such that, even
if the cable is large enough to carry the
current without overheating, the volt drop

on the cable may never-
theless be excessive. On
long cable runs volt drop
considerations may, there-
fore, require the use of
larger cables than do
considerations of cable
heating alone.

When current is passed
through a cable its tem-
perature rises gradually,
heat being dissipated from
the cable at an increasing
rate as the temperature
of the cable rises, until
a certain temperature is
reached at which heat
is being dissipated from
the cable at the same rate
as it is generated. It will
be noted from Table
that the current rating of
a given size of cable is
reduced somewhat when
an increased number of
cables are bunched to-
gether or are contained
in the same conduit. This
allows for the fact that
there is a reduced rate of
heat dissipation from
bunched
cables. Table

shows that,
for a maxi-
mum volt drop

of 5.8 volts, two 1/.044
V.R.I. or P.V.C. sheathed cables
will carry 5 amps. up to a total
length of cable run of 93ft. ;
3/.029 cable will carry TO amps.
up to 58ft. Similarly two
bunched 3/.036 cables will
carry t5 amps. up to 64ft.,
whilst two bunched 7/.029
cables will carry 20 amps. up to
loft. On longer cable runs
larger cables should be used for
the same current rating if lights
or heaters, etc., are to be sup-
plied.

All cables not /ess
than 0-0045 sgin.

TABLE 2.

Fig. 6.-Arrange-
ment of a ringcircuit with

branches.

Fuses
It is important tha: each cable and

flexible cord be protected by a fuse having
a rating not greater than that of the cable
or flexible cord. The fuse may be fitted
in a distribution fuse board, or may be a
cartridge fuse in a plug, Table 2 shows
suggested sizes of fuse wires. It is impor-
tant that a cartridge fuse should not be
replaced by a piece o: fuse wire, as the
cartridge is designed to interrupt fault cur-
rent in a confined space, and to prevent the
spread of conducting vapour which might
otherwise result in an extensive short
circuit. The use of fused plugs to supply
appliances has the advantage that it enables
economies to be effected in cable costs where
a large number of appliances are to be sup-
plied in a small area, aid it ensures proper
protection of the appliances irrespective of
the socket outlet with which they are used.

The fuses in the distribution fuse boards
are intended to cut off the current in the
event of a fault in the sub -circuits, or in
the supplied apparatus. If larger fuses, are
fitted they may fail to melt if a fault occurs
in which case one of the :uses in the main
distribution fuse board or the main fuses
may melt and cut off a large part of the
installation, If the consumer's main fuse
is too large the Supply Authority's main
fuse may be melted, necessitating calling in
the Authority to renew the fuse. In any
case the main fuses will not provide the
same degree of protection to the final sub -
circuits as should the sub -circuit fuses. If
fuse wires are too small, they may over-
heat on normal load, often causing premature
melting. Cartridge fuses are preferable to
rewireable fuses, since they are reliable and
easy to distinguish.

-SIZES OF FUSES FOR VARIOUS CAELES.

Rating
of fuse
(a m ps.)

Size of
tin -lead
fuse wire
(s.w.g.)

Size of
tinned -
copper

fuse wire
(s.w.g.)

Minimum
size of
cable

(sq. in.)

Minimum
size of
flexible

cord

3 23 38 0.0015 23/.0076

5 21 35 0.0015 23/.0076

10 29 0.002 40/.0076

15 25 0.003 70/.0076

30 21 0.01

60 17 0.03
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THE question of correct focusing is
important since errors leading to un-
sharpness in the negative cannot be

offset in the print. Within reasonable limits
quite passable pictures can be made from
negatives which suffer from under or over
exposure but an out -of -focus negative is
useless.

The question of whether a picture should
be sharp all over or not is dependent upon
the subject matter or indeed upon personal
taste, the photographer's aim being usually
to ensure that the principal subject matter
is really crisp with the less important and
perhaps ugly background actually out of
focus. An example of this is a portrait or
figure study where a sharply detailed back-
ground would obtrude, detracting interest
from the figure. Using a long focus lens
this same effect is even more finely controlled
to produce an effective " head " in which

Fig. i.-" Portrait of Margaret."
the sharpest focus is on the eyes, the focus
then falling away until the ear, though
defined, is soft. In Fig. r, despite the use
of a wide aperture (f/3.5) the depth is more
than was considered desirable, in that the
curtains are still too well defined and the
near shoulder too sharp. The extra promi-
nence of this shoulder is due to the use
of a short focus lens at close range.
Alternatively, of course, all over sharp
definition may be required.

Control
The desired effect is obtained by use of

what is called depth of field and this is
simply the depth of subject matter which a
lens can render acceptably sharp at a given
aperture and distance focused upon.

For example, you are shooting a standing
figure at loft. from the camera, which is a
miniature with a 5 cm. lens (zin. or 5 centi-
metres focal length). The distance is
measured, the focusing scale is set at soft.
and the exposure required is found to be
1/loo sec. at f/8. If the shot is now made,
an examination of the print will reveal that
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focusing in the case of the very much longer
lens.

Use of Depth of Field in Practice
The foregoing indicates the way in which

the depth of field varies for different lenses
and varying conditions of camera/subject dis-
tances and f number.

In practice the photographer is assisted
by the modern camera manufacturer to

Some Notes on Focusing
For the Photographer

By J. B. Knight

In addition to the figure, the acceptably sharp
detail in the picture extends from a point
in front of the figure to a farther point some
greater distance behind it. This is the
depth of field and based on the above condi-
tions would be in the order of 3ft. 3in. in
front of the figure and 9ft. 3in, behind it; a
depth of rzft. 6in.

If a second shot is taken, this time using
f/5.6, it will be found that the depth is less,
actually only 7ft. 8in. At f/3.5 it goes down
to 4ft. 5in. and at the other end of the scale
a depth of 245ft. would result from employ-
ing f/16.

It will be seen that a large lens aperture
produces a small depth of field and a small
stop (high f number) increases this depth.

For the same lens and given stop (f
number) the depth alters with the distance
focused upon, as shown below :

For zin. lens
f No. Distance Depth

f/8 'oft. rzft. 6in.
f/8 5ft. 6ft. 6in.
f/8 3ft.

The depth increases then as the distance
focused upon becomes greater. The box
camera with its fixed aperture of about f/14
renders everything acceptably sharp provid-
ed nothing in the subject matter is nearer
to it than about 6-8ft.

Change of Focal Length
The focal length of a 35 mm. camera

about zin. and this
compares with the
41in. lens of the 520/
620 rollfilm camera
and the 31in. lens or
thereabouts used in
the usual twin-lens
reflex and " 52- on"
instruments.

To show how depth
of focus becomes pro-
gressively less as focal
lengths increase the
following lenses are
considered to be
focused on Loft. and
stopped down to f/8.
Focal Depthof

length focus
tin. I2ft. 6in.
6in. 3ft. 3'_> -in.

loin. 1ft. ruin.

Greater care has to
be given to accurate

1

utilise the depth characteristics appropriate
to his particular instrument by the scales
engraved on and adjacent to the lens mount.

Focussing Scale
movable

Only the figures
relevant to the
conditions
noted be/ow
are shown on
this scale

Depth of Fie/d sca/e. (Engraved on fared part
of Lens mount)

Fig. 2.-An example of depth of field scale.

The depth of field indicator is engraved on
the fixed part of the lens mount or, in a
reflex camera, on the body around the focus-
ing knob (see Fig. 2). In operation the
depth of field which will be obtained at a
given aperture is shown by the indicator after
the camera/subject distance has been set
on the focusing scale.

The extent of the field is indicated by the
is distances subtended by the aperture numbers

Fig. 3.-" Pony Tail."
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engraved on either side of the setting mark
on the depth of field scale (see heading
phqltp).

Fit 2 shows how this appears when a zin.
lens is set at 8ft. and at an aperture of f/8,
and Fig. 4 shows an actual photograph
under these conditions. A larger stop
would Jaye further softened the background
as the 41,in. lens of a 120 camera
at the same aperture.

Snapshooting
Otte or two special marks, say, a triangle

and a circle are often engraved on theikicus-
ing scale to be used in accordance with the
instruction manual for the camera.

In the case of a moderately priced minia-
ture instrument (2in. lens) setting the first
of the special marks on the scale would
result in an acceptably sharp depth ranging
from 8ft. to t8ft., the second mark giving
depth from t5ft. to infinity. In both
instances the aperture would have to be
f /5.6.

Speed of Operation
Even a coupled rangefinder can be ignored

for snapshooting with terrific advantage in
speed of operation simply by committing to
memory the appropriate zone focusing
information. Many a promising shot is lost
while fiddling with a rangefinder. A camera
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should always be car-
ried at the ready
with the lens set at
one of the snap -
shooting settings and
an aperture of f/5.6
or smaller.

Acceptably Sharp
It is necessary here

perhaps to point out
the reason for the use
of the expression
" acceptably sharp "
in reference to the
various depths of
focus discussed. It is
simply this. That part
of a picture which
one can expect to be
" pin sharp " is the
plane on which the
lens is focused.
Throughout the depth
of focus region be-
hind and in front of
the plane in sharp focus, the definition will
be falling off gradually, but in comparison
with planes outside these limits it will be
" acceptably sharp."

Fig. 3 is an interesting example. The
figure is only about 3ft. from the camera

Fig.

281

4.-" Girl by the Water."
with the mirror 5ft. distant. Camera
subject distance was about 7ft. so far as
the mirror was concerned. The depth of
subject was therefore about 4ft. Distance
focused upon was about 4ft. 6in., the
exposure was sec. at f/t6 with a tin. lens.

DIRECT READING SCALE FOR EXPOSURE
METERS By F. G. RAYER

THE " light value scale fitted to some
new cameras and meters allows
shutter speed and aperture to be set

immediately, and to remain interlocked at
the correct exposure. For quick and simple
operation, an added
the older type of exposure meter, and it
will provide direct aperture settings for the
usual camera without light value scale.
The benefit of interlocked aperture and
speeds is not, of course, present. But against
this is the advantage that the meter can
always be used in the normal way, for

An unmodified meter (above) and meter with new scale
added.

exceptional conditions not covered by the
new scale.

The unmodified meter is shown in the
photograph and operates in the same manner
as many popular meters. That is, the light
value read and set against the film speed
when apertures and shutter speeds can be
read off on the reverse side. Setting the
light value against the film speed requires
the use of both hands, and is the inter-
mediate step which is eliminated by the new
aperture scale.

With a particular film and shutter speed
a reading on the meter scale of
4 would require an aperture of
f/2.8; 5 would require f/4; 6
would indicate f/5.6, and so on.
It is thus possible to mark out a
new scale, as shown in the photo-
graph. It is then only necessary
to direct the meter at the subject
in the usual way, and set the
camera aperture to the f-number
indicated by the meter pointer.
There is no intermediate stage
requiring the use of *two hands.

Choosing the Scale
The correct positions for the

markings on the new scale are
found by manipulation of the
meter itself in the usual way,
and they are chosen to suit the
film generally employed. A good
general purpose shutter speed is
also selected, and apertures larger
than .those actually present on
the camera are omitted. In the
modified meter shown, calibra-
tion is for 34 deg. Sch. film,
with x / rooth sec., i.e., from
f/2.8 to f/32. The markings
also apply for a 3t deg. Sch.
film, with 'Roth second, or 28
deg. Sch. film, with 1/25th
second.

In use the shutter speed is
set to suit the film and not
modified unless circumstances
require. To take a shot it is
only necessary to transfer the

pointer reading to the camera aperture scale.
If the new scale is suitably chosen, as
explained, almost all readings will fall with-
in the f/5.6 to f/22 range, when the meter
is in use outdoors.

For interiors or poor light requiring longer
exposures, the meter is used as before, the
new scale being ignored. This also applies
when small apertures a e wanted to secure
great depth of field, or when very brief
exposures, to arrest rapid movement, are
desired.

Calibrating in Shutter Speeds
It will be observed that the new scale

could be calibrated directly in shutter speeds,
for a set aperture. This is a good method
for a camera with eight -speed shutter, but
not for simpler models with only three or
four speeds. If a spee.! scale is used, it is
marked for a useful average aperture. such
as f/8. The meter itself, manipulated in the
usual way, will indicate where the various
speed markings should lie.

To avoid opening the meter the new scale
may be marked upon a narrow strip of thin
paper lightly glued to the glass above the
pointer. Its shape, size and best position
will depend on the type of instrument.

::I 0 I -Received'
Laboratory Distillation Practice. By E. A.

Coulson, M.A., D.Sc. and E. F. G.
Herington, D.Sc., A.R.C.S. 165 pages.
Price 25s, net. Published by Geo.
Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southamp-
ton Street, London, W.C.z.
DISTILLATION is one of the basic

laboratory processes, but is a technique
which has, during the past 25 years, under-
gone extensive development. The aims of
this book are, therefore, to provide the
laboratory technician with some help in
selecting the most suitable apparatus,
to present the irreducible minimum of
theoretical knowledge necessary, to describe
the construction of a selected nge of equip-
ment and to offer guidance on the apphca-
tion of distillation theory to batch operations.
Special aspects of distillation are covered
by separate chapters and the book is
illustrated throughout with Ene drawings.
An index is included.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor Does Nat Necessarily Agree with the Views of his Correspondents

MANTOWERED FLIGHT
SIR,-In your January issue I think your

paragraph on " Man -powered Flight "
in Fair Comment deserves looking into. You
say " cross-country flight is out of the ques-
tion." I strongly believe it is possible if
you go about it in the right manner. If, for
instance, the man who flew 200 yards in
zo seconds were to be a trained glider pilot
with hill soaring experience he would not
have to travel more than a tenth of that
distance to find strong upcurrents on the
hill. From there he could attain more height
for a normal cross-country flight which as
you know can run to hundreds of miles. A
check on gliding records would astound a
large number of your readers.

Heights of over 4o,000ft. have been
attained and are not the maximum as they
(or some of them) were limited because the
pilots were not pressurised. I believe a
pressurised glider is being built for heights
of up to 6o,000ft., which is said to be possible
in a glider.

Ex -world champion Mr. Phillip Wills,
O.B.E., actually climbed from something
around 5ooft. to close on 3o,000ft., and if a
cross-country cannot be done in a straight

glide from that height, then I and thousands
of gliding types are wasting our time.

You suggest a team of t5 people, but I say
eight would get one airborne. There have
been stories in the gliding world where two
men lifted a glider on their shoulders into
the hill lift. Also a German, a Dr. Horten
I believe, designed a tailless glider where
the pilot's legs were used for the take -off
and landing.

Furthermore, what little assistance man-
power can be, may be just the edge needed
to stay in a thermal long enough to have
better effect; many a glider pilot could have
gone miles farther if he could have
" flapped " or gained just a few valuable feet
at a vital moment, especially if his strength
could be wound up like a clock spring when
he has easy minutes at good height and then
be released at a determined time. Your
basic, and I maintain only point, stands
when " still or stable air conditions are
present," everyone knows what our weather
is like, however.-D. SPEED (Chester).

[We were not referring to gliding but to
man -powered flight not dependent on wind
direction.-ED.]

VELOCITY
SIR,-Thos. H. Webster's comments in the

January issue on the nature of light
seem to me very fitting.

We are, indeed, asked to believe in waves
without any medium in which they may
exist.

One fact that is never mentioned in science
is that all matter is characterised by the
existence of boundaries without which noth-
ing can be called physical. How then can
we accept light as a wave in nothing, com-
posed of nothing?

For any wave motion a particle medium
is required or a wave system of particles
arranged as a compression wave, so without
particles to carry or act as waves it is diffi-
cult to see how light can be a wave motion.

Light has substance, it is energy, it can
act as a wave and still exhibit the properties
of a particle. All of these add up to
bounded units or particles, which is con-
firmed by radiation effects, reflection, etc.,
and by the photo-electri, exchanges of waves
and particles.

Objections to the particle being
ultimate have been based on interference
and other optical phenomena which confirm

OF LIGH'I'
the wave arrangement but which, it is said,
cannot be explained by particles. This
is not so.

By arrangement of the particles into
waves none of these objections is valid, for
all these phenomena can be accounted for
quite naturally. The theory underlying this
is complex but the fact that it explains this
query of the nature of light in a way which
fits in with other electro-magnetic effects
should lend it authenticity.

If a wave is ultimate, it cannot be
physical, since if it had boundaries it would
be a particle.

We may, therefore, best understand light
as consisting of countless numbers of par-
ticles arranged at intervals, the spacing being
determined by the frequency of the source.
If we think of a single stream of such par-
ticles then the aforementioned objections are
valid. but if we think of the waves leaving
a radiant source as a sequence of expanding
shells or spheres no difficulties are to be
found.

Perhaps other readers may have similar
views on this confusing issue?-R. B.
TAYLOR (Kent).

The Planeists Theory
SIR,-Your correspondent in the February

issue, W. Mills, thinks that we live on a
flat earth because " water finds its own level
-horizontal," The full story is that when
water (or any other liquid) is left to its own
devices, the surface sets itself perpendicular
to the direction in which gravity is acting.
Thus if a body of spherical shape be sur-
rounded with water, then the water will
form a spherical layer round the body, since
with a solid sphere the gravitational force
at any point is directed towards the centre.
Also, as the earth cooled from a molten
state, the surface tension of the molten
materials caused it to take up a shape which
has the least surface area for a given volume.
By means of the Calculus of Variations or
intuition, it will be found that this shape is
a sphere.

I should like to know how Mr. Mills
explains the curved shadow of the earth on
the surface of the moon during a lunar
eclipse!-G. G, ALLWOOD (S.E.13).

C01111'01 Board for a Small
'rhea t re-Co rrect
In the article " Control Board For a

Small Theatre " in the January issue, we
regret that the switches and fuses in the
circuit given (Fig. 7) should not be in the
neutral lead as shown.

In order to remedy this it is necessary
to reverse the leads to the main switch fuse.
This change will mean that the leads on all
the power -points have to be reversed also,
so that the live connection on each point
is on the right-hand side. This is, of course,
assuming that the power -points are viewed
from the front.

Ilrought 11'011 or Mild Steel ?
the August, 5958, issue, among

other queries Mr. H. Lohmann wanted
to know a simple method of telling wrought
iron from steel. A method I have read about
is to file the surface bright and apply a drop
of pure nitric acid. After a minute or two,
wash off with water. On wrought iron the
spot will be a pale ash gray ; on steel a
brownish black, and on cast iron a deep
black.-G. W. JUDSON (Birmingham, 27).

Rejuvenating; Silica Gel
SIR,-In " Your Queries Answered " in

the December, 1958, issue, H. Dickason
asks how to rejuvenate silica gel. When this
material is in need of rejuvenation it is pale
pink. After drying, the crystals become a
vivid blue. Ten hours in an oven at around
250' F. will be sufficient for about z to 31b.
spread out on a tray.-N. DON (Lancs).

New Theory of Gras'itatiou
SIR,-In reply to J. F.'s letter in the

December, 1958, issue I feel he would
benefit by a little serious thought on what
he means by " mass." In particular, I do,
not think he appreciates the difference in
definition of inertial mass and gravitational
mass.

We arbitrarily define the unit of mass
(t kilogramme) as the mass of a certain
piece of platinum which is kept at the
International Bureau of Weights and
Measures at Sevres, near Paris (other stan-
dards, such as the Imperial Standard Pound,
also exist).

Suppose we want to make a replica of
this mass out of some other material, which
must also have a mass of one kilogramme.

In terms of inertial mass we choose this
replica so that the acceleration under a given
force is equal to the acceleration of the
standard tinder the same force.. This avoids
the difficulty of definition of force, as we
only have to make the forces equal, which
is easy enough, by duplicating the condi-
tions, i.e., to take a crude example, by
ensuring that two readings on a spring
balance are the same.

In terms of gravitational mass we choose
our replica so that it exactly balances the
standard when the replica is placed on one
pan of a beam balance and the standard on
the other. This avoids the difficulty ')f
deciding what the value of the Earth's gravi-
tational field is, as the experiment is a
comparative one.

The question now arises as to whether
these replicas are . different . according to
whether the definition is in terms of inertial
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BRILLIANT
POSTCARD ENLARGEMENTS

IN ONE AUTOMATIC OPERATION

Bring new dimensions into your
home photography easily and in-
expensively. So finely is the focus
fixed on these two Jumbo enlargers
that perfect enlargements up to
postcard size can be made. And the
quick, simple operation required calls
for no more skill than is needed in
using a printing frame.
Each model has a strong steel body
finished in blue and grey Poly-
chrome enamel and costs L2.6.0.

Model No. I for 2; x 3;in. (6 x 9 cm.) negatives.
Model No. 2 for 35 mm. negatives.

c9UM-6D ENLARGERS

FOR CONFIDENCE

IN PHOTOGRAPHY
JOHNSONS

OF HENDON LTD

LUNAR ROCKET LANDINGS

MOONSCOPES 99'6!!
COMPLETE SET £8.7.0. Postage IS',

OR 20/- DEP. I0/- WEEKLY.
See the Moon at close quarters.
Examine the huge craters and possible
evidence of coming rocket landings.
Observe Saturn's rings. Nebulae,
outer galaxies, Sputniks, etc.
Specification. 2 in. dia. Astro Re-
fracting Telescope, length 39 in., rnag.
53X linear (equivalent to 2809X area),
weight I lb. 12 ozs. Sursrior hammer
beaten finish. Price 99'6. Regd. post
and packing, including strong stowing
cylinder, I2/-.
Accessories. Altazimuth Portable
Clamp Stand, 37/6, p/p. 2/6. Fixes
anywhere. High Power Eyepiece 80X
wear, 30/-, p.ip. 2/- (brings Moon
within approx. 2,875 miles range).
Inclusive Postages for Complete
Set, 15/-.
Spectrum Grating Film. 13,400
lines to the inch. For making Spectro-
scopes, etc., 5/6 sq. in., post 3d.
Self Adaptable Astro. Kits. 6716,
p./p. 3/6. Parts sold separately.
Astronomical Books, Charts, Maps,
Revolving Planispheres, etc. Schools
and Colleges supplied. World-wide
testimonials. Stamp for full particulars
and lists. Photographs l(- set.

J. K. M. HOLMES & CO. LTD.
Scientific instrument Makers,

(Dept. PM44), Martins Bank
Chambers, 33, Bedford Street,
North Shields, Northumberland

SCREEN FABRIC
MAKE YOUR OWN

PROJECTION SCREEN
filth Grade Fabric as used by Comtm.
clal Cine Screen Manufacturers.
48in. wide, any length cut.
Send' d. stamp for samples. and instruc-
tions for making your own - Roll Up
Screen.
SPRING ROLLERS (Self Acting,
1/in. dia. Swedish Manufacture, corn -
piety with Brackets.
36in. 9'8 ; 42in. 10(3: 98in. 11 ; 59in.
12-.

SAWYERS LTD.
ST. SEPULCHRE 'GATE

DONCASTER

GENERAL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY
Essential to success in any walk of life ! What-
ever your age, you can now prepare at home for
the important new General Cert. of Education
Exam., nn "NO PASS-NO FEE" terms.
You choose your own subjects-Educational,
Commercial or Technical. Recently announced
big extension of subjects gives everyone the
chance to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how you can obtain the General
Cert. arc given in our 136 -page Guide-lirce
and without obligation. Personal advice on
request.
Write today. School of Career, Dept. '4"
29-31, Wright's Lane, London, W.e.

q4, School of Careers
INTRODUCING A NEW

PORTASS S.C. LATHE
X i 7mit. Backgeared Bench Lathe,

complete with Faceplate, oatchplate, back -
plate, change wheel., etc. Flat ye see drive.
828.16.06. Cash or tenni, fiatisfact ion guaran-
teed or remittance refonded it. full. Ex Works.
Detail., Dept. P.M.,

CHARLES PORTASS & SON
Buttermere Works, SHEFFIELD, B

This model farm
cost less than 216

It was made from a half-crown tin of Sankey's PYRUMA-
farmhouse, barn, implement shed, walls and gate-and there
was still plenty of this grand modelling material left to build
many more farm features, by simple methods described in the
Instruction Book (see Coupon below).
PYRUMA, plastic and ready -for -use, becomes stone hard after
drying or baking, and can be painted in natural colours. For
permanent modelling-

MAKE IT AND BAKE IT IN

SANKElt

PYRUMA
PLASTIC CEMENT

Obtainable from your local Ironmonger or Hardwareman and many
Art Material dealers. Ideal for making-

Model Railway Buildings and Accessories. Harbours
Ship Models. Airport Buildings and Features.
Houses. Bookends. Ashtrays. Animals and Figures.
Plaques, etc.

Post this Coupon today for your Instruction Book.

CUT OFF HERE

To J.H. SANKEY & SON, L11' Dept. P.M., Ilford, Essex
tstabushed over a century

Please send ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTION BOOK with full co4xir
pages, on Pyruma Modelling.

Enclosed Postal Order value 6d. (not stamps).

NAME (Block letters)

ADDRESS
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ASTRO - TERRESTRIAL TELESCOPES
Get you the best from BOTH Worlds

SIX POWER. THREE DRAW. 2in. O.G. With interchangeable lenses and eyepieces giving 25. 40, 50 and 80X terrestrial and 60 and 120X astro. Weight lb. Length open 30in.,
closed 10/in. Complete with case and sling. Mint condition, £13.10.0. Used, perfect condition, E12.15.0. Second-hand, guaranteed sound, no case, EI1.10.0.

VARIABLE POWER TELESCOPES. 7-21X. 2in.
O.G. Length 30in. x 3in. Weight 10 lb. As New in
wood case, 66.10.0.
ROSS PRISMATIC TELESCOPE. 20X 70. Built-in
filters. Eyepiece at 60 degree to line of sight. New.
612.10.0. Ditto, 9X 50, 65.
A.A. DUAL TELESCOPES. 35X 60 and 15X 50 on
common base. In transit case. New condition. 6I5 ea.
Carr. £I extra.
PRISMATIC SCOPE. Two turret eyepieces 30 and 15X.
2/in. O.G. All Brass. Weight 10 lb. Brand New. £10 ea.
ELBOW TELESCOPE. No. 8 Mk. I 7 X 50. New and
boxed, 63.15.0. Other types available.
PRISMATIC TELESCOPE. Triple turret eyepieces.
15, 23, 30X. 3M, O.G. With elaborate geared P. and T.
with micrometer adj. Complete with tripod. Brand New
and complete in two cases. 130 ea. Cost over E150.
AMERICAN N3 VP SCOPE. 10-20X. 20n. O.G.
Elaborate geared base with finder scope. Weight 40 lbs.
In two transit cases, E20.
STEREOSCOPIC BINOCULAR TELESCOPES.
No. I Mk I, No. 3 Mk. II and German types from 612.10.0
to 625.
FINDER TELESCOPE. Inverted image. O.G. and eye
focus. Cross line. 5X 30. E3 ea.
RIFLE SIGHTS. No. 32 Mk. 1 with E. and W. adj.
Used, 63.15.0. Reconditioned. 65.10.0.
RIFLE SIGHTS No. 42. 35.- used. E2.10.0 as new.
ASTRO TELESCOPE KIT. 20in. focus O.G. achro-
matic. 45mm. dia., tube to suit and focusing eyepiece.
E2 the lot. Ditto, with 27in. 0.G., 50/-.
HELIOGRAPHS. 3 mirrors. Geared head adaptable
for tele. or camera, brass mounts, etc., plus lovely leather
case for sports or pastimes. Mint condition. The best
buy of the century. 15/- ea., plus 3/3 carr. Cost E30 ea.
TRIPODS. 36in. lightweight, with P. and T. New. 17/6.
Medium, extending to 5ft.. 50/-. Heavy extending.
With P. and T., 63.5.0.
DIAL SIGHTS. No. 7 with 4X optical sight. Will lay
out any angle and can be adapted for levelling. 45.- ea.
Ditto No. 9, a similar but heavier job. 55/, or brand new
in leather case, 85;-. Both units have geared heads cal 360
with verniers and throw out lever. Cost over C80 ea.
PHOTO CELLS. Two cells in sealed unit fitted terminals
bridge circuit gives about !: volt neg. or pos., and tip to 500
micro amps. New and boxed. 15/..
RECORDING CAMERAS, 24 volt Elect. Driven. I lin.
F4 lens. Runs 2 frames per sec. or single shots. Tested
O.K. with magazine in wood case. 63.15.0 ea.
MOTOR BLOWERS. 24 volt A.C./D.C., will run on
12 volt O.K. Brand New and boxed as specified for
P.Ms. Hedge Trimmer, 27/6.
SCHMIDT TYPE PROJECTION UNITS, as used
in Ferranti 24K4 T.V. (the best T.V. ever made). Com-
prising Spherical Mirror, Plane Mirror (both aluminised)
and Corrector Plate or Lens, mounted as one unit and
sealed in. Brand New, E5 ea. A few slightly used but as
new, with tube and deflector coils. £12.10.0.
TAYLOR HOBSON PROJECTION LENS. Sin.
FI.5. Bloomed. Brand New. £14.
NUMEROUS LENSES SUITABLE FOR PRO-
JECTION, -from 8 mm. upwards, from 5 - ea.. see our
lens lists.
INFRA RED MON OCULARS. A lightweight unit
with built-in Zamboni Pile H.T. unit. Self generating.
Focusing eyepiece. Image inverted, complete in leather
case. Tested O.K., 50/- ea. Spare Z piles, approx. 1.500
volts, 12/6 ea.
MINIATURE GEARED MOTORS. A.C, D.C. Dual
voltage. 6 to 24. Elec Clutch, speed governor, size IA x

x 3in. Gunmetal to steel worm -type gears running
in 9 ball races, transmit tremendous power to final drive
by lin. spindle. Final speed I r.p.m. What a lovely
job, a pleasure merely to own one, cost over £20 ea.,
our give away price, 35/-. Ditto as above but in case with
miniature relay and micro switches, brand new, sealed
cartons, E2 ea.
LARGE GERMAN PERISCOPES. A few available,
callers only.
RANGEFINDERS. Various types in good condition,
but not guaranteed. Average 36in. long, /3 ea.
TELESCOPE O.G,'s. 2lin. diam, x 20 focus. New
achromats, 55.- ea. 25in. focus, 65/- ea. Orthoscopic
eyepieces focus, plain mounts, 17/6 ea.
TIME SWITCH MOVEMEN TS. 230 v. A.C. I rev,
per 24 houss. 22.'6 ea. Ditto fitted automatic self -
compensating dial CO switch on and off at normal lighting-
up times, 35,- ea.
GRIMES HAND SIGNALLING LAMPS. Trigger
grip, 26 v. 5.3 amp. New, 37/6 ea.
RECTANGULAR LENSES for transparency viewers.
For 35 mm. or 2 x 2 matched pairs. Brand New, 25,- pr.
Ditto with slight edge chips, 17/6.

MOTOR BLOWERS. 80 v. D.C. or 230 v. A.C. Ilin.
outlet. New, 37%6 ea,
ROSS 7 X 50 BINOCULARS. Bloomed.
dition. With leather case, 622.10.0.
HENSOLT 10 X 50 PRISMATICS.
dition, 622.15.0 with case.
GERMAN 6 X 30. Various makes. Excellent con-
dition. A super lightweight glass. Compares favourably
with 7 x 50. E12 per pr. with case.
FLASH SPOTTERS. Super precision unit, consisting
of a pr. of 8 x 40 binocular telescope mounted on stand
fitted with totally enclosed self -illuminated dials, and
movements found in high-class theodolites. In perfect
condition, E20 ea. Could be easily converted to a high -
power telescope by changing the O.G.'s. Supplied for this
purpose with only binoculars guaranteed sound at EIO ea.
VENNER CLOCKWORK DELAY SWITCHES.
Variable 0-10 mins. 250 v. 5 a. SPDT. Panel mounting.
New and boxed. 10/- ea.

Mint con -

Perfect con-

SIESMIC PICK-UPS. M.C. Vertical type. New and
boxed. 17.6 ea.
FLEXIBLE DRIVES. 23ft. long. Complete inner and
outer with unions. New and boxed. 12/6 ea.
SELF PRIMING PUMPS. Ideal for garden fountains
and waterfalls. 24 v. D.C. tin. outlet, 45/- ea. I (in.
outlet, 55/-. Mains transformer and heavy duty 5 a.
bridge rectifier to suit. 13.5.0.
TELEPHONE HAND SETS. G.P.O. Desk pattern,
carbon. New and boxed. 17/6 ea.
V.L.2. Mod. units. Size 3in. cube with 9 sub -miniature
valves. New and boxed. 37/6 ea.
PILOTS' PULL OUT COCKPIT LAMPS. 8ft. flex
on spring -loaded reel in case with brass lampholder for
spot or broad beam. Ideal for emergency inspection for
cars, etc. Brand New and boxed. 101- ea.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. Bridge type. 12 v. I a.. 6/6.
5 a., 18.6. 10 a.. 35/, 24 v. 5 a.. 35 -. 110 v. 5 a., 65:-.
230 v. 5 a.. £3.10.0.
TRANSFORMERS. 230v. A.C. 3 x 6 v. 10 a., 30/, 50 v.
20 a.. 65.10.0. 8 v. 10 a., 21 -.
MASTER CONTACTORS. Clockwork. 2 impulses
per sec. New. 15/- ea.
GYRO MOTORS. 6 v. to 12 a. A.C.'D.C. Plat. contacts
on speed governor. 10/- ea.
Ditto BALL TYPE. 3 phase. 15 v. in gymbals. 15.- ea.
SMALL 3 PHASE CONVERTERS. 24 v. to IS v. for
ball gyros and similar selsyn motors. 25/- ea.
ARTY DRAWING BOARDS. Braced, cornered, fitted
canvas cover and case. Complete with brass rulers,
centring pins and 12 hinged flap pins. Size 21.lin. sq.
New, 40/- ea. Ditto 30in. sq. New, 50/- ea. Used, 30i-.
A.C. AMMETERS. 6in. Switchboard type. 0 -IS, SOi-
ea. 0-30, 45.-. 0-50, E2. The above work equally well on
D.C. Brand New. Cost £8.
MIDGET MOTORS. 12 v. A.C.'D.C. with pulley and
wire belt. 8/6 ea.
AMERICAN MIDGET ACCUMULATORS. 3 x 36 v.

I x 6 v. in sealed tin. Ready charged, only need filling
with acid. 15"- ea. (Set of 4).
NIFE BATTERIES. Single cell 10 a. New. 12/6. Double
cell, 10 a.. 25 -.
MICROPHONES. Pilots' magnetic. 2/6. Gold plated
carbon button. 2/6. Contact type magnetic, 2/6.
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS. 100-1 high
impedance, midget. 5-.
ELECTRIC LIGHT METERS. Quarterly. 230 v. S a.,
17/6.
SWITCH BOX UNITS. 16 switches, etc., suitable for
model control. 10/6 ea.
MICRO SWITCHES. 230 v. 5 a. SPOT. 4/6.
SENSITIVE HIGH-SPEED RELAYS. SPDT. All
contacts (platignaim) adjustable also spring tension. Will
work on I.M.A. 86 ea.
LEACH PATTERN RELAY. SPDT. 1,000 ohm. 8/6.
G.P.O. TYPE RELAY. 5,000 ohms, multi -contacts.
12/6 ea. 200 ohm heavy duty, 8/6.
LONDEX RELAYS. 24 v. Various types. Multi -
contact, 12 6. Single, 8/6.

PHOTO CELL. Large, mounted behind 4 lenses and
slit complete with 2 -valve amplifier. Ex equipment. 'No
gen available. 35.- the lot.
ORTHOSCOPIC EYEPIECES. 5 8th focus. Bloomed.
New and boxed. Plain mount, 35/. ea.
CHARGING BOARDS. In Steel cabinets. BD-Lfig11.
50 v: D.C. 3 x 15 a., with voltmeter, 3 ammeters, rotary
vitreous rheostats, cut-outs, etc., and 3 auto -release
switches cutting out at 10 a. Size 22in. x 22in. x I lin.
As NEW. 68.10.0 ea.
CUT-OUTS. 6-24 v. 30 a. Bakelite case. 12/6 ea.
IGNITION COILS. Lucas 12 v. New. 12/6 ea.

LAMPS. S.B.C. D.C. 12 v. 6 w., 12/- doz. 12 v. 80 w.
frosted, 18/- doz. M.B.C. 6 v., 9/- doz. 28 v., 6/- doz.
Holders M.B.C., 3'- doz. S.B.C. Batten type, 12/-.
SLYDLOCK FUSE HOLDERS. 5 a., I/6 ea., 15/-doz.'
TOGGLE SWITCHES. On/off. Metal, 14.6. Bakelite,
10d. 4 -way changeover, 250 v. 5 a., luminous tip, centre
off, 4/6 ea., 36/- doz. Gross less 25%.
WAFER SWITCHES. 9 w. selector, 1/6 ea. 13:- dot.

I I p. I w., 6 bank, 6.6.
SURGEONS' SKIN GRAFTING KNIVES. NEW in
Mahogany case. 25 -.
CARL ZIESS VERTICAL COMPARITOR. With
back projection unit. Perfect, 05.
GERMAN ULTRA CENTRIFUGE. With long focus
camera and associated equipment. £200. Callers only.
AMMETERS. 2; sq. flush. 20-0-20. 50-0-50, D.C. M.G.,
8/6 ea. Volts 0-40. 8/6. 3in, circular flush. 0-300 v. A.G..
25/-. D.C. mA. 0-100, up to 500, 12/6 ea.
DAMAGED METER MOVEMENTS. M.C. with
magnets, I2'- doz.
GEARED HEADS. All types in stock suitable for tele-
scope mounts up to I2in. dia.. from 8/6 to L25.
HAND BEARING LIQUID PRISMATIC COM-
PASS. Mk. III. 63.5.0 ea.
35 mm. DUFAY COLOUR NEGATIVE FILM. 100ft.
tins, f2. 400ft.. E6.
35 mnn. ILFORD RECORDING FILM. 200ft.. 10/-.
35 mm. KODAK MICROFILE. 100 ft.. 10'-.
16 mm. KODAK MAGAZINES. 50ft. empty. NEW.
7/6 ea.
MICROSCOPE UNITS. 10X. Orthoscopic. Allows
2lin. working distance. Large field. £3.S.0 ea.
DELCO MOTORS. 24 v. A.C./D.C. 3in. x Ideal
sewing machines or food mixers. 12/6 ea.
TELESCOPIC SIGHT. M45. 9in. x lin. Ideal light-
weight rifle sight. 45!-.
PHOTO FLOOD LAMPS. 110 v. 250 w., 127- doz.
ES. Holders. batten type, 187- doz.
PROJECTOR LAMPS. 110 v. 300 w.. 3 for 30/-' 12 v.
350 w. large prefocus, 5,- ea, 20 v. 100 w. tubular S.B.C.,
D.C., 5/- ea.. 48 - doz.
ASH DENTAL BURRS. No. 6 and 9. 2/- doz. Post 6d.
OSCILLOSCOPE. No. II. Brand New. 112.10.0.
Carr. £1.

TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS. RT34/APS-13. 28 v.
D.C. with 17 miniature valves and dynamotor. New and
boxed. 17.10.0.
INDICATOR C.R.T. Type 7. 10Q.16163. 1954. New
and boxed. 112.10.0.
VALVES. EABC80, ECC85, EZ80. ECH81. 6L6 at 9/- ea.
EF89. EL84, UY85, Pen46. 5 -. VUI20 and 120A,
5/, All New. Post 6d.
ANTENNAE REELS. With several 100ft. fine flex
copper wire with winding handle and locking device.
Make good fishing reels. 8/6 ea.
BOMB DELAY SWITCHES. 8 -day jewelled move-
ment. Contacts (2 a. 230 v.) close at any given time by cal.
dial 0-36 hrs. 15'. ea.
ZAMBONI PILES. 1.500 v. 12/6 ea.
SPARE MAGAZINES for G.G.S.
RECORDING CAMERAS. 6/6 ea.
MAKE YOUR OWN VERTICAL ENLARGER.
35 min. to 2; sq. Plans. 3/6. Double condenser and
achromatic lens, 32.-.

CLINOMETERS. 0-90 degs. Gunmetal in case. 25'. ea, BACK PROJECTION VIEWER. For 35 mm. (2 x 2in.).
GRIMES SEALED BEAM SIGNALLING LAMPS. Plans, 316. Triple condenser and double achromatic lens,
24 v. 120 v, In case with red, blue and green filters. 35.- ea. "/"'
S27 A.M. F.M. COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS.
As NEW. E30 ea.
GEARED MOTORS. 12-24 v. A.C.'D.C. 3) and 12
r.p.m. Size 7in. x 3in. x 3in. Motor in stainless steel,
gearbox in aluminium, 27/6 ea.
V.L.2 MODULATOR UNITS. Size only 3in. cube
with 9 sub -miniature valves. New and boxed. 42:6.
HIGH -POWER OSCILLATORS. U.H.F. New and
boxed. Late type using 2 sub -miniature valves and one
special. SO'- ea. Cost over £50.

FOR ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE OBJECT LENSES.
ORTHOSCOPIC EYEPIECES, ERECTORS, PRISMS,
ALUMINISED & SEMI -SILVERED MIRRORS & FLATS.
CONDENSERS. PROJECTOR LENSES, PHOTO-
GRAPHIC LENSES, TELEPHOTO LENSES, HEAT
FILTERS, COVER GLASSES. BARLOW LENSES, COLOUR
FILTERS, IRIS DIAPHRAGMS, ETC. ETC.. SEE OUR
LISTS. FREE FOR S.A.E.

We offer the pick of the finest quality Ex -Gov. BARGAINS
for only a fraction of their real worth. Try US.

BOOKLETS.-" HOW TO USE EX -GOVERNMENT LENSES AND PRISMS,- Nos. I and 2. 2/6 ea.. post 6d.

H. W. ENGLISH, RAYLEIGH ROAD, HUTTON, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX. 16;ronres'io.

t.
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mass or gravitational mass, or whether one
replica would satisfy both requirements.

There is, in fact, no simple argument
based on classical mechanics and logic which
can answer this question. To the reader who
asserts that common sense tells him that the
two definitions are obviously equal I will
merely quote the late Dr. Albert Einstein.
" Common sense is nothing more than a
deposit of prejudices laid down prior to the
age of 18." The rejection of common sense
does not preclude the use of logic, however.

All this does not alter the fact that purely
experimental evidence based on the hypo-
thetical experiments that I suggested shows
that the two definitions are precisely equiva-
lent.

Einstein, with the aid of tensor calculus
and his own genius was able to put this
hitherto experimental fact on a sound
theoretical footing. I would not advise J. F.
to try to do likewise in naïve qualitative
terms.

J. F. misunderstands the point of my
criticism of Mr. Clayton's theory. I laid
stress on the independence of gravitational
attraction on shape and size, and the way
in which Mr. Clayton's theory conflicted
with this experimental fact rather than, the
way in which it conflicted with the mass -
dependence. More important still is the
disagreement with the inverse square law.
Mr. Clayton seemed to be unaware that all
material bodies, not only the Earth, exert
gravitational influence on all others.

I would like to refer W. Mills, the flat-
Earthist, to the several photographs which
have been published,of the Earth, taken
from high -altitude rockets sent up from
different parts of the Earth, and which
dearly illustrate the spherical nature of our
planet.-J. R. PEVERLEY (York).
Hamner Heads and Sussing

Stools
SIR,-whilst preparing to bind Vol. 25

Of PRACTICAL MECHANICS I re -read your
January, t958, Fair Comment about
hammers. This is a matter which has
troubled me for many years. As a joiner
and then as a general foreman, I always
thought I should like to do something about
it but never did. Many times I have seen
accidents or near ones through sledge and
club hammer heads flying off. Sledge
hammer heads should be fixed in the same
way as pick heads. Club hammers are the
hardest worked tools in the building trade
and it is not long before the heads are loose,
because the wedging is insufficient; also it
needs a tubular metal strap to slip over the
handle and fix over the head. Brick hammers
need similar treatment.

Another improvement in the building trade
would be a light tubular alloy version of the
wooden sawing stool, with attachments for
anchoring it to the floor and affixing a
wooden top, it should also have side rails
and a nail tray. These wooden stools are

v usually thrown about, used as steps, heavy

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

timber is cut on them and they are generally
misused which results in their becoming
rickety and thus dangerous. Apart from the
threat of personal injury, these various tools
must cost the building trade many hundreds
of pounds to repair and replace. It is time
something was done to improve this situa-
tion.-D. RISK (Essex).

Extracting hydrogen Gas From
Rater

SIR,-Re Mr. Seager's letter in the
February issue.

He states that I amp, will liberate I
gram of hydrogen from water in 96.470
seconds. This is not so, as 96,470 coulombs
are required to liberate the gram -equivalent
of any element. Thus r gram of hydrogen
or 8 grams of oxygen would be set free
by r amp. for 96,470 seconds, or io amps.
for 9,647 seconds, etc. The true answer
is worked as follows:

One gallon of water weighs tolb. and rib.
equals 453 grams. For each gram of
hydrogen liberated 8 grams of oxygen are
formed and thus 9 grams of water are

grams.decom-

posed. Thus the weight of freeable hydro-
gen in I gallon of water is

9
The time taken to set free that amount is
thus to >" 453 X 96,470

9 X X
hours, or 13,491.78

6o 6o
hours, if the current is t amp. Thus I
feel that I amp. would take 13,491.78 hours
to decompose I gallon of water.

I have tried electrolysing dilute sulphuric
acid with a pressure of 24 volts through a
6 amp. transformer and rectifier, and
hydrogen and oxygen are evolved in great
quantity, but this is, of course, not
practicable with an accumulator.

As to what Mr. Seeger says about the
danger of electrolysing sodium chloride (salt)
solution, I suggest he tries it for himself
as I have done. There is, of course, no
danger, as hydrogen and chlorine will not
explode together at room temperature unless
submitted to sunlight or energy of some
kind. No oxygen is evolved until the solu-
tion is very weak.-PETER F. TAYLOR
(Bristol).

The P.M. Dinghy Trailer
ONE of our readers has written to us to

say that the 14in. ,X 3M. R.B. pneu-
matic T. wheels specified for the dinghy
trailer described in the February issue, are
only suitable for speeds up to 8 m.p.h.

The author regrets that this is the case,
but the specified wheels, on a hardened
shaft are quite suitable for trailing at moder-
ate speeds for distances up to too miles.
Wheels fitted with ball bearings are advised
for trailing speeds up to 3o m.p.h. which is
the legal limit in any case.

It is also regretted that the I4in. width
dimension of the swinging arm frame in
Fig. 6 should read r6in., as should also the
reference in the text.

SPACE TRAVEL PHYSICALLY POSSIBLE
MILITARY scientists in America late last

year shot a monkey into space and
throughout the whole length of his flight
data regarding his heart rate, blood pressure,
respiration, temperature, breath sound and
body motion sound were measured. The
lereth of his ffight was 53 minutes, for nine
of which he was in a weightless state. Irregu-
lar respiratory and heart rates were recorded,
but only during the acceleration period, all
returning to normal during the period of
weightlessness.

Although it is too early to draw scientific
conclusions, scientists regard the results of
this test as an indication that space flight is
physically possible for man also.

A South American Squirrel monkey was
used and during the six weeks prior to the
launching he was trained to make him
familiar with the capsule in which he was to
fly.

Among the problems which had to be
solved so that the monkey could exist, were
,the supply of oxygen, removal of carbon
dioxide and the maintenance of a constant
temperature. This final difficulty was solved
by means of a 7 -watt electric light bulb.

Although the monkey was not recovered,
the data transmitted by radio throughout
the entire flight has led scientists to
regard the experiment as 98 per cent.
successful.
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Thermo -plastic Manipulation
(Continued from page 276)

method is to pass the insert through the
attachment and into the plastic in one opera-
tion. Several examples of the method are
included in Fig. 7, where a number of
articles, selected more or less at random,
have been fitted by thermo-plastic methods
to a small piece of the plastic. For instance,
when fitting the small bracket, it was drilled
to clearance size and the plastic drilled with
undersize holes. With the bracket in place
a hot insert was passed through one of its
holes and embedded.in the plastic. A second
round -headed insert was fitted into the other
hole in just the same way and the bracket
was fixed securely and permanently. Screws
were used for inserts because they were
handy, but the thread is not needed; rivets,
cut -down woodscrews; even nails, make
excellent fastenings.

Other articles fitted in this way in Fig. 7
are: lampholder batten in white plastic;
small disc in thermo-plastic material, firmly
secured with a nail; a ceramic insulator and
a hinge. Hinges are troublesome with cold
fixing methods, for the frequent movement
seems to loosen screws and nuts with annoy-
ing regularity.

The hinge shown was fitted with brass
countersunk woodscrews cut down in length,
but rivets could have been used. They were
pressed into undersized holes with the tip
of a hot soldering iron, then held down
tight with a screwdriver until cold. The
soldering iron is an excellent tool for heat-
ing small inserts. The use of undersized
holes in the Perspex and clearance holes
in the attachment through which the insert
must first pass (Fig. 8) is, of course, the
same as conventional screwing and riveting
procedure.

It is -often possible to dispense with the
separate insert and use part of the fitting
itself. In Fig. 7 the little ring is a screw -eye,
heated and thrust directly into an under-
sized hole. A variation of this idea is to
provide the fitting with tags like those used
in toy -making; these are the insert portions

,
N

Fig. 8 (Above).
-Showingan
undersized hcl?
in the Perspex
and clearance hole
in the attachment.

Fig. 9 (Below).-
Tags used in .fixing

metal brackets.

and make perfectly satisfactory- connections.
A ready-made brooch -pin has been fitted
in this way among the examples in Fig. 7.
Behind the pin is a metal bracket fitted with
the aid of tags; the method of making the
tags is shown in Fig. 9.

Also in Fig. 7 are two radio components.
a resistor and a crystal diode, fitted at the
corner near the lampholder batten. Perspex
has good electrical properties which find
many uses in radio, television, lighting and
domestic apparatus, The anchoring of com-
ponents and connections by embedding tags
and wires is an aid to rapid assembly. The
components in the photograph were fitted
by heating the wire ends with the soldering
iron and pushing them straight into the
plastic, no holes being needed for wire.
When soldering subsequent connections to
inserts use a really hot iron so that the
joint can be made quickly without the heat
being conducted to the embedded portion
and loosening it. It is not serious if it
does, for it will become tight again on
cooling.
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A REVIEW OF NEW TOOLS, EQUIPMENT ETC.
WOLF COMM JOLTER

The Wolf Comb jointer in inc.

The `Tepco Dinghy
THE Tepco Reinforced Plastics Company,

of 30-42, Woodfield Road, Leigh -on -
Sea, Essex, have recently placed on the
market an 8ft. dinghy constructed from
bakelite polyester resin reinforced with
glass fibre. The Tepco dinghy is made in
seven different colours and has been designed
-or stability. It weighs only 851b. and the
manufacturers claim that it can be com-
fortably carried on top of a car.

Tor the do-it-yourself enthusiast, the
hulls can be bought separately for £25. The
complete dinghy (exclusive of oars and row-
o...1<s) costs £45.

The Tepco dinghy.

Dormer Drills
THE makers of Dormer drills, The

-I- Sheffield Twist Drill and Steel Co.,
Ltd., Summerfield Street, Sheffield, t t, have
published a revised price list (Ref. 212) for
their catalogue No. t it. Amendments are
included to prices of drill sleeves, sockets
and special length drills.

New Fra.ser Tools
THE FRASER TOOL CO., of 54, Park

Lane, Croydon, Surrey, have recently
placed on the market a new tool, the Fraser
chisel and plane sharpener. It has been
designed to obtain the correct angle for
sharpening instantly and correct pressure
is applied automatically. The sharpener is
simple to use and costs £1. 8s. 6d.

Another new product of this company
is a non -rusting paint mixer, with lid
remover handle, which is suitable for
distempers and colour mixing. The price
is is. 9d. each.

NEW attachment for the
handyman has been produced

by Wolf Electric Tools Ltd.
This is the No. 20 Comb Jointer
set, designed to be used in con-
junction with the No. 16 jig saw,
a power unit and either the
universal saw table, or the new
SP 105 Supa power saw table.
The jig saw accommodates a
special slotting blade which
passes through an aperture in the
table top; a cutting guide and
guide index are fixed to the saw
table straight edge. The slot
width and spacing are variable
by multiples of 3/ t6in. and

mitred joints can also be made. The retail
price is 34s. 6d.

Mini -Compressor Accessories
SOME new accessories have been produced

by Gennar Ltd., 99, Old Street,
London, E.C.1, for use with their Mini -
Compressor. The Gennar Plug Cleaning
Unit, costing 19s., it is claimed, will clean
any plug in one minute. The Air/Gas
Torch Unit is suitable for silver soldering,
soft soldering, brazing, pipe fitting, denture
manufacture, wire insulation removal, etc.,
and costs £2 9s. A new Air Blast Gun is
useful for instrument cleaning, electric motor
cleaning, typewriter maintenance and other
jobs; it costs £2 3s. The Foggit Atomiser Unit
has been designed for the intermittent and

portable application of activated
vapours in open or confined
spaces, including deodorant
liquids, insecticides, germicides,
etc. Costing £3 18s., it is also
suitable as a humidifier. The
fifth accessory is an artists' Air
Brush Pressure Container which
includes a 2 -gallon air con-
taMer fitted with pressure
regulating valve, two pressure
gauges and union for artists' air
brush work. The price of this
is £m los. 6d.

Further information on these
accessories is available from the
makers at the above address.

Working Platforms
LENSON ENGINEERING COMPANY;.

of Churchill Road Extn., Thurmastonc
Leicester, have introduced a new type Ipt,
hydraulic adjustable mobile working platform
-called the " H " type platform.

The photograph shows a platform designed
to work between racking with a platform size
of 6ft. X 2ft. and a variable lift of from ,*
5 -tofu The load capacity is 6 cwt., and,_.;
the upward travel takes 22 seconds. Access
to the platform can be gained from either
end by the support ladders.

This type of working platform can be:,

Mobile working platform.

made up to t2ft. long and the width, hand -,--
railing, etc., made to suit individual require-
ments.

ELECTRONIC KITS
THE well-known American Heath -

kits are being produced in
England by Daystrom Limited,
Glevum Hall, Gloucester. Included
in the range of apparatus available is
a transistor portable radio kit
(£r7 17s.), a hi -ti stereo amplifier kit
(£25 5s. 6d.), and a printed circuit
valve voltmeter (£15 14s.). The kits
include all the components and
materials required together with an
instruction manual containing detailed
information on construction with
point-to-point wiring diagrams. The
completed apparatus has a modern
appearance as the photograph (right)
of the transistor portable radio will
show. This transistor set has a
printed circuit for ease of assembly
and consistency of results. The
makers claim that it can be assembled
in four to six hours. All enquiries
should be sent to the above address. Heathkit portable radio.
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Street, London, W.C.2, for insertion in the next available issue.

PERSONAL
rreRNING AND MACHINING to

your drawings. Trill. 11, Wessex
Riegwood. Hants.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY AT HOME
Are y ou earning enough If nut. y oil can
add to your i newt. by conducting a 2w., -
time agency inn FREEMANS OF LONDON.
helicon. 1,01.1i.013 r everything your
iamilq and friends purchase from the 4,00o
,tern allmu,geeklyindtalments dal alog ttc
obtainable from Dept. 339 A, FREEMANS
'LONDON, 3.19.9, LTD., Lavender House,
London, S.W.9.

SITUATIONS VACANT
A M Lalech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City

and Guilds, G.C.E., etc., bring
high pay and security. " No passe -
no fee ' terms. Over 95% successes.
For details of exams and courses in
all branches of Engineering, Building,
Electronics, etc., write for 148 -page
Handbook --free. RI.E.T. (Dept. 9678).
London, W.6.

A Company manufacturing liquid
measuring and pouring devices under
own patents requires services of man
alto can take drawing or mock-up
and improve the design by practical
experiment with successive models
to final prototype. He would work in
collaboration with Directors ; he can
work in own or in Company's work-
shop at Ewell, Surrey, evenings or
Full-time. Essential that person has
sound machine tool experience.
W.D. Ltd.. 35 West Hill, S.W.I 8.

VANdyke 333719.

EDUCATIONAL
PPOLNTMENTS ARE WAITING in

Industry and Commerce for
trained men. Speoial tuition for
G.C.E. Also guaranteed coaching
for I.Mech.E.. I.Prod.E.. Soc. of E.,
Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds, Manage-
ment, Secretaryship, etc. Write for
.free book' on your career to: -Inter-
national Correspondence Schools. 71,
Kingsway (Dept. 5211. London, W.C.2.

11+EXAM I J G.C.E.
WRITE NOW for FREE GUIDE,
stating date and type of examination.
to the Registrar, (Dept. M.341,

MERCER'S
CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,
69 Wimpole Street, London, W.I.

II ATHEMATIC'S -- Physics ---
s' tronics; courses for G.C.E
etc.: Grammar School education not
requirod; front 5, - weekly. Write:
Senior Tutor, Tutorials, 200.
Buchanan Street. Glasgow.

CHEMISTRY

PREPARE NOW FOR YOUR FUTURE
We specialise in supplying Laboratory
Apparatus for the Student of Chemistry.
Send today for free price list to:
V-IFi_AB iPaly, 288, Station. Road.

narrow, Middlesex.

HOME BOAT BUILDING
VASY TO FOLLOW KITS to build

a Boat at home --for Cabin
Cruisers, Runabouts. CanOes, Prams,
Dinghies and Enterprise Sailing
Dinghies. Brochure from: Wvvern
Boats (Wessex) Ltd , Milborne Port,
Sherburne.

PHOTOGRAPHY
,LASGQW. If buying, selling or

exchanging modern Carnerea
Enlargers. Equipment. 'fame Re-
corders, etc., for the best deal. call
or write to Victor Morris, 406. Argyle
St., Glasgow. C.2. (Central 8958e

BELLOWS, Camera, Enlarger. Pro-
cess. Industrial Collapsible

Machine Guards. Beers. 4. St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby, I Tel :

41263.1

D EVELOPING AND PRINTING at
trade prices. Send your films

and negatives for expert attention to:
Stuarts, 'Trade Phototinishers. 6.
Stanley. Street. Bedford. Prige list
on request.
14-4XPOSURE METERS. Build lour

own Double -range Incident Light
Exposure Meter with 50 x 37mm.
photocell. 1,1.4 to f.12, 1,1.000th to
60 sec. film speed, 19 to 37 deg,. B.S.,
complete component kit 50,'-: s a.e.
details. G.R. Products. 22, Ronny -
mead Ace.. Bristol. 4.

HANDICRAFTS
AKE JEWELLERY. make money :

es-. wonderful catalogue : send 1/-.
Arts and Crafts, Dept. P.M., Hebden
Bridge, Yorks.

.7/
USICAL MOVEMENT Spare

Parts; all makes. Send broken
part for quotation. Gleave & Co..
Albemarle Way. E.C.1.

MUSICAL
BOX MOVEMENTS

ONLY 13/- POST FREE.

Kits from 21/- complete with movement.
Please send 3d. stamp, or call for new FREE

illustrated brochure. Trade supplied.
THE SWISSCROSS Co. (Dept. V),

202, Tulse Hill, London, S.W.,.

HOBBIES
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE No. 13.

Containing over 450 Items. of
Government Surplus and Model
Radio Control Equipment, 2/2, re-
funded on purchase of goods; 2/6
overseas sea -mail. Arthur Sallie
Radio Control Ltd., Department
P.M., 93. North Road, Brighton.

SEREN
ASTRONOMICAL SUPPLIES

Warehouse Road,
Stebbing, Dunmow, Essex.

EQUIPMENT for ASTRONOMERS
Mirrors, eyepieces, focusing mounts.
spiders. etc. Do -It -Yourself kits.

S.A.E. for jive defer lc.

A STRONOMICAL TELESCOPES. --
Grinding, Polishing Kit, suit-

able up to Bin. mirror. Silicon Car-'
bide: Grade 80, 11b. ; 180, 280. Ib. :

320. 400, 600, ;1b.; Optical Rouge,
2oz. Swedish Pitch. Ilb. : 25 each,
plus 2/6 postage. S.A.E. for price list
separate items. L. J. Mays & Co..
20, Clover Road, Timperloy, Altrin-
cham. Cheshire.

PATENTS
IJA'TENTS. Qualified service.

Advice C. L. Browne, 114.
ilreenhayes Ave., Banstead. Surrey.

! A GOOD IDEA !
CAN MAKE MONEY FOR YOU

LET US ASSIST YOU
PROFESSIONALLY TO SELL YOUR

INVENTION.
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS.

PATENT DEVELOPMENT &
MARKETING CONSULTANTS
16 Gore Court Rd., Sittingbourne, Kent

WOODWORKING

wIOODWOREING MACHINES. All
cast-iron constructed. Complete

( Saw Benches. 7in., £4/15/- ; 8in..
£5/10/- ; 10in.. complete motorised,

( £30. Planers. Site, £12 : Bowl Turn-
( ing Heads, £4: with Bin. Saw Tables.

£7e10/-. Lathes, £7/ to - ; Combina-
tion Lathes. £10/10/-. Motors.

I Pulleys. Belts. etc. 12 months'
1 ' written and money refunded guaran-

tee. 4d stamp for illustrated book-(
lee James inns (Engineers I.
Marshall St.. Nottingham.
SPINDLER s CAZALET by S.O.S.

I 7 Planet's and Woodworking
l Lathes. Circular Saw Blades. rip
( tooth or crosscut, Silt. 13/6, bin. 15'-.
:! 7in. 18,-. 8M. 20/-, 9in. 23/-, 10in.
( 27,6, 12in. 33/6 ; state centre hole
I size, please. Band Saw Blade for

cutting wood, -5. -,," or tin. wide. all
joins butt welded up to 5ft. 6 /9.

' eft. 7/6, 7ft. 8.'3 Oft 9/-, 9ft 9/9.
1 All orders by return, post free.

Picador Vee Belts and Pulleys.
I Send for lists to Spindler & Caaelet,
j 53, Palmerston Road, Boscombe,

Bournemouth.
1AWBENCHES, Sin. to 30in.. from
' 3 .29 : Motorised, £13 ; Petrol
Portable. £44. Planers, Bandsaws,
Lathes, Saw Spindle and Planer
Assemblies, logging and Firewood
Machines, Chain Saws, Engines,
Motors ' deferred terms. Send 1/9
for haPdbook, catalogue and bargain
offers. List free. Beverley Products.

I Sturton-le-Steeple, 47. - Notts,

TOOLS

DOWER TOOLS. --We stock the lot.
Cash or terms. H.D. Co. Ltd..

58, Commerce Rd.. Wood Green.
London, N.22.

NAMESTAMPS. Your name in fin.
letters, 1,- per letter. Price list

our Sets of Letters and Figures,
Branding Irons, Stencils ; quotations
for Nameplates, Dies, Moulds, Metal
Labels, Small Forgings, Small Turn-
ings. John C. Swallow (Engravers).
(P.M. Dept. 1, Garden Street, Shef-
field, 4,

_ _

FIBREGLASS

PLASTIC U N ITS
Experimental Glass Fibre Unit, 10,9.
Plastic Metal for Gear Casting, Plastic Dies,..etc. 14/3 Porcelain -hard Cold Setting
Finish for food preparation surfaces, baths,
washing machines, etc., I6,4 pt. in white,
cream, black, sky blue, red, clear and
aluminium. S.A.E. for information list,
price list, etc. SILVER DEE PLASTICS
(Dept. 3), Hartington, Stayeley,Chester-

field, Derbyshire.

WATCHMAKERS

WATCH PARTS
For all makes of watches, tools, instruc-
tional books, etc. Special Kits for be-
ginners. Send 6e1, for " Super Bargain
Catalogue." T. G. LOADER B),
Watchmaker?, Mail Order Service,
Milestone Road, Carterton, Oxford,

WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, Un-
rivalled for reliability and

speed, coupled with reasonable
charges, Part jobs welcomed.
Material supplied. Hereford Watch
Co.. 13, St. Owen Street, Hereford.

ADIF,S' Rolled Gold Cocktail
Watch Cases, 5/- each, Send

for list of Watch bargains. Gleave
& Co. Albemarle Way, E.C.1.
LEARN to be a Watch and Clock

Repairer in your spare time and
earn extra money at home. We can
supply everything you need at
unbeatable prices, including, instruc-
tional books. Swiss watchmakers'
tools, watches. watch and clock
movements. lathes. cleaning machines.
all spare parts for watches and
clocks, etc, We also have a fine
selection of musical box Movements
and kits. Send 9d. P.O. for bumper
bargain catalogue, The Watch-
makers Supply Company (Dept.

Carterton, Oxford.
PEARL THREADING per return;

satisfaction guaranteed. Send
for lists. J. J. Lawson, 10, Victor
Rd.. Bradford. 9, Yorkshire.

FOR SALE
I -LOUSE SERVICE METERS. credit
-7 and prepayment; available
from stock. 'Universal Electrical,
221, City Road, London, E.C.1.

A STRO TELESCOPE MAKING."
4". Standard Ramsdell Push -in

K's -pieces. in lin.. inn., focus, 35/- ;

s.a.e. list. Objeet Glasses from
10/3 ; Eyepieces from 15'6. New-
tonian mirrors. Diagonal Mounts,
Focusing Mounts, Tripods, Terres-
trial Telescopes and Microscopes. W.
Barnet, Grand Sluice, Boston. Lincs.

RELAY
670 ohms. D. Pole, D. Throw, 1 9.
Relay 670 ohms 4 pole D. Throw, 219.
Post each. Heavy duty relay I2V.
D. Pole. D. throw. Suitable for H.T.
and Aerial change over, 4;9. Post 2 -.

FREE Catalogue.
P. P. COMPONENTS LTD.
219, Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex.

11 F. 0295.

N°LA61TC,
catapult, models, etc.,

3/16m. round, 9d yard, post 3d.
C. Blundell, 472, Alcestea Road South,
Birmingham. 14.

iIRCULAR GLASS DISCS for
/ grinding Astronomical Mirrors.

Smoothed and edged, per pair with
abrasive 80. 180, 280. 120, 400, 600,
superfine finisher. Swedish Pitch,
Wax, fine Rouge, gin. x lin., £2/15/-;
8in. x lin., £3/15'-; 8in. x 1' in.,
£5'15/-, post paid. Money refunded
if dissatisfied. H. Gibbs, 75, Port -
ant -111100r Road, Cardiff, S. Wales.

UNOWOT Whiston's Sell. S.A.E.
Catalogue. K. R. Whiston

(Dept.M.P.S.), New Mills, Stockport.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS AND
MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE
VACUUM PUMPS. EI)WAItDS
TYPE 4. As New. £4.10.0 ea.
BALL RACES. a- a 1' bore, 4' x 3/16'
bore, I" x l" bore, 1/6 ea.. i" x t" bore,
21- ea.. 25" x 1" bore, 3/6 ea.
NEWALL INDICATOR CLOCK
GAUGES. Mini. New, 35/- ea.
GRAHAM VARIABLE SPEED
GEARBOX coupled to 1/6 RP.. 115 v.
50/60, cycles, 2.8 amp. motor, output
0/166 r.p.m. £6.10.0 ea. Gearbox alone
worth 810.0.0.
GEARBOXES. Ratio 10-1. Ball race
mountings. p dia. spindle. 10/- ea.
HYDROMETERS. Acid, 3,- ea.
MIN. MOTORS. 41 v. reversible,
totally enclosed, 51- ea.
NUM CELLS. 1.2 v. 3 amp., 31' x II"
a F'. unused, 5/- ea., 481- doz.
PRISMS. Magnifying, 1 3 16' so. on
adjustable frame. 2 filters, 5/- ea.
LT.A. AERIALS. New. 3 element
22/6 : 5 element, 27/6 Co -ax. cable,
68. per yd. : air spaced. 9d. per yd.
TA.NNOY MICROPHONES. With
switch and lead. 7/6 ea.
MAINS POWER PACKS. 250 v.
80 nhamp. or stabilized 150 v. 80 Martm.
with

h6E KlE3 v. Small,Ing.50 1-.H2;- : medium,
3/- ; larger, 316. Buzzers, 31- ea.
MOTORS. 28 v., geared, II" x 1.1" diam.,
12/6 ea.: less gears, 10/- ea.
TORCH BULBS. Ever Ready. 3.5 v.,
16/- per 100, 91- per 50.
HEADPHONES. Moving iron, low
impedence, 6/- high, 9!- ; balanced
armature, low, 101- : high, 15/- mov-
ing coil, low only. 10"- per pair.
KEY SWITCHES. D.P.C.O. each
way. 2/6 ea.
INTERNAL TELEPHONE SYSTEM.10
line, automatic dial, Complete, £60.0.0.
MICRO SWITCHES. 21- ea. 201- per doz.
PROJECTOR BULBS. 110 v. 1,000 w.,

200-PKeaIII NSON 3 H.P. 3 phase Elec,
motors, ball bearing. 28.10.0.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES.
11- ea. 101- per doz.
SWITCH PLUGS AND TOPS. 5 amp.
3 pin, metal. cased, 5/ -'ea.
12-24 V. D.C. MOTORS. GEARED.
Small and powerful, 4-8 e.o.m., 25/- ea.
Works from mains with suitablei trans-
former and rectifier, i.e.,v.,
24 v., 30/- extra.
SOUND POWERED TELEPHONE
UNIT. Neon indicator, buzzer, built-in
generator. self-contained. Ex -
Admiralty. 25.0.0 per pair.
DRILLS. II S. 8/16" No. 2, M.T.S., 5'- ea,

HUGGETT'S LIMITED
2:4, PAW -SONS ROAD, WEST

CROYDON, SURMA.

(Continued on next Page)
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FOR SALE (Continued)

PNEUMATIC WHEELS for dinghy
trailers, 16in. x 4in. with lin.

roller bearings on axles; new, ex -
Govt. in: crates; 28/10/- pair, carr.
forward. Cummins. Tillingham (Tel.:
2241, Southminster. Essex.

ENVELOPES BARGAIN!!! Huge
purchase; white (obscured in-

side); size bfin. x 41in., gummed
flaps; 500 post free 14/- (1,000 25/-I.
Returnable unless delighted. Green's,
574. Albert St., Lytham.

AUTO PLASTICS
(Oldham) LTD.

Green Street, Oldham, Lancs.
CORROSION REPAIR

SPECIALISTS
Fibreglass andPolyesterResi n Stockists
Used exclusively in Our Own 11000
Shop. Repair Kits 11/6 and 19- Post
Free. AU Materials Sold Separatell.

SEND S.A.E. FOR
PRICE LIST, ETC.

lOMPRESSORS FOR SALE. -Twin
Piston with tank. 21 c.f.p.m.,

£4. Single Cyl., £2. All types
Motors. S.A.E. for list. Dept. P.M.9,
Wheelhouse, 13, Bell Road. 1Founslow.
'HOU 3501.)

BALL BEAR1NG Saw Spindle Units
with 3in. Vee pulley, hold down

bolts, etc., 501- ; Circular Saw
Blades. 12in., 9in.. 6in.. dia.; Wobble
Saws; Grooving Cutters: Pulleys and
Vee Belts ; quick change Motor
Mounts, one motor will serve many.
Below.
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS on

deferred terms ; low deposit ; 6
months to pay. B.C.M.B. Ltd.,
Rageley, Staffs.

S. GRIMSUAW
7.13ALL STREET, GORTON, MANCHESTER, 18

New Mail Order Bargains. 1/- post extra under
£1. Precision drill chucks, 5', No. 1 M.T., 48!-,
No. 2, 44/... Micrometer, 1', 10:-. 1-.2% 14/6.
Burnerd Independent chucks, 4', 801-, 4j", 85!-.
6', 57. Sets H.S. drills, No. 1-30, 68!-. No.
31-60, ROI-. 0.8. milling cutters, 6 different,
10!-. H.S. side and face 4' x 5" x 1", 30/-.
Drill grinding jig, f capacity, 87,-, Lathe
centres, M.T. No. 0, 419, 1, 4/7, 2, 616. B.A.
socket spanner set, 7 sizes, 0-6, 7/-. Myford
M.L.7 lathe, 255. Selects. Vernet, 119411716.
Set 13/16' dies, B.A. 0-2-4-6, 10/.. Die stock,
13/16', 8/6. Drill chucks, 5', No. 1 M.T., 11/6,
2 M.T., 11/6. Hand drill, 5', 10/- : breast, 5 
-peed, 27/6. Spring dividers, 5', 7/-. Inside
spring callipers, 6', 6/-. H.S. centre drills. size 1,

2, 2/8, 3, 2/9. 4. 8/-. Abinfile 6' with frame.
1/6. Abridiles 6', 7d. ; 8'. 9d. Links, pair, 64.

H.N. Drills, approx. 7/32,9/16', 12/-. Copper
rivets, 1/16'1' dia., long, r.h., csk., mix-
ture 1 gross, 3/.. H.A. end mill, 11/16', No. 1

7/6. Dies, 13/16', 40 t.p.i., 5/32". 3/16',
7/32', 33 each. Taps, 40 t.p.i., 5/32', 3/16',
7,32'' 5', 2/- each. Hard drill amine, 1/16,5',
20/- H.S. tool bits, 0', 1/6, 5/16', 21- 2/6.
Weed chisels set, f I', 1'. 1.11!-:ExPand-
i ng wood bits, j'-11', 141-, 5'.3". Yaps,
Whit. 1/16', 2./.. 3/32', 2/-, 5', 1/8, 5/32'.' 1/3.
.3/16', 119. Mixed steel wood screws, up to 1j*,
gross, 8/6. Over 15', gross, Sin Mixed small
rivets, 1/32', 3/64', 1/16', in copper, brass, steel,

gross, 6/6, 2 gross. 3/6. Split pins up to 5", 1
gross, 1/9, over 1 gross, 3/3. 1 gross steel
bolts, screws, BiEP-A ', 5/16'. jr, B.S.F. with nuts
and washers, 861... 1 gross steel belts, screws, I-.
3/16', Whit. with nuts and washers, 26/-.
1 gross B.A. steel cheese -head screws, 2-4-6
B.A. with nuts and washers, 8/6. Bra. screws,
2 B.A. to 8 B.A., various head length, 1 lb.. 7/6,
1 lb., 4/6. Steel rivets up to f" dia. up to 1"
(one, lb., 8/6. 4 B.A. hex. bolts, mostly cad -

'um, various lengths, 1 gross plus nuts,
washers, 430 items, lb& Above 2 B.A., 432
items, 10/6. 5' B.S.P. hex. bolts over 50 per
cent. cadmium, various lengths, nuts, washers,

gross, each 216 items, 12/-; above 5/16' B.S.F.,
i gross 216 items, 13/6. 12 different 1/32'-r
round silver steel, 13' lengths, 7/6: square,
13" lengths, 1/16', each, 74., 3/32", 8d., 0',
lid., 5/32' 1/4, 3/16', 1/9, t', 2/8, 516', 4/-,
I", 6/6, 1", 8/6. Mixed screws, bolti., washers,
rivet odds, ends, 4 lb., 6/6. Vee block, 3" 6/-.
.1', 7/6. Angle plate, 3', 4', 10.'-, 15/-.
Vertical slide swivelling, 14/15/-. }lament
4' self -centring chock, 3 -jaw, ssac-. Steel
round -bead screws, 24-6 BA., mixed. nuts.
washers, 1 gross each, 432 items, 8/6. Steel
R.S.F. nuts, ', 5/16", 1", 24 each, 6/6. 0 B.A.
screws, mixed, 1 lb., 2/6. 7/16' B.S.P. hex. bolts,
various lengths, ants, washers, I gross each,
108 items, 11/-. Steel wood screw, plated, up,
to 15', 144, 316. Brass nuts, B.A. 2-4-6, gross -
4/6. Steel nuts. B.A. 2-1-6. grose, 8/6. Grind,
stone, 4', 5' hole, 51 ; 3", 1" wide, i" hole
4/9 33' x 1', bole 4i-; 7' x j hole
8/-. Tap wrench, 5", 3/8, 5', 7/6. We stock,
1', 7/, 1 5/16', 8/-. High carbon tool steel,
13/16" dia., 20' long, 12/-. H.S. end mills, 5/16'.
4/3, I% 6/-, I', 5/9. Files, 4'.6' ass., dos , 121-;
Steel Punches 8/32", 5", 1' figures. each. 9/6 ,
letters 3/32', 5', 5', each, 27/-. Milling cutters,
H.S. side and face, 21' x 5', 21 " x #',17/6 each.
3' g f', g I', 25/- each, all I^ bole. 6 11.S,
slitting saws to 2' dia., RC, Set Whit. taps,
7/16% ', 9/16' 1'. r. ", I', 12/6. Set B.R.F.stocks,

dies, i'. 5'16', U. 7/16'. 26/-,
A.N.P. taps. set, 7:'16', 5", 9/16', I". 9/-.
Mechanic vim 2I' jaws, MPS. Woodworker
vice, 6' jaw, 2810, liettatool plane and file,
2 tools, 171. Machine Vise, 24 -. H.F. I 'hand
reamer, \Yowl cow, V' dia.. hole, 19/-.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

FOR SALE (Continued)'
ttON. . PLANING and Rebating
Y., Machines. 301n. overall, adjust-
able cut, heavy ballraces. £6/7/6'
also 41in., 5in. and 8in. Planers at
low prices. Combination Woodwork-
ing Lathes, heavy-duty ballraced.
£11'18' -.Build your own circular
saw c'oeaply. New type Circular Saw
Spind:es from 37/6. full range for
Saws up to 301n. diameter; also Com-
bination S.oind:es for sawing and
planing. All machines fully guar-
anteed ; terms. Send 6c1. for lists.
Generous terms to trade. Ortan
Lathes. Falcon Works. Costessey,
Norwich. Dept. P.M.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDE CASE. 17/6. Revise
severed. 8 x 121 s Slim 'rakes 130 trans-
parencies in numbered partitions. The answer
to that aggravating search for a particular
photo and will keep them safe from damage.
1'. 5 P. 216.
STURDY CASE, 121. x 21in. Covered
in res.ine. Ideal for portable radio shoots or
transistor set. P. 5 P. 2/6.
DUKE & CO. (Dept. H.3)

8213, Romlord Road, Manor Park, E.12
IL," laa,:

Al UFFLE FURNACES. 240v. 'Ik W..
ll chamber Tin. x 41in. x 3in.,

hardening, metallurgy, 2.004EF., 37/6;
12in. x 41in. x 3in.. 2kW.. 59/6.
" Paytox," 57, New Road, Rubery,
Birmingham.

CREWS, Springs. Rivets, just the
k -Y thing for models. 150 mixed
Brass Screws, 10 B.A.. 8 B.A. 6 B.A..
10/-: 150 mixed Small Springs, 10/-,
ideal shutters, etc. ; 150 mixed Small
Brass Rivets, 7/6. Bass & Bligh,
Camera and Binocular Repairers, 18c,
Market Street Arcade. Leeds. 1.
- -

RES/CAP. BRIDGE p's,!-z,.
Checks all types of resistors, condensers

6 RANGES
Direct reading

READY CALIBRATED
Stamp for details of this and other kits.

RADIO MAIL (Dept. MD)
Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

WANTED

WANTED, Power Press. Oilers to:
HarDall Ltd.. Wingate Road,

Luton. (Tel.: Luton 52451-2.)

MISCELLANEOUS
AQUALUNG and Compressor Equip-

ment. Ballraces and Mis-
cellaneous Items. Lists 3d. Pryce,
157, Malden Road. Cheam.
" 1.41ORTUNES in FORMULAS," 900-

-a: page American book of formula.
American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Rerga Ltd. (Dept. P2).
Hastings.

BUILD YOUR OWN Refrigerator.
Everything to make Built-in or

Cabinet Refrigerator. S.A.E. for
Sealed Unit List and Schematic
Diagram, or 1/- (refundable) for 32 -
page catalogue, including details of
free 4 cu. ft. Cabinet Diagram offer.
Hire purchase available, Dept
P.M.5, Wheelhouse. 13. Bell Road,
Hounslow. (Phone: HOU -3501. )

ELECTRICAL
IONVERT your ordinary Wash -

boiler to electric, G.E.C. Circu-
lar Washboiler Elements, 200-250 volt.
2Kw., 91in. diameter one hole fix-ing, 22/6 each, plus 1/9 D. and p.
London Warehouse. 165. Queens
Road, Peckham, S.E.15.

BRAND NEW
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS

Single Phase,', h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. 17.10.0
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. E9.12.6

I h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. E9.12.6
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. El I. 0.0

I h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. Ell. 0.0
Fully guaranteed by makers, approval
against cash. Carriage paid mainland. State

voltage.
P. BLOOD & CO.,

ARCH STREET, RUGELEY, STAFFS.

ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS at extremely competi-

tive prices, e.g.. 5 amp. Twin Cable,
35'- 100 yards: Lampholders, 7/- doz.:
5ft. Battens, 49/-: quality and imme-
diate despatch guaranteed. Request
list. Jaylow Supplies, 93, Fairholt
Road London, N.16. (Telephone:
Stamford Hill 43844

ELECTRICAL (Continued)
MODEL ELECTRIC MOTORS,

amazingly powerful: " Mini
Mo," 9/6; " Maxi Mo," 13/6, post
free: 41 to 9v., Olin. x llin.. weight
1 oz., 4:5.600 r.p.m. ; drives boat
propellers, lth. and aeroplane,
5in. and 8in, Model Electric Motors
(Dept. P.M.31. " Highland," Alkring-
ton Green, Middleton, Manchester.
`PARE PARTS for all makes of
.L--7 Vacuum Cleaners. S.A.E. for
lists. Allen. 25. Stanhope Grove,
Acklam, Middlesbrough, Yorks.

EXTRACTOR FANS. 230v. AC.: no
interference: complete with fix-

ing brackets: 6in. dia.. 7 watts, 21/6,
post 2/6: Din. dia., 50 watts. 30/-,
post 2/6. Also all types motors.
S.A.E. for list. Dept. PMX. Wheel-
house. 13. Bell Road, Hounslow.
i HOU 3501.4
i'PHE ELECTRIC GUIDE (12th

edn. t. 1,3. Electric Hints and
Gadgets 14th edn. . 1%3. from B.P.M.
Publications. Ringwood, Hants.

RADIO . . .
Would you like to build a small
Bedside Radio working a Loud-
speaker from a flashlamp battery.
Transistors can do this. No mains
required. Simple to build. Send 8d.
stamps for notes on transistors and
Price List Components.
MORCO EXPERIMENTAL SUPPLIES

& 10. Granville St., Sheffield, 2.

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING FIT-
TINGS for workshop and home.

Complete range from Mt. to )Sin.
also circulars) at lowest prices any-

where. S.A.E. for illustrated leaflets
and list of Control Gear Kits,
callers welcome. We are . fluores-
cent Lighting Specialists: E. Brill,
Dept. C.. 125A. Northcote Rd..
London. S.W.11. (Battersea 8960.1

MODELS
PLANS OF OLD TIME SHIPS,

Liners. Power Boats. Yachts,
Naval Vessels, etc. Send 3d. stamp
for comprehensive list. Modelcraft
Ltd.. 77, Grosvenor Road. London,
S .W.1.

BOOKS
JTHE HANDYMAN'S ELECTRIC IN-

STRUCTOR. 1/9. The House
Maintenance Guide. 2/3: The TV 0.,
Radio Guide. 2/3. Real book values
from B.P.M. Publications. Ringwood.
Hants

'POP' RIVETERS
(Lazy Tongs)

Easy to operate.
Widely used for
Motor Body Re-
rairs. Ideal for

Sheet Metal Work, Plastics, Hard-
board, etc. Universal Collet takes POP '
River 1,i and .2' dia.. 14.18.0.

'POP' RIVETS zellwess
In constant use by Repairers, Three Assort-
ments available :
REI, : 1.000 Rivets -All dlameters-36
REP : 1,000 Rivets -1;8" & 5:32' dia.-32 -.
MOTORISTS' RANGE : 200 Rivets -lb" &5.32' dia-12,6,

RIVETING SYSTEMS LTD.
Jordan street, Knott Mill. Manchester 15

AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES
New and reconditioned 13 day clock-

work. and electric switches
,ioni 35/ -
for diagram' details to :-

DONOHOE (TIMERS)
I & 2 UPPER NORFOLK ST. NORTH

SHIELDS. NORTHUMBERLAND

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
MULTI -PURPOSE MOTORS. Low
voltage, with gearbox. 24 v. D.C., but
good at 12 v, or lower. Two shafts,
4 and 16 R.P.M. at 12 v.. 6 and 24 R.P.M.
at 24 v. Operate 3 sets of cams and also
plunger giving powerful lateral thrust.
Takes under 1 amp. Wonderfully versa-
tile motor. Each 25/-, post 2/-.
LOW VOLTAGE morons, 6;12 V.
Each 7/6. post I/&
BATTERY CHARGING TRANS-
FORMERS. 11 v. and 17 v. A.C. (for 6
and 12 v. Charging at 1 amp.). Each 17,6,
post 119.
RECTIFIERS to suit above. Each 9/-.
post 9d. (These transformers and recti-
fiers will run above motors.)
TELEPHONE HANDSETS (two in
series with battery make intercom.).
Each 17/6, post 116.
MAINS VOLTMETERS. 0;300 v. A.C.
Each 26/-, post 2i-.
TRIPODS. 38in. long. Very rigid
not telescopic). Easily adapt to camera,
etc. Each 12!6. post 2/6.
MOTORS. 200'250 v. A.C./D.C. F.H.P.
approx. 80 watts. High Speed. lin. shaft.
'Converted ex-R.A.F. motor generator
-power about equal to sewing machine
motor.) Useful addition to workshop.
Each 30/-, post 2'S.
Send 3d. stamp for list of other motors,
transformers, pumps, lamps. switches, etc.

MILLIGANS
24, liarford Street, Liverpool. 3.

moue) Hack Guarantee.

R OGERS 31 SOUTHPORTST

Thread Gauges, 28 arms ... 4'9Whitworth Screws. 144 Ass'td 5 9H.S. Drills. 12 Assorted to 48 ... 4 6Fibre Washers. 144 Assorted 3 6
Meter Rectifiers, A.C. to D.C.... 3 9
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted ... 3 -
Capper Rivets. 12 doz. Assorted 1 4
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race

spindle, pulley. etc., 18in. x 10In. 57 6
Rectifiers. 6/12v. at 6 amps. ... 18 -Air Jacks. 51n. stroke ... ... 17 6Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt ... 6 6
Mains Transformers. 17v. 6 amp. 32 -
Garnet Cloth. 4in. wide. Per yd. Oct.
Motorised Water Pumps 75 -
Circular Saws. 61n. 116: 7in. 13 S. etc.
Instrument Cases. 12in. x Stn. x

6in. New ... .. 7:3
Plugs & Sockets. 7 point
Telephones. New. Modern ... 16 -
Bevel Gears. 3in. & 2in. Pair 4:6Races. Belts. Valves. Pulleys. Pumps.
Brass, Steel. Aluminium, etc.
May we send our free list of hundreds or

interesting items ? Stamp, please.

A " FERROUS " ARC WELDING AND
BRAZING SET will complete your work-
shop equipment. For joining and re-
inforcing from approx. 26 s.w.g. up to any
thickness Mild Steel, Wrought or Malle-
able Iron. Type F.I.1.65 Heavy Duty com-
plete with all equipment 1901240 v. single
ph. 11115 amp. (or domestic power supply)
delivered free, ex stock, R25

(Cash or C.O.D.)
H.P. Terms. Illus. leaflet -Manufacturers.
Ferrous Transformers (MEC), Ltd.,
Church Rd.. Croydon, Surrey. CRO 8351/3

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 3d. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets:
'Experi-
ments" 1.2
"Formula, -

1 2

"home
Chemist
new ed.. 2.10

Post Paid.

(Scientific Dent. A)
60 HIGH STREET

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

BUILD YOUR OWN
ti CANOE

Printed illustrated instructions I 6
TYNE FOLDING BOATS LTD.

206 Amyand Park Road, St. Margaret's, Twickenham, Middx.
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Moulding With Rubber
T WISH to carry out some moulding

experiments with rubber, both hollow
and solid objects, ranging from small toys
dolls, etc., to other objects similar to hot
water bottles in size and flexibility. I am
also interested in hard rubber moulding for
statuettes and models. Can moulding be
carried out with plaster of Paris moulds ?-
D. H. Temple Rowell (Essex).
THE raw material for rubber moulding is

raw crepe sheet, which is macerated in a
machine rather like an oversize lawn -mower
cutter revolving in a drum until it reaches
a workable consistency. Hardeners, curing
agents, inert fillers and other additives are
mixed in, and the product is rolled into
sheets. Pieces of appropriate form are
sheared from the sheet and squeezed between
two mould halves, mounted in an hydraulic
press, while superheated steam is passed
through the mould plates.

Rubber, as a material, offers you no pros-
pects at all. Nor, unless you are prepared
for a substantial outlay on presses and
moulds, do any of the flexible plastic
materials. The statuettes and models, on

V V
H P.M. lueprint H

Service ,0,

12FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I, PI

P,
4s."

10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 4s.- P4

Pi COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AFRO ENGINE. n

0
New Series. No. 3, Ss. bd."

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
HAFRO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is. 6d. H
" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4,

Ss. 6d.*

H F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New H
Series. No. 5, Ss. 6d.*

O SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New

H
Series. No. 6, Ss. 6d.'

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 4s.* H
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series 0

Refractor. Object glass Sin. diam.
Magnification x 80.

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s. 6d.5
V CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 4s."

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 4s." H
EPISCOPE. New Series. No, I I. 4s."

HPANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, 2s.'
A COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING r(;,

PLANT. New Series. No. 13, Bs."
MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*

Blueprints (2 sheets). 4s.
Arc board dial for above dock, Is. 6d.

' OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
I Is. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blueprint, 4s.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.
Complete set, I Is.

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s. 6d.

H P.M. CABIN H1GHWING MONOPLANE H
Is. 6d."

11

11

P.M. TAPE RECORDER.*
(2 sheets), Ss. 6d.

H The above blueprints are obtainable, post free, H
from Messrs. George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
denotes constructional details ore available free H

A with the blueprints. Aal>m<>7.7,

H

the other hand, do perhaps give you more
scope; although vulcanised hard rubber is
out of the question you could nevertheless
produce such objects from one of the cold-
setting casting resins. Even here, metal
moulds ought to be used, but waxed plaster
ones would suffice for experimental pur-
poses. You may obtain details of suitable
resins from Catalin Limited, Waltham
Abbey, Essex,

Three -position Steering
IINTEND to control my radio -controlled

boat employing a six -position selector
mechanism (allocating
three positions for steer-
ing). The problem con-
cerns limit switches on the
steering motor to allow
independent sleection of
any position. This circuit
gives port and starboard

(and reverse motor from either -position) but
how can a centre limit switch be incor-
porated ? At the moment I am using the
mark space system described in past issues
of " Practical Mechanics " but do not like
the idea of all oscillating relay and motor on
so/so pulse for centre. Hence my choice
of a new system.-C. Turner (Cheshire).

Link to tiller

flexible
connection

Brass foil

Brass wiper
arm

3 Spare contacts

Arrangement for three -position steering.

WE presume that you wish to use the
three positions, which you have allo-

cated for steering, to give rudder midships,
port and starboard.

The simplest method of doing this is to
use a mechanism based upon the details
given in the illustration. The system is
based upon a special contact assembly built
up from paxolin sheet and employing two
contacts of brass foil, as shown, with a gap
between them. The gap must be just a little
wider than the three springy wiper arms
which press upon the contact assembly. If
the gap is too narrow the steering batteries
will be shorted and if too wide undue back-
lash will appear in the system.

The contact assembly bearing the con-
tacts of foil must be pivoted and connected
to the steering unit either by a link as
shown or by the direct method of mounting

ElliLiDDELICIEDOGEODE10000MODE
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on the rudder post. As the rudder turns
the gap will pass under the three fixed brass
wiper arms. Operation of the selector
switch will then automatically cause the
rudder to turn to the required position and
then to switch itself off. If incorrect opera-
tion results, reverse the connections to the
steering motor. (This must be a permanent
magnet motor.)

More than three steering positions can be
employed if desired by using additional fixed
contacts and extra positions on the selector
switch. Seven positions are usually adequate
for accurate control giving rudder midships,
5, To and 3o degrees of helm on each side.

Transparency Viewer and Pro-
jector

T SHOULD be glad if you could
let me know where I can

obtain the steel mirrors as men-
tioned in the article " A Trans-
parency Viewer and Projector " in
the October, 195S, issue. Also what
approximately is the diameter of the
lens used and about what price
would one expect to pay for such
a lens secondhand? What is the
approximate diameter of the con-
denser used and its. secondhand
price ? Do the lens and condenser
have to be matched ?-R. Robinson
(Chester).

THE mirrors mentioned in the
article do not require to be of

steel, thin polished plate glass, say, 24oz, to
32oz. silvered on the front surface are quite
suitable. These can be obtained from Auto-
mobile Glass Co. Ltd., of 4o, Merrion
Street, Leeds, 2. It is possible that most
mirror makers or glass merchants could also
supply these.

The diameter of the projection lens is
not critical and can be anything between, say,
in. and r, -in., but the focal length must be

in the region of tin. to 2, in. For the cheaper
lenses the full diameter of the lens probably
cannot be used and will need stopping down
to give the best results. The cost would be
between 5s. and it depending on the source
and the quality of the lens.

The condenser lens diameter must be tin.
at least, although a wider diameter will be
quite suitable. Most photographic dealers
can supply cheap cast glass condenser lenses
which are quite suitable and cost only a few
shillings each. A single short focus piano -
convex lens can be used as a condenser pro-
vided the best distances between the lamp,
condenser and projection lens are found by
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trial and error. The only matching that
need be considered is the_ point mentioned
above about correct distances.

Infra -red Monocular
T HAVE purchased a Government surplus

infra -red monocular, using push-button
zambonic pile power unit. Does this unit
contain a battery and is it complete, or is
some further apparatus needed to furnish
infra -red light ?-T. E. Cole (Workington).

ALL infra -red equipment that has been
released so far from M.O.S. requires

that the scene or object to be viewed be
illuminated by infra -red light. This, of
course, is invisible to the unaided eye.

Zambonic piles are high voltage but very
low current batteries. They operate the
infra -red converter cell but have no con-
nection with the illumination of the scene
to be viewed. This must be lit by infra -red
light from a separate source.

D.C. Photometer Circuit
AS I have D.C. mains in the house,

could you please let me have an
alternative circuit for the Enlarging Photo-
meter described in December, 1958,
" Practical Mechanics " ?-E. Davis
(Brighton).

ASSUMING you are using a 230 v. too
watt enlarger lamp, you would require

a fixed resistance of I 12 and a variable resis-
tance of 21 12 (a 150 -watt lamp would call
for o.7 12 fixed and t.8 12 variable).

You should obtain a 2 oz. reel of silk
covered or enamelled Eureka 22 s.w.g. resis-
tance wire. (The enamelled is best for this

Swit

Pocket torch bulb

Venableresistance

Fixed resistance

Enlarger
lamp

D.C. photometer circuit.

purpose.) This wire gives a resistance of
I U per 33in.

The fixed resistance is made by winding
33in. of Eureka around a piece of wood
about 2in. X IM. X lin., scraping the ends
of the wire clean.

The variable resistance can be made from
a radio rheostat by removing the original
wire from the former and winding on 7ft.
of Eureka, spacing the turns evenly, and
scraping the wire along the path of the
moving contact.

The pocket -lamp bulb used in the photo-
meter must be rated at 1.5 v. o.I amp.

The photometer is wired up in circuit
with the enlarger lamp, which also acts as
a resistance.

From a suitable mains plug, run a piece of
twin flex. One wire of the flex is soldered
to one end of the fixed resistance. The
other end of the fixed resistance is soldered
to an outside terminal of the variable resis-
tance. From the centre terminal (i.e.,
moving contact terminal) of the variable
resistance, run a short piece of wire to one
terminal of the pocket torch lamp. -From
the other. side of the lamp, a wire is run to
one side of the enlarger lamp, and to com-
plete the circuit the other side of the enlarger
lamp is connected to the mains by means
of the second wire of the flex.

Silver Finish
COULD you please tell me the names of

two colourless which, when
mixed together in a glass recepr.le, will

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

leave a silver deposit on the inside of the
glass?-L. Branson (Cheshire).
THE two solutions are prepared as

follows:
(I) Ten grams of silver nitrate are dis-

solved in a small quantity of water, and
ammonia' added until the precipitate first
formed is dissolved. The liquid is then
filtered and diluted up to one litre.

(2) Two grams of silver nitrate are dis-
solved in a litre of boiling water, and 1.66
grams of Rochelle salt (sodium potassium
tartrate) are added and the liquid filtered
and allowed to cool. Equal volumes of these
two prepared solutions are poured into the
glass vessel and allowed to stand. It is
important that the glass surface is perfectly
clean. In about zo minutes the silver will
have formed a brilliant mirror upon the
glass.

Lost Wax Process
IS it possible to produce satisfactory small
I engine castings in aluminium alloy by
the lost wax process, without an injection
machine ?-W. H. Parker (Blackpool).

AN injection machine is not absolutely
essential for making the wax patterns

used in the lost wax process; for small scale
working you can melt the wax in a (metal)
bicycle pump and squirt it into the metal
pattern mould. Ordinary paraffin wax, or
candle wax, is quite satisfactory for small
work:

Plaster moulds should be  used for all
lost wax work except large statuary.

You may be interested in the article in
our December, 1958, issue, describing a lost
wax method of casting.

Removing Hardened Lime
j SHOULD be grateful if you would give

me some advice as to a suitable method
of removing several layers of hardened lime
from a ceiling.

Is there any particular solution which will
dissolve it ? Hot water has no effect.-
F. D. Daniels (Rotherham).

T is a chemical fact that hot water has less
I effect on lime than cold water, but we
do not recommend this mode of attack. The
only effective method is a cold chisel and
much hard labour.

Water Emulsion Wax Polish
T HAVE recently moved into a house fitted

with Accolite floors and the makers state
that they may only be cleaned with a water
emulsion wax polish or an expensive pro-
prietory polish. Could you please tell me
how I could make a similar product ?-M.
Cox (Norfolk).
`ATE suggest that the following formula

could be tried :
Camauba Wax Emulsion -

Parts by weight Materials
87 Carnauba wax

9 Stearic acid
5 Triethanolamine

400 Water
Weigh out the stearic acid, water and

triethanolamine and heat, mix in a metal
vessel to too*C. After the acid has melted
completely and the solution is boiling gently,
stir until a smooth soap solution is
obtained. In a separate steam -heated con-
tainer melt the carpauba wax until a tem-
perature of 85-90°C. is, reached. (If
temperature rises above 95*C. it will darken.)

Now add the molten wax to the boiling
soap solution and stir vigorously until an
even dispersion of the wax results. Stir
gently but continuously, until the emulsion
has cooled to room temperature. This can
he further diluted with water if required.
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3 -phase Motor on 1 -phase Supply
T HAVE a 1 h.p. induction motor made by

Morriflex, the ratings are, 200-220 v.,
3 -phase, so cycles. Is it possible to run
this motor on 1 -phase, so cycles and if so
could you supply the circuit and data ?-
F. W. Lyons (Derby).

Supply

-111-
Capacitors Circuit for 3 to I

phase conversion.'

WE suggest that you use the circuit
shown above. The two capacitors

could have a capacitance of about 12 µF
and 8µF respectively and should be con-
nected as shown during starting only. When
the motor is up to speed one of the
capacitors should be switched out: you
should leave in circuit whichever capacitor
gives the best results. The horsepower and
pull-out torque of the motor will be
reduced somewhat below the values obtained
on the normal 3 -phase supply.

Bowl of Fire Trick
A S a magician I should like to produc2.
1- a bowl of fire or flames. Also is it

possible to produce puffs of harmless smoke
by some easy means ?-H. Woodford (S.E.7).
IF you add water to a bowl containing pure

ether and pure metallic potassium, the
water sets the potassium alight and this in
turn sets fire to the intensely inflammable,
ether. We recommend 6lin. diameter glass
bowls to be used (Pyrex glass). Not more
than two teaspoonsful of ether are placed
in the bowl and a piece of metallic potas-
sium is placed on the ether. As -soon as
water is poured into the bowl the ether and -
potassium float to the top, the potassium
catches fire and instantly ignites the ether,
producing a fierce flame, which soon dies
out.

For harmless puffs of smoke approach
Messrs. Hamley's, of Regent Street, London,
W.x, for flash paper. We do not recom-
mend making this.

Be sure to have your main stock of ether
(not more than a few ounces) in a well -

'stoppered bottle and in a separate room
from the experiment.

Information Sought
Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.

A Silencer
WISH to fit a silencer to a .22 rifle. Could

you please tell me how one can be
constructed ?-A. LETHBRIDGE (Liverpool 4).

A Glitter Finish
HOW is the glitter finish obtained on dance

band drums ?-J. C. MCFEETERS
(Wilts).

Wire Straightener and Bender
IWISH to construct a wire straightener

for 14 s.w.g. to 3/x6in. M.S. wire f:om
coils and also a wire bender for various radii
from about 2in. to 24in. in same gauges as
above. Can anyone tell me how to con-
struct these ?-F. G. LYONS (Manchester).

t.
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When you have a fixing job to do try the Rawlplug
method. You make a hole in the masonry with a
Rawltool, insert the appropriate size Rawlplug, offer
up the fixture and drive the screw into the Rawlplug.
The result is an absolutely firm safe fixing without mess
or bother. You can buy a corn -
Mete Outfit for as little as 3/- or
larger Outfits with a better assort-
ment as follows:-

Household 5/6
Handyman 11/9
Craftsman 12/9

A free 16 page booklet of instructions is included with every Rue/plug Ouija.

DUROFIX
In the new enlarged handy

tube 1 /-
Larger tubes, 116d. The ideal all-
purpose adhesive for instant repairs
to crockery, glass, china, wood, metal,
plastic and the thousand and one
things handled by the hobbies en-
thusiast. Instant drying, waterproof,
heatproof and insulating. Durotix is
grand for electrical, sports and leather
goods because it dries hard and non -
tacky. lb. tins 2/91 lb. tins 10/6

1020

Each Metalide drill is packed with an
instruslion leaflet in a strong plastic
wallet with transparent window.

Real Wood in Putty Form. In dexterous fingers
surprising things can be done with Rawlplug
PLASTIC WOOD. Models can be made and
coloured, intricate mouldings rebuilt, splits in
wood made good and, what is more it will stick
firmly to any non greasy surface-metal, glass,
vulcanite, plastic, earthenware, etc. Can be cut
planed and sanded to glass smooth finish.
4--11). tins 2/3 f -lb. tins 3/9 1 -lb. tins 6/6

Animal glue of tremendous strength. This
popular ready to use DUROGLUE is the handy-
man's friend. It can be used for that immediate
need and replaced in the toolbox for another day.
It is strong. reliable and for woodwork an ever
ready aid to fixing and repairs. It is also suitable
for many other:materials but not for those washed
in hot water. 4 -lb. tins 2/6 1 -lb. tins 4/9

For quick easy repairs to Metalware This
scientific preparation in paste form can be applied
in a few seconds and dries in a few minutes. Metal
utensils in the house, garage or garden can be put
into good condition again by the intelligent use of
Rawlplug PLASTIC METAL without heat or
soldering iron. Not suitable for wireless or
electrical connections.

RAWLPLUGS
IN HANDY
1/- BOXES
The established Rawlplug en-
thusiast usually has a set of various
sizes of RawItoots and prefers to
buy his Rawlplugs as he needs
them. The handy 1j- boxes are a
boon to him because they have
various lengths to suit different jobs.
Each size in a different box. No's
6, 8, 10, 12 and 14. Ask your dealer
about them today.

t.

Rawlplug Tool Sets
For :he craftsman and advanced
handyman these tool sets are a boon.
The Four -in -One enables four drills
18a, I0a, 12a, 14) to be used in the
No. 14 holder. In a handy box it
sells at 7/9 and in a strong roll -up
wallet at 9/6.

POPULAR
TOOL 1/8

A very cheap, sturdy tool for making
holes for No. 8 Rawlplugs. Turn the
tool as you tap it with a light hammer
to make clean, round holes in
masonry. It is a very handy tool fix
simple household fixing jobs.

The Universal Fight -in -One has
an improved Knurled holder and
takes eight drills Nos. 6/14 to
20/14. In a handy box it sells
at 15/6 and in a strong roll -up
wallet at 1719.

for masonry drilling the easy way

Here is a cheap reliable masonry drill for the house-
hold handyman. Four sizes are made for use in a
hand brace or suitable electric drill. Just what you
need for that occasional domestic fixing job.

No. 8 (3/16")
Green
Wallet

5/6

No. 10 (Mr)
Blue

Wallet

6/ -

No. 12 (114") No. 14 (9/32")
Brown Grey
Wallet Wallet

6/6 71 -

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED,
CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7.

The most efficient, precision made, long lasting
masonry drill is the Rawlplug DURIUM (with the
free re -sharpening service). We strongly advise this
drill for continuous drilling (such as industrial
operation) 13 Sizes for drilling right through walls.
Prices are from 9/6 each. For drilling glass use the
special DURIUM GLASS DRILL. Made in nine
sizes from i" to r at 616 to 10/6 each. Free Re -sharpening
Voucher with each drill.

BC IC
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Home Intercom
* Use it Anywhere
* Installed in Seconds
* Room to Room
* House to Workshop

SET No. 5. TELEPHONE HAND SET as
illustrated with sound -powered earpiece
and battery operated mouthpiece. Simply
connect two instruments with twill flex
and a 1l volt battery In series. " Press to
talk " button prevents. waste of current
whilst not in use. Two' instruments with
cords and plugs. 25!-, post 2/6.
SET No. 7. Consisting of two P.O. type hand
sets as illustrated with press -button in the
handle for ringing bell at other end. The
instruments are entirely sound -powered
and are supplied with two bells and batteries
with full instructions for installing. Simply
connect with four wires. 75'-, post 3'6.
Twin Flex available at 41d. per yard, or
single P.V.C. in 100 yd. coils at 10.6, post 1 -.
SET No. 9. MODERN DESIGN DESK
TELEPHONE with press -button on front
for ringing other instruments. Two com-
plete units ready for use -ideal for the office,
£8.17.6. post 7;-.
S.A.E. for complete list of ten available sets

. .

50 Microamps 21in.
100 2lin.
250 3110.
500 ,. 2in.

1 Milllamps 21n.
I 211n.
5 21n.

10030 2
211n.iin.

200
250 ..2 211n.Iin.

5 Ampere,. D.C. 21in.
15 21n.
25 D.C. 211n.
30-0-30.. . 2in. MC,FR 15 6
50-0-50,, 21n MCIFS 1216
20 Volts 2in. MC'FS 10.6
40 21n. MCIFS 10:6

300  A.C. 211n. MI!FR 25)-
CROSSPOINTER METER with 2 separate
100 microamp movements. Brand New, 22:6.
Post 2'-.
TERMINAL. BLOCKS. 2 -way fully pro-
tected No. 5C'430. 4'- doz., .50 for 15-: 3 -
way. 6'- doz., 50 for 22:6. Post 176,
HEADPHONES. High resistance 4,000
ohms. Type CHR. 12/6 Pr. Post 16.
HEADPHONES. High resistance, very
sensitive. Balanced Armature. Type 0F1R.
17'6 pr. Post 16.
XPELAIR EXTRACTION FANS. 7lin
blades with baffle outlet. 190,-. carriage 76
HEATING ,ELEMENTS. Flat enclosed
type 230 volts 500 watts. Bray Chromalox.'
10in. x llin., 7/6, post 1/6.
ROTAIRT CONVERTER. Input 12 volts
D.C. Output 230 volts A.C. 50 cycles. 135
watts. In fitted case with Variable resist-
ance. 0 300 voltmeter,' mains switch. The
ideal job for television where A.C. mains
are not available. Perfect condition. £10,
Carriage 15 -. Special connectors 5'- per pair.
ACCUMULATORS 6 v. 125 AH in metal
eases. Suitable for use in pairs with the
above converters. £6.10.0 each. Carriage 15 -.
LOUDSPEAKERS. ELAC 5in. ROUND
P.M. Ideal for an extension speaker to
kitchen or other roams. Our price while
stocks last 18 6, post 1/6.
AXIOM 150 DUAL -CONE. 12in. 15 watts.
15 ohms P.M. A high Fidelity Speaker
Our price only £7.18:6: carriage 7,6.
10 AMP nArrtmv CHARGER. Here
is your chance to purchase a brand new
unit worth £40 ! For our special price.
217.10.0, carriage 20:-. Specification :
Input 200250 Volts A.0 50 cycles. Output
10 amps, 22 volts D.C. Controlled by two 4 -
position switches for fine and coarse control
which enables 6 to 24 volt batts, to be
charged. Brand new With 0,12 ammeter.
Fused A.C. and D.C.
INSPIX71'ION LAMP. 'Fits on forehead,
leaving hands free. Battery. case clips on
belt. 716. post 1/6. Battery 2'9. post 9d.
VARIABLE RESISTANCE 140 ohms 2.4
amps, in ventilated case 101n. x 7in. stud
type, 35'-, carriage 7/6.
VACUUM PUMP
Brand New. 7 on. ft. per -min.
10 lbs. per sq. in. at 1.200
r.p.m. Rotary Vane type 35 -
each, post 3--,
SOLENOIDS. 12 volts D.C.
with - a 31in. lever, very
powerful. Ideal for Model
Railway. -Point operation,
5- each, post 1 6.
ROOM THERMOSTAT. Ad-
justable 45 to 75 deg. Fehr.
250 volts 10 amp. A.C. Ideal -
for greenhouses, etc. 35/,
POst

Send S.A.E. for latest lists.

METERS GUARANTEED
Type Price
MC,'FR 70/-
MC/FR 501-
MC/FR 55/.
MC/FR 251-
MC/FS - 27/6
MC/FR 35/-
MC/FR 1713
MC 'FR 1213
MC FR 12 6
MC FR 126
MC FR 6
WEE 1127 6
MC/FR 10 6
MI/FR - 6

L. WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD.
19 LANSDOWNE RD. CROYDON SURREY

C40 ORD GoRn WILCO CROYDON
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LATHE
IN YOUR WORKSHOP

Better still send to DEPT. 4/43 for
fully illustrated details and prices of 2.the most popular 3iin. Centre Lathe
ver manufactured. Large range o'

Attachments available for Milling,
Taper Turning. Dividing, etc.

MYFORD ENGINEERING CaLTD.BEESTONNOTTINGHAM

THE ULTRA LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modem design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en-
gaged on minute
examination of sur-
faces of every con-
ceivable object.

Please ask your local Tool Jh
Shop, Jeweller, Optician, Scientific
Instruments, Stamp -Dealer, or

Write for full particulars to

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY
17c, Oxendon Street, London, S.W.1 Tel.; IRA/alga, 2055

Whether you are manufacturing, buyingorselling,
there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

indispensable.
Triple lenses ensure distortion -free

magnification and eliminate the
necessity for adjustment of

focus. The focus is
al ways perfect.

?'" The ULTRA
LENS achieves

a six -fold
D magni-

fication
in abrill-

iantly-
lit field

which is
shadowless.

NO MORE BURN -OUTS
OF TRANSFORMERS AND RECTIFIERS

No fuses to bother with when you fit a magnetic switch to your
12 volt train or model supply also battery charger. Cuts out
at 2 amps or overload or dead short. Easily fitted.

13/6, post paid.
TRANSFORMERS. Input 200,1240 v. Output tapped 3 to 30
volts 2 amps., also tapped 9 end 17 volts 5 amps.

24/6, post paid,
F.W. METAL RECTIFIERS. 12 v. I a., 7/6. 3 a., 13/6. 4 a.,
19 -. 6 a., 30 -. Post paid.

NEW SCOOTER BATTERIES. 6 v, 10 AH. Hard Rubber
Case. Size 5 x 5 x 11 inches. Weight 3 lbs. 15/-, P.P. Also
ideal for model use.

All items new and guaranteed. Post Orders only to :

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART.
27, Princes Court, Wembley, Middx.

BODYBUILDING
For fast and permanent results in building a
well -muscled physique, backed up by strength,
stamina and speed, there is nothing to equal

MAXALDING
The individually planned courses are conducted
by post to any part of the world and can be
carried out successfully under all conditions
of life.

FREE LITERATURE
Profusely illustrated with 200 photographic
reproductions of pupils from 15 to 65 years of
age, the explanatory literature will be sent
without cost or obligation of any kind on
request.
All Afaxalding correspondence iv mailed in
sealed envelopes without any external adv;ertising.

MAXALDING ),SHEPHERD8WELL,DOVER, KENT

A teenage pupil showing
control and development of
the tipper -back muscles.
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HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
SOLDERING
TvtreOurnew

iron 15
fitted wit ha Pencil Bit. 200.250 v. 50 watts, 11/6.post 1'- Standard Jron with adjustable

bit, 200.250 v. 60 watts, 13/6, Pest 1/.. Heavy
Duty Iron, 150 watts, 18/6. post 1/6. All
parts replaceable and fully guaranteed.
Small Soldering Irons, for use on gas, 1/4.
post 8d. Resin -cored solder for easy solder-
ing, 6d. packets or large reels 51-. post 9d.
Ex-R.A.F. 2-valve/(2 volt 310 MICRO-
PHONE AMPLIFIERS as used in plane
intercom., .M self-contained metal case
can be used to make up a deaf -aid outfit,
intercommunication system, or with crystal
set : complete with. valves and fitting
instructions. 20/ -,post 3/.. Useful woodenbox to hold amplifier, 2/- extra.
AMPLIFIERS, less valves. but containing'
resistances condensers, transtornitils,
switches, etc.. 10'-. Post 3'-.
LOU DSPEA KERS. Tannoy Sin. with
Transformer in case. 14'6. Parinekii sin.with Transformer in cabinet, nett, 27 6.Both post 2"6.
SPARKING PLUG NEON TESTERS.
with vestpocket clip, 3/3, and with gauge.
3/6, post 4d. S.B.('. Neon Indicator !Amos.
for use on mainq showing " live " side or
switches, etc.. 2/6, post 4.1. Neon Inflicator.
complete with condenser (pencil type).with vestpocket clip, indispensable for
electricians, etc., 7.6. post 5d.

BELL TR ANSI -Tilt;
E R S . These

guaranteed transfor-mers--work from any
A.C. Mains, giving3,
5. or 8 volts outpht
at 1 amp., operate ..
bulb, buzzer or bell.

Will supply light in bedroom or larder, etC2-71
PRICE 9 9. post 1 -. Similar Transformer
but with output of 4. 8 .or 12 volts. 13'6.
post 1i6. BELLS for use with either the
above or batteries, 6/6. post 6d.
CRYSTAL SETS. Our latest Model Is a
real radio receiver, which is fitted with a
permanent crystal detector, 12.8. po'st 3 --Spare Permanent Detectors. -2'- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6. With clips.,
and screws. 2'10, post 3d. Special Crystal
Diodes, 2/6. post 3d. Headphones. brand
new, S. G. Brown, G.E.C., etc., 23.'- tad
super -sensitive, 301- a pair. post 1/6."

e.

HEADPHONE IN GOOD ORDER. 6/,
Better quality, 7/6 and 10'-. Balanced -

armature type (very sensitive), 13'6. All
post 1'8. New Single Enron...el:. 3,6.
Balanced armature type. 4'6 (two of these
will make an intercom. set or Baby Alarm).
Ex-R.A.F. earpiece, 2/6, all post 61i. Head-
phones, with moving coil mike. 15'
Similar phones with throat mikes, 1216.
Post Headphone Cords. 1.3 a pair.
post 3d.. Replacement Rands:. 13. post
6d. Wire Bands, 6d.
HAND MICROPHONES' with switch in
handle and lead, 5/6. Tunny. 7-. Similar
instrument, moving coil. 8/6. All post 1/6.
Mask type with switch. 3/6. post ed. Mike
Buttons (carbon), 2'-. Moving ('oil. 3/6 I.- Transformers. II-. All post 4d. each.
Throat Mikes, 51, post 7d.
MORSE KEYS. - Standard size- keit;
wired to work Buzzer or Lamp, 3'-. post 841.
Slightly smaller keys. 216. post $d. BUZ-
ZERS, 4/3, post 5d.
Terminals, brass 2BA, mounted op strii,
6d. pair. .0005 Alrspaced variable Coo-
densers. 2 6. post 6d. '24 volt. 15 mm.
M.E.S. Bulb for model railway's, etc..
1- each. 10'- doz., past 443. Wander Plugs,
Brass, 116 doz.. post 4d. Fuses. -1 amp.
lin. packet of 10. 2'6. post 4,1. Also 150 mA.

and 250 mA., same price. Ex-C.R.O. Tele-
phone 'Twin Bells, with box, 5'-, post 16.
Single Telephone. Bell. 3'8. post Ild.
TELEPHONE IIAND GENERATOR;
G.P.O. type, giving 70 volts for ringing
bells. etc.. 8'8. post Bi-. Telephone hand
'comb sets. 12'6. post 1/6.
Bargain Parcels of really nyerul equip-
ment, containing Switches. Meters. Con-
densers, Resistances, Phone-. 0/c.. 10!-.
or double assortment, 17 a reble. 25/-.
All carriage 3'-. This country only.
METERS. .20 amp. 2in. nrc; 8 e : 25 v. Zin,

8'- : 150v. Sin. Mc. 10'- : 3.5 amp. 21n.
T.C., 6'- 4 amp. 2lin. T.C., in case with
switch. 9.6 : 100 mA. Sin. m 7 6 : all
post extra. Meter (L. & R.) inntaining 2:500
microamp. movements. 9 -. Post It.
CATTLATORS for Starter Batteries.
Are not very much larger than the Filler
Plugs they replace, but they oidomaticallo
condense the hydrogen and other corrosive
gases back into liquid. obviating *hit
necessity of continual " topping, up '' so
that your battery will give a Mare efficient
service, for a much longer period. Thereis nothing to wear out. they will last
indefinitely ; so the.nrst cost. is the last.
CATTLATORS are a must for Batteries of
House Lighting Plants, and in Boats. where
the risk of hydrogen explosion and fire is so
great.
CATYLATORS are 5'. each. 15- set -of 3.
30'- set of 6. Please state size of Filler Plug.
and make of Battery.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied-

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58 New Wanstead, London, E.11

Letters only. .

New Illustrated List sent on request with
3d. stamp and S.A.E.
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All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, "THE CYCLIST,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2

Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

W1-IA'I' I TIIIN F. J. C.
Another Change Wanted
\TOW that the amalgamation of the two

bodies concerned with cycling sport
into the British Cycling Federation is com-
plete (I am pleased to learn that I was
helpful in bringing this about), and there
seems reasonable chance of peace, it is time
to direct our careful attention and thought
to the other and the more important aspect
of cycling, namely touring, Let us make no
mistake about it-irkthe sphere of cycling the
tail has been wagging the dog and altogether
too much attention has been devoted to cycle
sport which at the most interests too,000
people out of a total cycling population of,
say, to million. The touring side has been
almost completely neglected. It cannot be
said that the Cyclists' couring Club is
particularly active in promoting cycling
touring, and its somewhat microscopic
membership as compared with the total
number of possible members would seem
to suggest that cyclists of the non -militant
type do not want it. To join is merely to
lend support to its militant policy in the
shaping of which members have very little
to say, nor can they be expected to under
the present constitution, where resolutions
can be passed at an Annual General Meet-
ing, but no notice need be taken of them.
What is wanted is an entirely new cycle
touring organisation with a more realistic
constitution in keeping with 1959, and free
from the preponderating and somewhat
pugnacious attitude of those whose minds
are still in the past. It is well known
that the cycle industry has been passing
through difficult times and more vigorous
development of the touring side with a
more amenable attitude and receptivity to
change when such becomes necessary is
what is urgently needed today. Much
perfervid oratory supported by unconvincing
arguments has been poured out by the self-
appointed proprietors of the movement in
their opposition to rear lights and other
matters, which cyclists have accepted when
legislation has been passed in spite of
opposition.

This is a matter which I commend to
the Secretary of the District Associations
with intense sincerity. A change is neces-
sary either in the general set-up of the
C.T.C. or in the formation of a new body,
and the District Associations should make
it their business at the next A.G.M. to
formulate a policy and to force it through.
Obviously the power of the C.T.C. to veto
any resolutions passed at an A.G.M. must
he changed. There need to be changes in
the organisation itself, It is altogether too
complacent and its raison d'etre seems to
be overlooked. The policy in future should
be one vigorously devoted to touring with
only a modicum of politics interlarded-just
enough to ensure that there is no infraction
of tourists' rights. The sport has been
reasonably cleaned up-now let us apply
a similar process to cycle touring.

The Lone Hand
JTHINK that the Road Time Trials

Council which recently ratified its

agreement with the N.C.U. and the
B.L.R.C. on racing procedure makes a
mistake in refusing to submerge its identity
by amalgamation. Time trials are indeed
more important than any other form of
racing on the road, but it was only just
over 20 years ago that cyclists, dissatisfied
with the Road Racing Council which could
only make recommendations and not
enforce them, forced the issue from which
emerged the Road Time Trials Council.
That council, having spent a great deal of
its time arguing about rules and making
new ones has settled down now to a more
or less routine conduct of time trials. It
loses, however, in strength by remaining
aloof from amalgamation. Its interests in
many ways run parallel with those of other
forms of racing and its policy of isolation
cannot in the long run be good for it.

Decline in Cafés
HE number of cafés which specially

cater for cyclists is rapidly declining,
because it does not pay. No doubt the
high and rising costs of food and the
growth of picnicking has something to do
with it. Another cause is the somewhat
uncouth attitude of some cyclists who turn
these cafes into bear gardens. The plain
fact is, however, that it is impossible for
café proprietors to put on a meal very much
below the charges of a properly constituted
and well -managed restaurant. Some of the
recommended teahouses are insanitary
hovels, the food is often
badly cooked and unpalatably
served, yet they are enabled
to show the N.C.U. and
C.T.C. sign. Little jurisdic-
tion is exercised over them
and it is doubtful once the
appointment has been made
whether the two organisations
take any further interest in
them beyond investigating an
occasional complaint. Cyclists
prefer to take their meals in
happier surroundings where
there is less likelihood of
hooliganism.

The Cyclists' Road Club
JUST before the war, you

will remember, we
founded the Cyclists' Road
Club, which had a larger
membership than any -of the
existing organisations. It is
true that the Cyclists' Tour-
ing Club did not like it, as
is evinced by the report of
an interview with the then
secretary of the Club which
was published in a contem-
porary journal. The C.T.C.
opposition, however, did not
affect the success of the Club
which had far more to offer
than the C.T.C. We gave
a useful handbook of touring
information, a badge, acci-
dent insurance, free legal

advice bureau, and many other benefits for
only just half the price of the C.T.C. annual
subscription at that time. It was indeed
a very lively club and local sections were
started up all over the country. The sus-
pension of The Cyclist in the early days of
the war due to the paper situation caused
a similar cessation of activities on the part
of the club. We had learned, however, as
a result of our experience, that such a club,
divorced from cycling politics and non-
militant, was wanted and the membership
would have grown to very large proportions.
The Cyclist had the largest circulation of
any cycling periodical because it devoted
its contents mainly to the pastime and rele-
,ated sport to four pages an issue

Naturally, the great success of these two
ventures aroused jealousy among other
organisations. The Cyclist had broken the
monopoly accorded to a competitor under
which advertisers were not permitted to
advertise in any other journal. That natur-
ally caused annoyance. The Cyclists' Road
Club upset the C.T.C. and it was then that
I began to learn of the furtive and under-
ground methods adopted in the cycling
movement which I spent years in combat-
ing, finally, forcing the opponents into law
courts, with results which are now well
known.

EVERY CYCLIST'S POCKET BOOK
By F. J. CAMM

3rd Edition
7/6, or 8/3 by post from the offices of this journal_

The Bull's Head, Strand -on -the -Green, a picturesque
London riverside inn.
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Fig. 1.-A typical
toeclip in use.

TOECLIPS come in various shapes and
sizes and it is a matter of individual
preference which type is employed.

The author's preference is for a steel clip
(which will spring back to its proper shape
if accidentally flattened by the foot) shaped
to fit the shoe and cut away in the centre
to. enable the toe to protrude slightly (see
Fig, r).

The position of the foot on the pedal
should be as shown, with the ball of the
foot in the centre of the pedal; a toeclip
must be chosen so that this position can
be maintained. Most of the better toeclips
are made in two or three sizes. Some others
are adjustable. They are made in two
parts, each of which is slotted and then
the two are fitted together by means of a
nut and bolt, thus enabling the length of the
toeclip to be varied.

Shoeplates and Toestraps
When toeclips have been used for only a

Fig. 3.-The position of the foot at four points
of the pedalling circle when ankling.

short while, it will be noticed that the pedal
plates are wearing grooves in the sole of
the shoe. To protect the leather and to
help maintain the foot in its correct position,
many riders fit shoeplates, as shown in
Fig. 2. These are made of metal and when
used in conjunction with toeclips and toe -
straps, provide a positive location for the
foot. The disadvantage, according to some
riders, is that in the event of a skid or some
other accident the rider has to fall with his
machine instead of being able to jump
clear.

The same criticism ,can be applied to
toestraps,

Types ; Shoeplates and Toestraps
Pedalling Action

Toeclips should be used in conjunction
with cycling shoes, which are specially
shaped and reinforced for comfort.

Pedalling Action
Cyclists will always argue about the efficacy

of toe -clips and their effect on pedalling
action. Some say pedalling is made more
effective because, not only can the rider
push down, but he can also pull up when
the pedal is travelling round that part of
the pedalling circle. Others say that the
method known as ankling " is the only
way and that properly done this makes
toeclips unnecessary. The clawing motion
of the ankling movement can be seen in
Fig. 3. Other riders say that toeclips make
ankling easier, which may be true, ,but it
is also true to say that many young riders
who have always ridden with toeclips have
a toe -down pedalling style and no trace
of an ankling movement. Many of these

points will de-
pend upon the
individual and
the rider will
have to make
up his own
mind about
them, but there
is one occasion
where the use
of toeclips isvital 1 y
necessary. This
is where a lowgear fixed
wheel is in use.
Going down
hill, unless the
brakes are used,
the feet must
turn at a great rate and toeclips must be used
to stop the feet from flying off the pedals.

'Pedal
marks

Shoe plate

Fig. 2.-A cycle shoe fitted
with metal plate.

1 The CYCLOMETER

Fig. 1.-A typical cyclo-
meter.

How It Works
and Notes on

Fitting
ATYPICAL cyclometer is shown in

Fig. 1. Basically it is a revolution
counter fitted to the hub of the front

wheel and counting the revolutions of the
wheel. The action of counting is achieved
by a striker fitted to the spokes of the wheel
hitting a five -pointed star wheel and rotat,-
ing it one fifth of a turn, each time the
road wheel revolves. Inside the cyclometer.
this rotation of the five -pointed star wheel is
converted by means of gear wheels to miles
and tenths of a mile, shown as figures in
a small glass window on top of the cyclo-
meter. Some
idea of the
complexity o f
t h e internal
mechanism can
be seen in Fig. 2.

The Right
Model
Each of the

several types of
cyclometer i s
designed for use
with a front
cycle wheel of a
specific size.
This, as will be
realised, is due
to the fact that
a 28in. dia, whe-1

Window

Case

Main Driving
Spindle

Excentre

awould travel farther in one revolution than
would a 26in. dia. wheel. A 28in. wheel
would travel 88in. in one revolution while
a 26in. wheel would travel only 82in.
approximately, a difference of 6in. Over a
distance of a mile an error of 12o -13o yards
would be caused by using the wrong cyclo-
meter for a given size of wheel. The cyclo-
meter is designed to be used with a specific
size of wheel and this size is only maintained
when the tyre is pumped hard. Riding
on a half -inflated tyre alters the effective
diameter of the wheel and will cause the
cyclometer to he slightly wrong in its
reading.

Fitting
The mounting bracket fits over the front

wheel spindle and is clamped in place
by the spindle locking nut. The top of
the bracket is formed into a shoe, into
which the shaped base of the cyclometer
itself is locked. The striker is fitted
separately on one of the spokes by means
of a grub screw provided. Both the striker
and cyclometer are adjusted so that the
striker hits the underside of the five -pointed
wheel lightly on each revolution,

End Wheel
Pinion
SpindlesPinions.

Star Driving \ 1 /1
Wheel

Geared
Crown

Con'eeneric
Cogs

io 'Mile Number Drum

Fig. 2.-Th

Number Drums

2

715 74 Mi le Number Drum

-E na
Cover

Concentric
Cogs

- Excentre

Pelt Washer

nterral mechanism of the o'cilmeter.

Geared
Crown
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shelving
72in. HIGH
30in. WIDE
I2in. DEEP

as illustrated, strongly made with six shelves and
corner gusset plates for extra strength.

Price £3.12.6 Delivery free England
& Wales.

Cash with order.

 Finished mottled grey stove enamel.
 Other sizes available.

6 Shelves adjustable at tin. centres.
 Extra shelves 79 each.
 Extension bay,

STORAGE
BOX

The handyman
will find 101
uses for this
box. Ideal for
small tools and
components.
Size 161" x 10.1"

PRICE 19/3

Delivery Free England & Wales.

f3.3.0.

THE CYCLIST

OF STEEL

For further details of these and
other storage items, write for

illustrated list.

SAUNDERS ENGINEERS
WALLISDOWN RD., BOURNEMOUTH. Tel. Winton 5951,2 (Ext. 2)

GaMaG E S
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`16' Electric ARC WELDER
For Professional and Workshop Use
Welds material from I/16in. thick and if necessary up to
1in, by repeat runs. Robustly constructed throughout.

Air cooled. Dimensions approx. 10 x 13 x
Bins. Weight approx. 50 lbs. Incorporates a
heavy-duty transformer and is complete with
cables, welder's equipment, electrodes and
instructions.

For 190/250 Volts single phase A.C. 5 to 10 amps
domestic supply. Runs 16 S.W.G. rods continuously.

BARGAIN 221
.10.0 of 9 Monthly

29fDelivered on First Part Carriage & Packing 7/6

PRICE
8 in Gt. Britain if outside our

payments of extensive van delivery area.

FERROUS F.M.65 -A COMBINED ARC WELDING AND BRAZING
MACHINE Welds light sheet down to 26 S.W.G.-invaluable for work on car bodies

n a novice can operate this carbon brazing contact operation.
GAMAGES £25 or 12 Monthly A 3f9 Part Carr, & Pkg. 10/6, Gt. Britain.

PRICE payments of MP

The Famous MYFORD ML7
HEAVY-DUTY CENTRE LATHE

For Turning and Screw -cutting
A really first-class precision machine,
31 x 20in. between centres. With stan-
dard equipment and countershaft.

257.10.0prat 53/9
Metal Cabinet Stand with reversing
switch £23.15 extra or 12 Monthly pay-
ments of 41/9. Leaflet on request.
Owing to exceptional demand, delivery
is sometimes slightly delayed.
If outside our van delivery area, Part
Carr. & Pkg. 20/- extra in Great
Britain, plus crate 20/-, returnable.

Write NOW for Gamages Tool and Car Accessory List and details of their
CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLAN.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I. HOL

FASCINATIN6 HOBBY made
Simple 5.Succestsifid

by means of
this 800N

Lampshade making can give endless fun,

beautify your home and "-delight your
friends. There are 83 practical and easy -to -

follow illustrations and ideas to show you

how to do it.
Published by C. Arthur Pearson Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, or obtainable from :

SAMUEL JONES & CO., LTD.

\

Re9d
BUTTERFLY BRAND
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BATTERY CHARGER PANELS.

Metal panel 121" x 19" containing 20-40a.
2' scale moving iron meters. 2-16 position
rotary switches. Current carrying cap. 6 a.
1. mains, rotary on/off switch, and 2 heavy
duty Par. resistances, 6 a., 2 ohms. Switches
and resistances mounted on rear of panel
With control knobs on front of panel. Weight
17 lb. -too heavy for post. Offered at very
low price of 1218 ea., carr. & pkg. forward.

RESISTANCES BOXES.

Admiralty patt. as used on compass control
equip. Contains 1 fixed resistance tapped at
200. 400, 600 ohms and 1 slider resistance at
450 ohms, about 1 a. Complete with large
terminal block. In steel case 5" x 6" x 20'
)ong. -Pr. 5/6, carr. 616. Ideal for bat. charger
regulators. Ditto, but double unit as shown,
9'6, carr. forward.

ARTHUR SALLIS (1;:111::i LTD.
63. North lid. itrighlou. Tel. 25806

WATSON'S
SPECIAL OFFERS

.1.A.P. 15,32v. 288 watts. 817.10.0. Carr. 15:-.
These are extremely nice charging sets each
slightly used, tested and with Three Months'

Same -as -Makers " Guarantee.
CLOCK WORK MOTORS. Exceptionally
well made double spring motors taken from
Gun Predictors, 37,6. Post 3,-.
VACUUM FOOD CONTAINERS; 1f
Gallons with stainless steel interior, Size
271n. x in. diam. Ideal for any food orliquid storage in caravans, boats, etc.
NEW Price, 35 each. Carr. 3,6. ALSO
1 Gallon size. PRICE 25'-. Carr. 3.-.
GOGGLES. SPECIAL SAFETY TYPE
with Unsplinterable Glass lined chenile,
59; DE LUXE TYPE. Lined Chamois &
Foam Rubber, 7:9. Post 1/-.
INSPECTION LAMPS. H.D. safety model
with -waterproof glass cover and protective
guard complete with 10 yards T.R.S. cable.
NEW & BONED. 25:6. Post 2;6.
TRIPODS. Extremely fine units approx.
38in. long with adjustable brave cap complete
with leather protective cap and carrying
sling. PRICE 12.'8. Post 2,6.
PRISMATIC TELESCOPES.
7 s 50 MAGNIFICATION, 576.
Post 216. These instruments
cost originally nearly £40, and
were produced to finest optical
'standards.
SMALL D.C.
MOTORS. 12v.
5,000 r .p .m .
Size approx.
31in. x Lin,
diarn. Ideal
for the. Model
Maker,
Complete with 6-1 reduction gear, 11 8.Post 2/,
Hilltdreds of other Bargains available.
Send 6d. stamp for Illustrated list.

EASTERN MOTORS
ALDEBURGH, SI ('FOLK, 'Plum, 51.

THE CYCLIST

3/13in.
HIGH-SPEED SENSITIVE

POWER BENCH
DRILLING MACHINE

Price £6.10.0 net, or 10: -
Deposit and six monthly pay-
ments of £1. carriage and pack-
ing extra.
(S.A.E.) for specification and

descriptive pamphlet.

WANSTEAD SUPPLY CO.
82, Snakes Lane (East),
Woodford Green, ESSEX

NIMINATIVioW041/
,vAvr sale

ffolases
p. 5- p. 1/7

Ness' and unused Ex-W.D.
Heavy Quality. Huge Bulk.
Purchase enables us to make
this EXCLUSIVE: OFFER.
Suitable for EVERY WORK-
ING MAN. Special fixed dyefor perfect washing. Will
give lasting wear. All waist
Measurements available. 31'

'to 38" -state height. Also
KITCHEN Jackets and
Trousers in blue and white

striped drill. TROUSERS
waist 31' to 38'. 8'11. P. &
1.1. JACKETS -chest 34'

to 41'. (State waist:) 9.6. p. & p.
suits, 17/6, P. & p. 2!6.

Ns C.O.D. Refund Guarantee.
JEFF STORES LIMITED (PMC)r

408, Green St., Upton Park, London, E.13,
Open all day Saturday.

Sdei
fON REPAIRS

S
TO CAR BODIES

v PANELS,WINGS

with Ca)
Glass Fibre

Al DEMONSTRATED ON
REPAIR ITV & " DO IT YOURSELF"

PACK EXHIBITION

7/6 All
materials supplied

separately. I II us trot ed
Post Free booklet 2:6 post free.

2/6, 25/-: CAR BODY SHELL AND
FORD 8 10 H.P.Other kits

KIT.
Phis roar I, 1,,(q1111,. 8100.0.0.
21-, 2/3, 23.). led for details.

Westpole Motors Ltd. Froths.,Froths.,Du

ision
, Trent House, 89, Branalry-rd.. London, 5.14

PAL 8.331.

SERIES III

NUCLEAVE PRESS

CROPS

RIVETS

PUNCHES
Asir your Taal Dealer or send for
details to ---

Sale Manufacturers,.

FITZNER LTD.
197-199, KINGS ROAD,

,KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

FREE POCKET MANUAL

How to fit
STEAM

TRAPS
Unique guide to the correct .selection and
installation of steal) traps for mains
drainage; heating, systems. process steam
units of -all kinds : including hest conden-
sate -lifting installations. Concise directions:
clear illustrations. Copies free on request to:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.), Cheltenham, Glos.

ARC WELDING SETS
THE PEOPLES
ARC -WELDER

£15.1136s
Compare am,
all accesso/Us
Shown_Ready

for. P11.132'
ing into
10ampsbcte
200/250
mainsinfinite k
variame contr's
of welding c.'
setby band -
wheel. Welds up
to any thickness
with single or multi-
ple runs a down `o
ate. sheet. For the
Motorist, HouseroI3e,
& Eng:nee,

£15.113 6d Or. ocrowr) USN WUNDER

oth Welder Estsa Serdrodes Es/cotoam eon., wn ee

NEST OF DRAWERS
Overall size 7' wide x 5 deep
x 11' high. 12 drawers, each
measuring 3' wide s 41" deep
x 1r high. Useful storage for
the engineer, motorist and
householder for nuts, bolts
and small
enamelled. fl. P & P.

TRANSFORMERS
ALL `..2C 250 V. A.G.

INPUT
9ONTINII00) P .TTN1

EACH 16.10.0.
OUTPUTS :
12 V. 40 Amps.
8-12-18-24-30 V.12 Amps.
5 V. 80 Amps.
18 V. 30 Amps.
110-120 V. 4 Amps,
55 V. 12 Amps.
6.3 V. 18 Amps. or 12.6 V. 9 Amps.
4 V. 100 Amps.

HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO
JORDAN STREET, KNOTT MILL,

MANCHESTER, 15

You Can Become a

HANDICRAFTS
TEACHER

Experience not essential
Men who enjoy making things in wood
or metal can turn their. hobby into a
permanent and interesting career.
Short hours, long holidays and security
in a job you would really enjoy can
be yours if you become a Handicrafts
Teacher. Let us send you details
of the easiest and quickest way to get
the necessary qualification.

We definitely guarantee
" NO PASS -NO FEE "

If you Auld like to know about our
unique method of preparing you for
one of these appointments write
to -day, and we will send yop an
informative 144 -page Handbook -FREE
and without obligation. Mark your
letter " Handicrafts Teacher."

BIET
BRITISH INSTITUTE
OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY
' 591, College House,

29.31 Wright's Lane, London, W,8.
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Huge Purchase High Speed Sic"
Tool hits. hardened ready for use.
essential to any lathe user, secure
Your stock now as these are really a
good investment. 1'4" square. 2 1'2'
long. 6 6 per doz. 5'10 sq.. 3- long, 8'6
doz., 3'8' sq., 3" long. 121- doe. 746'
sq., 3 1,2' long, 15,- doz. Six doz. lots
less 10 per cent.

5,000 Taps, 1'8' to 318' dia..
Assorted Threads. suit M.E. or eXperi-
mentermo6stly fine threads, twenty
assorted.

One TWn Ground Silver Steel, 13"
lengths,lenligs 1166". to 15 32- dia.. doz. assorted

1,000 11.5. Morse Taper Shank
End Mills, 1'4' 3/8",3/8", Pi' dia.. worth
50'-. gift 12 - the three. Also No. 2
M.T. Shank End Mills, 9116-, 56",
11'16". 3'4". 7,8" (Ea., 301- the set. Secure
these now as at this ridiculous price
quick clearance is certain.

5.000 Hall Races. standard o.d..
Pr bore. 2 - : 3/16", 2'- : 1'4". 2- ;

318", 216 ; 1/2", 3'6 ; 5 8", 4'6 each.

6 621:060Ornn1.a.n1:1- eRat''ahiners, sizes 17164".
19/64"t 5:16", 21164'. 3'8', 7116', 15132
31.164''-3:6 each, 22/6 the lot. Also
17/32", 21'32". 518". 11116", 419 each. 16 -
the lot. Both lots, 35'-.

Extra Special Carb. (l rind i n g
Wheels Offer. 6"-7" dia..1:4", 1:2".
3/4" thick, 112" or 3i4" hole. 10:- the
three, postage 2/... Value over 30',
6 for £1. post paid. Ass. grits for tool
and cutter grinding, also 5- dia. dish
wheels. 1 2' hole, 4'9 each.

2.000 Small H.S. Twist Drills.
approx. A '32 '-3132", 4'- doz. Approx.
115/1326"-1.

101-.doz.
Approx. 9/32"-

six for
3,000 Circular Split Dies, 1- dia

cutting 114", 5116% 3/8". 7116', 1,8" Whit
B.S.F., also brass thread. 26 thread all
sizes and American N.F. Per set.
of 5 sizes, 2 sets 22/6. 4 sets 42 6. Taps
to suit 12,6' per set, either taper or
second or plug. 1" dia. stocks 6'- each.
2.000 Straight Shank End Mills.

size 18"", 5,32", 316", 7'32", 1;4". 5'16"
15'-15'- set, also 3 7,16", 1'2' ditto, 12:6
set.
All Items brand new. £1 orders post

paid, except overseas.

J. BURKE
192 Baslow Rd., Totley, Sheffield
Inspect ion at Rear 36 Fitzwilliam St..

Sheilield

THE BUSBY BURNER
ON THE " BUNSEN PRINCIPLE

(Complete with a pair of TONGS)

The ideal GIFT CASH PRICE

for the practical
HOUSEHOLDER.
Suitable for Schools. Workshops

TORCH & TONGS

Coiling liquids, melting
solids (such at gcw,
paraffin wax. etc.),
distillation, laboratory
experiments, etc., etc.

Glass blowing and
bending. hard and soft
soldering. brazing.
annaling, hardening,
tempering, forging,
hating rivets, et., its

Paint stripping, annealing
panels to remove dents.
wiping (soldering) joints
in pipes, brazing and
soldering of large parts,

att., etc.

A really portable blow
pipe, easily carried in
the pocket. or hung net

on the wail.

-----
Obtainable from local tronntalgers or direct from
makers on receipt of P.O. 6i. (including portage).

BUSBY & COMPANY LIMITED
BUSCO WORKS, PRICE STREET, BIRMINGHAM

Phone ASTON CROSS 5656/7
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DON'T LET SOLDERING
TIE YOU UP IN KNOTS..

use
FLUX ITE

'Soldering ceases to be a knotty problem
the moment you use FLUXITE. Solder
flows on easily and smoothly-and stays
on. For over half a century FLUXITIE has
been the choice of craftsman and engineer
.alike and, in this age, its reliability and
speed has made FLUXITE even 'none in
demand than ever.

IT

SIMPLIFIES

ALL

SOLDERING

FLUXITE Ltd., Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.I
G,M 71

Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED. Toner House, Southampton
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"Practical Mechanics" Advice bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until March 31st, l05), and must he
attached to all letters containing queries, together with bd. Post.ii
Order. A stamped addressed envelope must Aso h ertsluse I

Practical Mechanics. Ma,ch, 1459
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free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
presetst calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile Pt

Structural If
R F Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics Lall stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accoudu,
Surve flag & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.F.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A,I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Hea!th Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417. JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA : P.O. BOX NO. 4570, MELBOURNE

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains
Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY INTERFSTING COURSES

TO SELECT FROM

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D.,
Lontiln B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

Free
ilidel

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial -
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMOLOYED

r

Free Coupon
To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-150, Holborn, London, E.C.z

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

4o°
ANT /

TN/5 COUPONt
NOW AND BE
;4LL5EfFoR,V

St1CCESS

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the 4ranches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I nm especially -interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(ad. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)
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